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INTRODUCTION
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» What are the Big Ideas
WHY PLAN?

The Shawnee Next Horizons Plan serves two fundamental purposes. First, the plan provides the legal basis for land use regulations such as zoning and subdivision regulations. Second, a modern comprehensive plan presents a unified and compelling vision for the community, built from the aspirations of its citizens, with recommended actions to accomplish that vision.

LEGAL ROLE

Communities across the nation adopt comprehensive plans because they serve the legal purpose of enabling the city to regulate the development and management of land resources within its corporate limits and often surrounding areas.

Oklahoma Statute §111-43-103 states that

municipal regulations shall be made in accordance with a comprehensive plan and be designed to accomplish any of the following objectives: 1) to lessen congestion in the streets; 2) to secure safety from fire, panic and other dangers; 3) to promote health and the general welfare, including the peace and quality of life of the district; 4) to provide adequate light and air; 5) to prevent the overcrowding of land; 6) to promote historical preservation; 7) to avoid undue concentration of population; or 8) to facilitate the adequate provision of transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks and other public requirements.

Land use regulations, such as zoning ordinances, recognize that people in a community live cooperatively and have certain responsibilities to one another. These regulations establish rules that govern how land is developed within a municipality. The comprehensive plan creates a vision for how a community should develop and thus should guide land use decisions.
COMMUNITY BUILDING ROLE

A modern comprehensive plan should serve to unify the community, its residents, and stakeholders in pursuit of a prosperous and equitable future; the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan has been built from a stakeholder engagement process to establish a shared civic vision for the future of Shawnee. This shared vision is something that cannot be achieved by only one party but instead should be accomplished through many partners working in concert where it aligns with their respective missions. In this way, the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan should be a rallying point for those interested in making Shawnee a better place for future generations.

HISTORY OF PLANNING IN SHAWNEE

In the interest of offering credit where it is due, this section pulls content from www.shawneeok.org and its page entitled “History of Shawnee.”

The area surrounding Shawnee was settled after the Civil War by a number of tribes that the federal government had removed to Indian Territory. The Sac and Fox were originally deeded land in the immediate area but were soon followed by the Kickapoo, Shawnee, and Potawatomi Indians. Members of the tribes continue to reside today in and around Shawnee.

Over the course of the 1870s, Texas cattle drovers pushed their herds across Indian Territory with the West Shawnee trail crossing near present-day Kickapoo and Main Streets. With the cattle drives came railroads; as a result, pressure began to build to allow permanent settlements by non-Native Americans in a region that previously had been reserved by treaty to Native Americans. The shift in policy was foreshadowed by the establishment, in 1871, of the Quaker mission near the current Mission Hill Hospital. That first missionary, Joseph Newsom, opened a school in 1872, and by 1876 a post office and trading post had been established a quarter mile west of the mission at what became known as Shawnee Town.

Beginning in April 1889, the United States government succumbed to the pressure to open Indian lands to non-native settlement. Land runs were initiated after tribal property was seized and then allotted individually to tribal members. At high noon on September 22, 1891, Etta B. Ray, John and Lola Beard, J. T. Farrall, and Elijah Ally set off for the site of present-day Shawnee. By Christmas 1891, John Beard had decided that railroads would be the key to Shawnee’s success. With the aid of other settlers, he made overtures to various railroads. The task was considerable since Tecumseh already had been named the county seat. Nevertheless, by the fall of 1894, the Choctaw Railroad was committed to come through Shawnee. Tracks were completed from Oklahoma City to Shawnee by July 4, 1895. In February 1896, terminal facilities for the Choctaw Railroad were built in Shawnee, but it was the decision of the Choctaw to relocate its main repair shops, which formerly had been in McAlester, that promoted significant growth. The shops provided a strong employment base for the city as the work force reached nearly 1,000.
For the first few years of the new century, Shawnee was in the midst of a boom that came close to keeping pace with Oklahoma City’s growth. Located in the heart of cotton, potato, and peach country, Shawnee quickly became an agricultural center. Feed stores, wagon yards, a cotton seed mills, and an assortment of other businesses were designed to serve the farmer as he brought his crop to market in Shawnee.

Shawnee’s growth was fueled by the railroad industry. By 1902, the Choctaw had been absorbed by the Rock Island, and a station was built at the foot of Union Street. Shortly thereafter, the Santa Fe Railroad built one of the more striking stations in the entire country. The Missouri, Kansas, and Texas Railroad, better known as the Katy, also built a station. By 1907, according to the Chamber of Commerce, there was an average of 42 passenger trains and 65 freight trains arriving in the city each day.

Virtually cupped on three sides by railroad tracks, Shawnee developed its commercial activity around Main Street. With no central square around which to build, retail businesses, garment factories, hotels, cotton gins, convention halls, opera houses, and banking institutions jockeyed for the best position on Main Street and its intersecting arterials. By 1903, the streetcar system was being constructed by a private developer. Tracks stretched from St. Benedict’s on Kickapoo up to Broadway at Main. Tracks also ran down the middle of Broadway and turned left on Georgia to make a stop near Oklahoma Baptist University. Another line went east on Main to Pesotum and on to turn around at the country club.

While Shawnee did not possess a town square to focus public activity, the city did have Woodland Park, just two blocks north of Main Street. Constructed with fountains and formal gardens, the park was the building location in 1905 of the Carnegie Library, as well as the site of frequent Chautauqua meetings led by such people as William Jennings Bryan. But it was Benson Park, located approximately midway between Shawnee and Tecumseh, that served the recreational needs of Shawnee residents for most of 30 years. What made the park special was the interurban streetcar that ran between the two towns to the park. Opened in 1907, the park had a swimming pool, skating rink, roller coaster, and large picnic areas.

By 1910, however, it was increasingly clear that while Shawnee would continue to prosper, the city could no longer vie with Oklahoma City for predominance in the region. Between 1910 and 1920, the population increased at a slowed pace from 12,500 to 15,400.

Shawnee’s next growth spurt occurred in the 1920s with the onset of the Oklahoma oil boom. Shawnee was located close enough to Earlsboro and Seminole to benefit substantially from the new wealth, but because there was little oil in the immediate vicinity, the city did not suffer from an uncontrollable growth. At the peak of production, Pottawatomie County wells were producing more than 120,000 barrels a day. The Chamber of Commerce advertised itself as “The Hub of the World’s Largest Oil Fields.” This oil boom stimulated residential construction, oil-related businesses, and the entertainment industry.
However, there were several negative economic factors in the 1920s that ultimately meant Shawnee would suffer significantly during the Depression. In 1922, the Rock Island experienced a nation-wide strike that resulted in increased tension between strikers and strike breakers. While the economic effect of the strike is difficult to evaluate, the shops ceased to grow as an employer in the city. Perhaps more serious was the decline in agricultural production due in large part to the impact of the boll weevil on the cotton crop.

Ultimately, however, it was the stock market crash and the resulting depression that took a great toll on Shawnee residents, as with the rest of the nation. Shawnee’s survival depended upon many factors, but clearly one of the more important was the assistance provided by the New Deal. Funding from the federal government helped construct the new county courthouse, the municipal auditorium, the municipal swimming pool, the high school football stadium, the Deer Creek reservoir, and several elementary schools.

Fairly stagnant until the 1970s, Shawnee’s economic climate improved with the addition of several industrial plants north of the city which added approximately 1,000 jobs to the community base.

History is an ever-expanding catalogue of events; this history produced the built character of the city including the downtown, the transportation framework, and residential neighborhoods. The next chapter of Shawnee history should preserve the best of its physical history and generate progress that future generations will look back upon proudly.
WHAT THE READER WILL LEARN IN THE DOCUMENT

The Shawnee Next Horizons Plan is designed as a rallying point for Shawnee’s many stakeholders around the community’s vision for the future, the actions necessary to make that future a reality, and how to get involved. As such, the plan is written to educate the reader on the basics of land and community development, articulate the vision and recommendations for Shawnee, and provide an implementation framework to identify priorities, partnerships, and potential funding mechanism. The plan is organized as follows:

CHAPTER 1: SHAWNEE TODAY
A review of existing conditions with special attention to demographic, population, and economic trends.

CHAPTER 2: ISSUES, CHALLENGES, AND OPPORTUNITIES
An exploration of issues, challenges, and opportunities pertinent to the growth, development, and investment in Shawnee.

CHAPTER 3: SHAWNEE INTEGRATED LAND USE PLAN
A framework for the physical development of the community with respect to existing neighborhoods and business districts, the transportation system (existing and future), and the creation of amenity nodes.

CHAPTER 4 - 9: ELEMENTS
The element chapters provide the greatest amount of detail on how to implement the vision established through the public engagement process. A chapter is dedicated to each of the following topic areas.

» Transportation
» Community Image
» Downtown
» Housing & Neighborhoods
» Quality of Life
» Public Services

CHAPTER 10: IMPLEMENTATION
A guide on exactly how to begin implementing the plan including priorities, partnerships, and funding mechanisms.
BIG IDEAS / GOALS

The Shawnee Next Horizons Plan is built from a foundation of big ideas laid through the public engagement process and study of physical, demographic, and growth characteristics of the city. These big ideas are carried forward through the plan with special attention to how those big ideas can be brought into reality through projects, policies, and partnerships. The big ideas of the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan are arranged by topic area and follow:

**LAND USE**
- Growth to be incremental and connected to existing infrastructure, neighborhoods, and community destinations.
- New development contributes to the community’s character.
- Growth should preserve environmental features.

**TRANSPORTATION**
- Transportation network should provide a safe and efficient means for all users including pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers.
- Transportation system should support desirable patterns of community, neighborhood, and economic development.
- The appearance and role of corridors should elevate the community’s image and serve to unite the community.

**COMMUNITY IMAGE**
- Shawnee’s built and natural environment should be regionally appropriate and well maintained.
- Partnerships should produce neighborhood and commercial areas that are healthy, inviting, and functional.
- Develop places where Shawnee residents can gather and socialize to build connections.
- Incorporate public art to show Shawnee’s culture and diversity

**QUALITY OF LIFE**
- Encourage neighborhood and community destinations that are family friendly and support strong social networks.
- Provide park facilities and recreation services accessible to Shawnee’s growing population.
- Expand connections between jobs and housing.
- Promote cultural assets.
DOWNTOWN

» Improve visibility of the downtown.
» Elevate the downtown to be seen as a regional destination for living, working, and entertainment.
» Offer an urban lifestyle in downtown Shawnee with quality residential options.
» Ensure that the downtown is included in an overall economic strategy for Shawnee.

HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS

» Create healthy neighborhoods that offer a range of housing types to accommodate workers and residents at all stages of life.
» Ensure that Shawnee’s future housing stock is affordable to all through conservation of existing housing and new diverse housing options.
» Create a reinvestment strategy that supports private market investment in older neighborhoods.

PUBLIC SERVICES

» Provide public services in a manner that balances cost efficiency and levels of service.
» Guide the extension of water and sewer services in a way that supports efficient patterns of community development.
» Ensure land use and transportation patterns that support the efficient and cost-effective delivery of emergency services.
» Expand emergency services to maintain a high level of service to current and future residents.

BEING A HEALTHY CITY

Throughout the public engagement process, many conversations touched on the idea of health and wellness. The city’s Blue Zone initiatives provide a detailed and tactical exploration of issues on how projects and programs can make Shawnee a healthier community for its residents. In the same way that the Blue Zones focus on improving the physical health of individuals, this plan is focused on improving the overall health of the community. Together, these plans are stronger.

From the perspective of the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan, there are four facets of health that must be achieved to make a truly healthy community.
ECONOMIC HEALTH
A healthy community is one that is economically strong with: vibrant business districts, neighborhoods with strong property values; and competitive wages for persons in Shawnee. Economic health is achieved through a strong emphasis on business recruitment and retention, workforce development, promotion of cultural assets and policies and project that encourage reinvestment in private properties.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
A healthy community is one that cares about the health of its environment. This facet means that the environment should not negatively impact residents but also that human interventions do not harm the landscape including drainages, habitats, and the prairie.

CIVIC HEALTH
A healthy community is one where its residents are engaged in the civic functions of the community such as voting, volunteering, creating public art, and helping their neighbors. The best way to increase engagement is to build trust through transparent processes, positive changes sustained over time, and welcoming citizen input throughout city processes.

INDIVIDUAL
A healthy community has healthy residents. From the perspective of this plan, individual health is best achieved by focusing on each of the previous facets; for example, trails which support neighborhood property values also encourage residents to walk or ride their bikes.

The Shawnee Next Horizons will highlight when projects, policies, and big ideas directly align with the above facets of community health.
CHAPTER 01.
S H A W N E E T O D A Y

CONTENTS

» Population History and Character
» Land Use Character
» Environmental Character
» Housing & Neighborhood Character
» Economic Conditions
» Park & Recreation Amenities
» Transportation
» Infrastructure
SHAWNEE TODAY: POPULATION HISTORY AND CHARACTER

INTRODUCTION
In its early years, Shawnee experienced surges of rapid population growth because of the railroads and its industries. Since 1960 its population has been relatively stagnant but recent leadership, investments, and a renewed sense of community engagement seem primed to send this trend upward once again. This section will explore the dimensions of population change in Shawnee in terms of geographic area, population dynamics, and population growth forecasts.

KEY TRENDS

POPULATION
» The City of Shawnee is growing but at a slower rate than Pottawatomie County. While Pottawatomie County contains a small portion of Oklahoma City and Tucumseh, in addition to Shawnee, the majority of this growth has occurred in the rural unincorporated parts of the county. Many of these residents use Shawnee’s commercial services because of its role as a regional hub.

RACE AND ETHNICITY
» Shawnee’s diversity increased slightly between 2000 and 2010 with individuals identifying as American Indian (term used by the census), some other race, or more than one race increasing by a total of 4.0% of the total population. It is therefore important that the community continue to actively engage all residents in community decisions and that all residents benefit from those decisions.
» Native to Pottawatomie County are the following Native American Tribes: Citizen Potawatomi Nation, Absentee Shawnee, Sac and Fox, and Kickapoo.

AGE
By examining the age trends of a population overtime, it is possible to understand migration and population change in a more interesting and informative way. Figure 1.2 examines age data reported in the 2010 Census and the 2016 American Community Survey and extrapolates the 2010 count based on standard birth and death rates.

MAJOR THEMES

SLOW AND STEADY GROWTH PREDICTED
Shawnee has been growing at a relatively slow rate, primarily through in-migration of working age professionals. Based on recent historic growth, housing construction, and a renewed interest and momentum behind quality of life and identity improvements, Shawnee is expected to increase its growth rate to 0.75 percent annually over the next 20 years. This forecast underlies the physical development plan contained later in the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan which explores how and where growth should occur.

INCREASING DIVERSITY
Shawnee is growing increasingly diverse. While the trend is relatively slow, it is important to acknowledge and react to these trends by becoming more inclusive in public outreach, decision making, and ensuring public improvements consider equity to all residents of Shawnee.

GROWTH REQUIRES ACTIVE PARTICIPATION
While the plan forecasts that Shawnee will be able to grow at a 0.75% annual growth rate over the next 20 years, it will not occur without the active participation of community leaders. Community growth occurs through housing production, incentives for choosing to live in Shawnee, and the retention of major employers and the smart recruitment of new jobs. Each of these pillars of growth must be achieved through partnerships and a focus on progress in each dimension.
This provides a baseline assumption of what the population of Shawnee would be if there was no in-migration or out-migration from Shawnee.

- Shawnee has grown through in-migration (585 more people than predicted).
- The greatest in-migration occurred in those individuals aged between 15 and 24, a total of 909 more than predicted. This is likely due to enrollment at Oklahoma Baptist University which predictably draws an influx of new students into the community each year.

- Related to the above in-migration, the community experiences an almost equally predictable out-migration of individuals aged 25-34, a total of 768 fewer than predicted. This is related to graduation rates at Oklahoma Baptist University as graduates leave Shawnee for employment. It is interesting that the influx in younger populations is greater than the exodus and suggests some graduate retention but a need to continue efforts to retain and attract this population.

- Some volatility in those aged 55 – 85 exists. Shawnee experienced in-migration of individuals aged 55 – 64 (+206 individuals) and 75 – 84 (+122 individuals) while experiencing out-migration of individuals aged 65-74 (-94 residents) and those aged 85 plus (-80 residents). In total, these age cohorts represent a net immigration of 156 new residents.
POPULATION GROWTH FORECASTS

» Especially important to planning for the physical growth and character of Shawnee is understanding and forecasting how the city’s population will grow in the coming decades. This forecast is the basis for the physical development plan which focuses on the amount of land that will be required to accommodate the future population including where and how that growth should occur.

» Population forecasts are developed by examining multiple trends including recent historical growth rates, natural population change (no-migration), housing construction, and anecdotal observations. The selected forecast model is that Shawnee will experience a 0.75% annual growth rate. This rate is slightly above the past 20 year trend and estimates a total population of 34,520 by 2030.

» This growth scenario will be carried forward as the base assumption for how much Shawnee will continue to grow and will underlie the conversations about how and where growth will occur.

**FIGURE 1.3: Growth projections**

Source: RDG Planning & Design
SHAWNEE TODAY: LAND USE CHARACTER

INTRODUCTION
Shawnee’s existing land use and development patterns provide the framework for the development of the future land use plan. The physical land use character and change over time is an approximate mirror to the population growth patterns examined in the previous section. Much of the built environment comes from the many periods of prosperity from between 1900 and 1950 followed by much smaller trend of more contemporary development patterns produced during the years of slow population gains.

KEY TRENDS

RESIDENTIAL LANDS
» Residential land consumes approximately 20 percent of the total developed area of Shawnee. These neighborhoods represent one of the greatest investments from both the public and private sectors. Many of Shawnee’s neighborhoods – indicative of their era – include nearby parks, good sidewalk connectivity, and institutions that have traditionally served as a place for residents to gather such as schools and churches. These amenity nodes should be revitalized and replicated in new developments through sidewalk requirements in subdivision regulations to ensure new residents can experience the same access to quality public spaces.

MAJOR THEMES

HISTORIC CHARACTER
The economic prosperity in the first part of the 19th Century gave Shawnee a wealth of historic charm and character. While the economic decisions in the second half of the century allowed many to fall into disrepair, contemporary preferences seem to be shifting. New buyers, residents, and industries are looking for authentic cities and traditional neighborhoods; Shawnee is well positioned to revitalize its neighborhoods and downtown as a catalyst for progress.

REGIONAL HUB FOR COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
Shawnee’s role in the region has allowed its commercial and industrial ventures to remain stable when others have faltered nationally; for example, unlike many communities, the mall is healthy.

OPPORTUNITY FOR BALANCED GROWTH
Shawnee should strive to accommodate its demand for growth through a balanced approach that includes greenfield development, infill development to reinforce neighborhoods and corridors; and downtown investments.

FIGURE 1.4: SHAWNEE LAND USE COMPOSITION
Source: City of Shawnee & RDG Planning & Design
» Of the total amount of residential land development, the majority is single-family detached dwellings with multi-family units (2-4 units and multi-family complexes) comprising only 1.98% of all residential land. While there is clearly a market for single family detached dwellings as evidenced by recent construction and absorption, additional multi-family projects would provide affordable housing, competitive alternative housing options, and make sections of the city more walkable such as the principal corridors and downtown.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LANDS

» Consistent with its role as a regional commercial and employment hub, Shawnee has a relatively large share of land developed for these uses.

» Commercial uses such as retail and services are generally clustered in the following areas:
  ○ The Shawnee Mall; along Interstate 40, Kickapoo and Harrison; at interchanges with U.S. Highway 177 and Kickapoo Spur; and in downtown.

» Industrial uses tend to follow a similar pattern due to their good access to transportation routes and high visibility. Additionally, industrial ventures situated near downtown perform well due to adjacency to the railroad which remains relevant today.

### FIGURE 1.5: Shawnee Land Use Composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAND USE CATEGORY</th>
<th>ACRES</th>
<th>% OF LAND</th>
<th>ACRES PER 100 PEOPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>5988</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Family</td>
<td>5839</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4 Family</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Family</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial/Industrial</td>
<td>2414</td>
<td>8.23%</td>
<td>7.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic</td>
<td>8738</td>
<td>29.77%</td>
<td>28.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Developed Land</td>
<td>17140</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag/Rural Residential</td>
<td>8011</td>
<td>27.29%</td>
<td>25.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Way/Other</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>14.31%</td>
<td>13.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area inside the City</td>
<td>29352</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>94.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: City of Shawnee; RDG Planning & Design*
FIGURE 1.6: Current Land Use

Source: City of Shawnee & RDG Planning & Design
GROWTH AREAS (VACANT AND AGRICULTURE LAND)

» A principal element of a land use plan is to examine the areas that should be considered prime for growth. For the purpose of this plan, growth areas fall into three categories that relate directly to current land use (see those areas identified as ag and tax exempt on Figure 1.6 page 23 and Development Policy areas Page 69):

○ Vacant / Infill Development. Vacant and infill development opportunities may include: areas undeveloped due to odd and otherwise impractical parcel configurations (ex: deep lots on Harrison); commercial developments with platted outlots that have not yet developed; and land that is otherwise restricted by adjacent development such as land that near the airport or railroad.

○ Greenfield Development (Agricultural Conversions). Most often, communities experience their greatest amount of growth through greenfield development at the fringe of the city. Greenfield development opportunities should be incremental and geographically contiguous to existing infrastructure and integrate quality of life amenities that both connect it with the rest of the city and serve its new residents.

○ Redevelopment. While redevelopment is typically a fraction of total growth, it is nonetheless important. Examples of redevelopment include: the adaptive reuse of a former school that is now vacant or demolition and new construction on a site. Especially pertinent to Shawnee is the idea of adaptive reuse for its downtown district.

> Adaptive reuse. Adaptive reuse describes a project that repurposes a building or property for a use other than how it was originally intended. Through adaptive reuse that specifically targets the upper stories for housing, Shawnee can likely capture a notable share of its overall housing demand in support of downtown revitalization.

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

There are two opportunity zones within Shawnee (shown in blue to the left). The opportunity zone incentive is a new community investment tool established by the 2017 Tax Cuts and Job Act. The program is designed to encourage long-term investments in low-income urban and rural communities nationwide. Investors can defer capital gains tax liability by investing in property within the zone or an investment fund based in one of the two zones.
SHAWNEE TODAY: ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTER

INTRODUCTION
Shawnee lies in a relatively flat region of Oklahoma known for its big skies, prairie, savanna, and woodlands. Technically located within the Cross Timbers Eco Region, Shawnee enjoys the benefit of a relatively unique landscape rich in wildlife and diversity. The city of Shawnee has been shaped by natural forces including several drainages that have sculpted the landscape in addition to human interventions that left their mark on the natural systems including flood prevention measures.

KEY TRENDS

WATERCOURSES: THEIR MANY ROLES
Shawnee’s landscape is heavily influenced by the flow of water. Otherwise relatively flat, the rivers, tributaries, and unnamed streams continue to sculpt the landscape. These patterns dictate the flow of water from even the smallest development projects across the community, provide a habitat for wildlife, and play a role in determining the severity of flood events.

IMPACT ON URBAN DEVELOPMENT
The flow of water is rightfully a primary concern of cities across the nation; however, only recently have many begun considering the other elements of stormwater runoff, quality of stormwater, and soil erosion. Specifically these include:

» Detention and Retention. Pertaining to the amount of water that can be discharged from a developed site. It is common to ban a developed site from discharging more stormwater than would have been discharged if the site had never been developed. The increase must be retained on site and absorbed by the soil or detained temporarily and released gradually.

» Land Disturbance and Erosion Controls. Pertaining to the state of development sites that disturb natural landcover. These measures focus on reducing the amount of soil erosion from construction sites during rainfall events.

» Water Quality. Pertaining to the quality of the stormwater before it is discharged from the origin site.

MAJOR THEMES

GROW WITHIN ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
The landscape has been sculpted over the years to manage environmental pressures such as major storms through its wetlands, drainageways, and native plants. These constraints should be recognized as assets, be preserved, and be enjoyed by residents as they observe and learn from their landscape.

DRAINAGES AS OPPORTUNITIES
Shawnee’s creeks and rivers sculpted the landscape that the community now enjoys which have grown into lush natural landscapes. These linear features are an opportunity for Shawnee to build connections between neighborhoods and to allow its residents to access nature. Drainages, natural wetlands, and stormwater detention systems are ideal for a system of greenways, parks, and trails that serve both their natural flood prevention purpose but also a community amenity.

EMBRACE THE RIVER
Nationally, many communities have turned their backs on their local rivers only to rediscover their value in recent years. The river in Shawnee is no different – once a reason for settlement, it was relegated to the back-burner, but it may now be time for the community to embrace the river once again as an amenity, as a community signature, and as an act of unity with the local tribes.
When implemented across an entire community, responsible stormwater management can mitigate flooding, reduce soil loss, and produce opportunities for the creation of regional facilities such as large ponds, urban lakes, and greenways that both control water and provide recreational opportunities.

HABITAT

The linear nature of these watercourses and their natural resistance to urban development (flooding) has created rich habitat corridors for the city’s wildlife. These corridors would have an even greater benefit as habitat, flood prevention, and community building role if they are preserved, enhanced, and expanded.

FLOOD PLAINS

In the past several decades, local, state, and federal agencies have become more aware of the impact development can have on stormwater erosion and water quality. The management of stormwater and the impact that development has on the city’s system of draws should be closely monitored. Development that increases both the volume and velocity of water runoff can create significant flooding and erosion issues both onsite and downstream.

Several areas within Shawnee are located either within the floodway (the channel that holds the floodwaters of a stream or river) or the 1% annual flood (area where there is a 1% chance the area will flood each year) designations.
The most obvious area is located adjacent to the North Canadian River at the southern edge of town. There are, however, sizable portions of the watershed at the north end of town and smaller areas within the heart of town that are subject to a 1% annual chance (see Figure 1.7).

Because 1% annual floods (also known as the 100 year flood) are becoming more frequent and causing more damage nationally, steps should be taken to ensure new developments are not increasing runoff from their sites and that existing sites are retrofit to capture additional stormwater to help reduce the impact to the city. Ideally, no new construction would occur within the 100 year flood zone.

**LAND COVER**

Shawnee's land cover includes not only the developed areas but a mix of forest, grassland, and crops or pasture, especially around the outer edges of the city. Land surrounding the reservoir is primarily grassland and mixed forest, whereas land adjacent to the developed portions of the city is grassland or crops and pasture as shown in Figure 1.8. To protect the watercourses, grassland and mixed forest should remain the primary land cover adjacent to these bodies of water.

**SOILS**

The North Canadian River has soils that are very deep, sandy and loamy with loamy and sandy soils adjacent to the river bed that are on moderately steep slopes. The remainder of Shawnee is located within the Central Rolling Red Prairies with clayey and humus rich soils on gentle slopes. This type of soil is both good for building because clay is more stable for foundations, but is also rich in nutrients for crop production.

**ECO REGIONS**

Shawnee is part of the Northern Cross Timbers eco region, a large area that extends just south of Pauls Valley, north into Kansas. This region is characterized by a mix of savanna, woodland, and prairie. It separates the forests of eastern eco regions from the prairies of drier, western eco regions. The Northern Cross Timbers are naturally covered by oak savanna, scrubby oak forest, eastern red cedar, and tall grass prairie. Vegetation is more sparse than in the Eastern Cross Timbers. Livestock and farming are the main use of this eco region and soils are highly erodible if disturbed. Streams tend to be shallow and sandy with low fish counts.

**NATURAL OPEN SPACE**

A principal of community development is to ensure residents have access to nature. Most people think about parks as serving this need, but natural open spaces can often be better than parks in certain ways. Natural open spaces do not need to be heavily programmed with playgrounds and other features and do not need to be mowed and managed in the same way that an urban park does. When used for trails, these corridors can connect residents and serve as both recreation and transportation needs.
SHAWNEE TODAY: HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER

INTRODUCTION
The expense, nature, and disposition of a community’s housing stock are some of its defining characteristics. As part of a comprehensive planning process, it is important to consider whether the existing housing stock is adequately meeting the needs of the community. Additionally, tracking data on housing tenure, median value/rent, and price relative to income can help reveal important information about a community’s current economic trajectory.

KEY TRENDS
HOUSING OCCUPANCY
New residents to a community often rent before buying a home, looking to understand the community and its neighborhoods before committing long term to one dwelling. The share of housing units occupied by renters in Shawnee has increased from 35.8% in 2000 to 38.5% according to the 2016 American Community Survey estimates. A trend and range experienced by comparable cities. The total number of housing units rose by 949, approximately 59 new units per year.

FIGURE 1.9: HOUSING OCCUPANCY

MAJOR THEMES
HOUSING MIX
Providing options within the market is critical to a stable housing market. Residents at different stages of their lives often look for different housing options. This begin with quality rental options for a young employee, followed by a nice, entry-level home, and then a home in which to raise a family. Finally the appropriate retirement setting that may allow a resident to downsize. A housing market with all these options incentivizes residents to consider Shawnee a life-long home.

WORKFORCE HOUSING
Rising housing costs have the greatest impact on those seeking to enter the housing market as a young employee or first time homebuyer. Rental rates can often be compared to a monthly mortgage payment. Adequate workforce housing, both in the rental and owner-occupied market, will improve the quality of life for those working in entry level and service-oriented positions.
Over the past 16 years the city’s population grew by 4%, while the number of housing units in the city increased by 7.5%. If an average of 2.5 people per household were applied to the population increase, the city should have added at least 960 new housing units. As mentioned above, there were 949 housing units added to the city’s housing stock.

The city’s vacancy rate has continued to slowly rise from 10.6% 2000 to 12.5% in 2016. An available supply of units prevents housing inflation, provides a variety of options for residents, and encourages housing in the worst condition to be brought up to code. The current vacancy rate is above the ideal threshold of about 5-6% and likely reflects the undesirability of some unit.

**HOUSING AFFORDABILITY**

Figures 1.10 A&B compare median housing value to income for Shawnee residents. Affordable housing units should not cost more than 30% of a household’s income. Based on household incomes and the number of affordable units available to those income ranges,
Shawnee has a shortage of units for households in all income brackets except for those making between $25,000 and $49,999. The greatest shortage however is at the lowest income bracket, for households making less than $25,000. It should be noted that many of these households are retired individuals living on fixed incomes.

The cost of housing falls in the middle range of comparable cities. Shawnee is more affordable than Clairmore and Midwest City, but is less affordable than Del City and Seminole. The comparison is demonstrated in Figure 1.11.

Rental housing tends to be less expensive than comparable communities, with only Seminole beating out for lower rents. High rental housing costs can have the greatest impact on the city’s service industry employees, young professions, and residents in the lowest income brackets.

DEMAND

The city’s single-family building permit activity was hit hard after the economic downturn in 2008, however it has been trending upward since 2013 as seen in Figure 1.12. Several single-family neighborhoods were constructed in the past 10 year and were well received in the market.

Construction of multi-family units has been inconsistent throughout the years. The biggest year for multi-family dwelling construction was in 2011 with the most recent uptick in 2016 (143 new units constructed). The stagnant multifamily market has reduced competition in the overall market thereby allowing increases in rents without an increase in quality.

### FIGURE 1.12: Residential Building Permit Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Monthly Average</th>
<th>% Change</th>
<th>Net Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td></td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>-39%</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>-21%</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>129%</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>-41%</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>-68%</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>11.92</td>
<td>120%</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>-43%</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: City of Shawnee

### FIGURE 1.11: Affordability Analysis Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median Household Income</th>
<th>Median House Value</th>
<th>Value / Income Ratio</th>
<th>Median Contract Rent</th>
<th>Percent Renter Occupied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>$37,906</td>
<td>$96,800</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>$502</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claremore</td>
<td>$40,206</td>
<td>$119,000</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>$598</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del City</td>
<td>$42,245</td>
<td>$80,900</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>$612</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest City</td>
<td>$45,695</td>
<td>$101,500</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>$621</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminole</td>
<td>$34,904</td>
<td>$63,100</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>$435</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: US Census Bureau, 2016
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SHAWNEE TODAY: ECONOMIC CHARACTER

INTRODUCTION

As introduced in the history of Shawnee, the community and its growth pattern are directly tied with the historic ebbs and flows of the local economy. While these fluctuations have become less noticeable due to the physical and digital interconnectedness of things, Shawnee’s current economic position can be attributed to its economic past. Today, Shawnee has a healthy commercial and industrial economy due to its role as a regional hub; unfortunately, this health is often overshadowed by the prosperity of first-tier suburbs to Oklahoma City and other high visibility local issues such as downtown vacancy.

KEY TRENDS

MAJOR EMPLOYERS

Shawnee is home to at least 11 employers with 200 or more employees. These employers are scattered throughout the core of the city and several at the periphery including Fire Lake Casino and Entertainment Center, the Thunderlake Casino, and the Kickapoo Casino. Major employers should be viewed as potential community partners because what is good for the community as a whole is typically good for their organization.

EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

» Classified by the type of organization the individual is employed within, the metric provides a summary on the market focus of organizations in Shawnee. Approximately ¼ of employees work in the “educational services, and health care and social assistance” due in part to the University, Shawnee being the county seat of Pottawatomie County, and Shawnee’s large school district.

» The second and third largest employment industries are “arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food services” and “retail trade” with 13.5% and 12.8% respectively. Both industries are supportive of Shawnee being a regional hub for commerce and entertainment.

MAJOR THEMES

A REGIONAL HUB

Shawnee remains a strong regional hub for retail, service, and employment. This is evidenced by the type of businesses located in the city, the type of work employees are doing, and anecdotally, the health of national box chains in Shawnee that have struggled or closed stores nationally. While Shawnee does not have the same regional pull as Oklahoma City or its suburbs, it is a strong regional hub in its own right.

DOWNTOWN AS A SYSTEM AND SYMBOL

A central business district always exists at two levels: 1) as a living, breathing, economic marketplace operating in a largely capitalist environment and 2) as a symbol for how the community is doing and for how it views itself. Downtown Shawnee has suffered in the market while consumer preferences shifted away from traditional districts and when population growth did not meet expectations however, recent energy and investment has focused attention on the beginning stages of its revitalization.
EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATION

» Classified by the type of work an employee does within an organization; for example, there are typically a share of individuals classified as having a “sales and office” occupation even in industries known for manual labor. By examining the occupations of employees in Shawnee, a better picture of the workforce can be gleaned.

» The largest occupation in Shawnee is “management, business, science, and arts occupations” with more than 31% of employees. This illustrates the leadership and other white-collar employees at the major industries in Shawnee.

» The two largest employment nodes within Shawnee are located near the FireLake Casino and Entertainment Center and downtown Shawnee. There are several other employment nodes north of downtown which have anywhere from 240 jobs per square mile to 2,116 jobs per square mile.

DOWNTOWN

Downtown Shawnee represents the grandeur and prosperity that residents of a growing Shawnee expected circa 1900. The district is comprised of many historic structures with rich architectural character that rightfully beg to be the lasting impression for visitors and residents alike; but alas, downtown suffers from a high vacancy rate, blighted and deteriorating buildings, and a homeless problem. Due to the importance of downtown, its potential, and the scope of the challenges it faces, downtown has an element dedicated to it.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCCUPATION TYPE</th>
<th>2016 EMPLOYEE COUNT</th>
<th>PERCENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management, business, science, and arts occupations:</td>
<td>4,108</td>
<td>31.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service occupations:</td>
<td>2,904</td>
<td>21.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and office occupations:</td>
<td>3,105</td>
<td>23.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural resources, construction, and maintenance occupations:</td>
<td>1,311</td>
<td>9.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production, transportation, and material moving occupations:</td>
<td>1,789</td>
<td>13.54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2011-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
FIGURE 1.14: Top Employers

Source: ESRI Community Analyst

Major Employers
- 400 - 650 employees
- 300 - 399 employees
- 231 - 299 employees
- 200 - 230 employees

Not identified on this map (outside city):
- Citizen Potawatomi Nation (2500)
- Absentee Shawnee (326)
FIGURE 1.15: Inflow/Outflow Commute Patterns

OCCUPATION SHARE BY COMMUTING PATTERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GOODS PRODUCING CLASS</th>
<th>TRADE, TRANSPORTATION, AND UTILITIES CLASS</th>
<th>ALL OTHER SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outflow Jobs</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflow Jobs</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Jobs</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Census
SHAWNEE TODAY: PARKS & RECREATION

INTRODUCTION
A city’s park and recreation system is one of the most visible public amenities offered to residents. A park system should provide good coverage to all residents of the community, offer a variety of amenities, and, when connected by good sidewalks and trails, make the city easier to navigate on foot or by bike.

KEY TRENDS
» Shawnee currently has a total of 33 parks throughout the community with 115 total acres. Five are considered community parks, 17 neighborhood parks, and 11 specialty parks. The park system includes a dog exercise area, bird sanctuary, skateboarding facilities, and trap shooting.

» The 2017 Master Planning effort identified six of these parks for upgrades and in one instance expansion — Kid’s Space Park, Briscoe Boy Scout/ Rotary Park, Celebration of Life Park, Woodland Park, Optimist Park, and Dean Weigant Park.

» The city currently has 6.34 miles of separated trails and 15.39 miles of signed bike routes which play an important role in both recreation and transportation.

GEOGRAPHIC SUPPLY OF PARKS AND TRAILS
Figure 1.18 illustrates the geographic distribution of parks. It is assumed that most residents are comfortable with a half-mile walking distance to a park. This traditionally is the comfortable distance a mother with a stroller would walk to the local playground.

Shawnee’s geographic distribution of parks is generally strong, however areas on the east end of town and near the reservoir are underserved within the half-mile radius.

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Public parks in the United States are generally classified by type. A standard number of acres per 1,000 people has been developed by the National Recreation and Park Association for each of these types. A total of 310
acres of parks should be provided to meet these standards, while Shawnee currently has 115 acres of parkland. Shawnee falls just short of these standards for the community park and substantially short for the neighborhood park classifications. NRPA recommends a minimum of 1.5 acres per 1,000 residents for community parks and 10 acres per resident for neighborhood parks. Shawnee currently supplies 1.4 and 1.2 acres per resident respectively.

Based on the forecasted population growth and existing levels of service, Shawnee’s park system will need to add 17.5 acres of park land. If the city wishes to strive to reach the NRPA standards for community and neighborhood park land, the city will need to add 10.25 acres of community park and 320.22 acres of neighborhood parks. At the current level of service, the city will need to add 6.6 acres of community park and 5.8 acres of neighborhood park with additional specialty parks to reach the city’s existing level of service.

NRPA standards can also be applied to facilities within a system. Figure 1.17 summarizes the most common types of park facilities and projected need based on NRPA standards. These facilities do not include school facilities. Often playgrounds at schools do fill a need within a neighborhood but more structured facilities, such sports fields, have restricted use and are not always open to the public. The popularity of certain types of recreation have grown and waned over the years; for example, the popularity of tennis courts in the 1970s compared to soccer fields today. Features like picnic shelters and playgrounds are items that generally remain in high demand and will need to be added to the system to support the city’s growing population. As demonstrated in the table, there are gaps in all facility types except swimming pools according to NRPA standards. Partnerships should be explored when addressing future park needs as the addition of 16 new playgrounds or 11 new tennis courts would become costly. Additional community outreach should also be undertaken to ensure the types of facility ratios recommended by NRPA match the community needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACILITY TYPE</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED FACILITIES PER POPULATION**</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED FACILITIES</th>
<th>2018 EXISTING FACILITIES</th>
<th>EXISTING GAP</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL FACILITIES FOR 2035 POPULATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basketball Courts</td>
<td>1/5000</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.22</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football Fields</td>
<td>1/20,000</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavilion/Picnic Shelters</td>
<td>1/2,000</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-5.55</td>
<td>7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playgrounds</td>
<td>1/1,000</td>
<td>31.09</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-16.09</td>
<td>20.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation Center</td>
<td>1/25,000</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming Pools</td>
<td>1/20,000</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis Courts</td>
<td>1/2,000</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-11.55</td>
<td>13.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails</td>
<td>1 mile/10,000</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>-2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volleyball Areas</td>
<td>1/5,000</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-5.22</td>
<td>6.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Recreation and Park Association; RDG Planning and Design
FIGURE 1.18: Park Service Areas

Source: City of Shawnee; RDG Planning & Design
FIGURE 1.19: Parks and Trails Service Area

Source: City of Shawnee; RDG Planning & Design
SHAWNEE TODAY: TRANSPORTATION

INTRODUCTION

The transportation system in Shawnee is largely dependent on the automobile. Over the years, the population grew alongside the growth of the automobile, which is reflected in the street system. A comprehensive transportation system goes beyond planning for the automobile and includes all modes of transportation such as pedestrians, bicycles, and transit. Shawnee has made strides to start a trail network, but much more can be done to make a well-rounded transportation network that includes pedestrians and bikes and improves the efficiency of motor travel.

KEY TRENDS

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS

Shawnee does not use a street classification system; however, the Federal Highway Administration identifies roadways based on their design and capacity including interstate, freeway/highway, arterial, collector and local roads. Beginning with highways, these roads have the lowest mobility but greatest access, moving down to local roads which have highest mobility and lowest access.

REGIONAL SYSTEM

The City of Shawnee’s regional transportation system has good access via Interstate 40 to Oklahoma City or regionally via Highway 177.

LOCAL SYSTEM

The local transportation system for Shawnee includes the arterials, collectors, and local streets that provide access to housing, businesses, and public gathering spaces. Arterials within Shawnee have typically been spaced one mile apart, with collectors placed midway between. Some sections of the city, most notable in the core, have additional collectors at a quarter mile separation or less to move traffic more efficiently. These additional collectors do not generally connect outside their neighborhoods, often forcing more traffic onto already busy arterials.

MAJOR THEMES

MOBILITY APPROACH

The term “transportation” is often synonymous with roads and vehicles. While the automobile will remain a large part of the transportation system, the continued integration of alternative modes will improve access for all residents. After all, the focus of a transportation system should be to move people more efficiently, not cars.

ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY

Piecemeal development often limits accessibility and connectivity for even the shortest errand. Improving access and connectivity in Shawnee relates to future development and also redevelopment in existing neighborhoods and commercial areas.

TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS

Residents have multiple transportation options available, however not all are created equal. The automobile has priority in the system, leaving pedestrians, wheelchairs/electric chairs, and bicyclists with limited safe options. This data is reflective of the community survey in which sidewalks and pedestrian paths, bicycle friendliness, pedestrian friendliness, trail connectivity, and awareness of transit rated highly inadequate.
TRAILS AND BIKE ROUTES

Shawnee has 6.33 miles of separated trails, or approximately .25 miles for every 1,228 residents. There are two separated trails, the Airport Track and Bryan Avenue, which are 10-foot wide dual-use paths for running and cycling. The complete Airport Trail loop is 3.21 miles and the Bryan Avenue path is just under 2 miles.

There are 15.39 miles of signed bike routes. No bike lanes are currently in place in Shawnee. These systems provide important connections to the existing off-street trails and sidewalks to link bicyclists to their destinations.

TRANSIT

Transit services are an important part of the transportation system, providing alternatives to vehicular travel for residents who can afford to or physically cannot drive to their destinations. Shawnee does not currently have a transit system, forcing residents to rely on Central Oklahoma Transit on a trip by trip basis. Providing a system with reliable routes and schedules for downtown, key shopping areas, schools, employment centers, and the airport would be an asset to Shawnee, but a challenge to provide giving the current densities and funding sources.
FIGURE 1.20: Functional Classification

Source: Oklahoma Department of Transportation
FIGURE 1.21: Trail and Bike Routes

Source: City of Shawnee; RDG Planning & Design
SHAWNEE TODAY: INFRASTRUCTURE

INTRODUCTION
Shawnee’s infrastructure is a combination of water, wastewater, and stormwater systems designed to serve Shawnee’s needs. These include:

» Water supply, treatment systems, and a distribution system.
» Wastewater collection, treatment methods, and disposal techniques.
» Flood control and stormwater management.

KEY TRENDS
WATER SUPPLY, TREATMENT, & DISTRIBUTION
Shawnee’s water comes from three reservoirs: Shawnee Twin Lakes #1 and #2 and Wes Watkins Reservoir. The Twin Lakes are located approximately 8 miles west of the City of South Deer Creek and were constructed in 1953 and 1960 by the City. The reservoirs are connected by a 10-foot deep equalizing channel. The City has full use of these reservoirs with their current permit allowing 8,000 acre-feet per year. The Wes Watkins Reservoir was constructed in 1997 by the Natural Resources Conservation Service. It is operated by the Pottawatomie County Development Authority and provides flood control, recreation, and water supply. Through a long-term contract, Shawnee can draw 4,250 acre-feet per year. The total storage capacity of the three reservoirs is 14,094 million gallons above the lower intake elevation.

A study completed in 2011 shows these reservoirs as adequate to handle average annual water demands of 4.7 mgd (million gallons per day) through 2060. If, however, the reservoirs reach an elevation of 1064 or lower, the City should require mandatory rationing. The average American uses 100 gallons of water every day. With a total capacity of 4.7 million gallons per day, the current water supply should handle the projected population growth.

Water is gravity fed from the lakes to the water treatment plant (built in 1980) at the southern end of the city where it is treated aggressively to remove particulates and is chlorinated to destroy pathogens. The water treat-
ment plant has a capacity of 8.7 million gallons per day.

The water is then pumped to water towers throughout the city and again, flows by gravity to the homes and businesses. The City of Shawnee has four water storage towers with a total capacity of 2.5 million gallons. More than 150 miles of water mains and 10,000 water meters, and 15 miles of raw water lines comprise the water supply system. A major priority for the City is replacing the 30-inch line that delivers water from the Twin Lakes into the treatment plant.

**WASTEWATER- COLLECTION, TREATMENT, & DISPOSAL**

There are over 173 miles of sewer lines, collecting wastewater and delivering it to the wastewater treatment plants. Many of these sewer lines were constructed outside of the city limits and now that they have been annexed into the city fail to meet city code requirements. Some lines are undersized, while others are reaching their life expectancy.

The City of Shawnee operates two wastewater treatment plans, one of the south-side and one on the north-side with a total capacity to serve approximately 46,000 residents. The Northside Wastewater Treatment Plant has an operational capacity of 3 million gallons per day, while the Southside Plant can handle approximately 3.1 million gallons per day. The 2005 average operations were only 1.4 mgd and 2 mgd respectively. The Northside plant was built in 1982 when the city began expanding further north with new businesses and industrial development. The new growth has put a strain on the operational capacity of these plants, causing the city to investigate upgrades in recent years.

**FLOOD CONTROL AND STORMWATER MANAGEMENT**

Pottawatomie County has nine dams with three that would affect Shawnee if breached—Granda Lake (1976), Wes Watkins Reservoir (1994), and Shawnee Twin Lakes #1 (1935) and #2 (1960). The Pottawatomie County Hazard Mitigation Plan identifies the Granada Lake Dam located southeast of North Bryan Street and Granda as a high hazard. If breached, some residences could be affected within the Windmill Ridge and Woodlands neighborhoods. East Independence Street would be inundated restricting travel.

Failures of the Shawnee Twin Lakes dams would not affect the recreation area but would impact the agricultural and residential areas along the North Canadian River from I-40 to US 177. Major thoroughfares would be inundated and unpassable.

Stormwater within Shawnee is directed to the North Canadian River through stormwater pipes that vary in age. Some pipes are reaching the point of replacement, however there are not dedicated funds to do so. A stormwater impact fee is in the early stages of discussion among city staff. An impact fee could be used to update aging infrastructure and to create a master drainage
FIGURE 1.22: Water Supply System

Source: City of Shawnee
FIGURE 1.23: Wastewater Treatment System

Source: City of Shawnee
plan, another key document needed to maintain the stormwater infrastructure of Shawnee in good working condition. This is important given the amount of acres within the city currently located within the FEMA floodplain. It is expected that some areas of the community will be removed from the flood plain based on more accurate and current data with the most recent FEMA map updates set to come out within the next year.
CHAPTER 02.
ISSUES, CHALLENGES, AND OPPORTUNITIES

CONTENTS
» Public Engagement Process
» Challenges and Opportunities
MAJOR THEME

COMMUNITY IMAGE & DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION

Arising from its static population and economy over the past few decades, the community began to look stagnant with a struggling downtown, aging infrastructure, and other related issues. However, it is clear from the many organizations in Shawnee that the community is anything but stagnant and efforts are made each day to improve the image of the community and revitalize downtown. These efforts should continue, be designed to build the capacity of the many partner organizations involved, and build energy for the next stage of the revitalization process.

EQUITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

There is a sizable population in Shawnee disadvantaged by their circumstances, often a combination of personal, familial, and societal reasons. While it is not the role of a comprehensive plan to focus or adjudicate the cause of these issues, it is a strong tool to ensure these issues are not made worse. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency defines Environmental Justice as “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”

Both equity and environmental justice call for fairness in the application of policy and investment to provide the necessary help to those who need it; the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan views this as an essential element and its recommendations seek to achieve meaningful progress specifically through its housing, mobility, public art, and parks elements.

HOUSING QUALITY AND AFFORDABILITY

A component of community perception is the quality of housing relative to both its cost and the financial wherewithal of the perspective buyer. When a perspective buyer is looking for housing they are looking for a place where they will feel comfortable, safe, and where their investment will make financial sense long-term. They are looking for a home that is affordable to them. Inherently, this means that a market must offer quality products at a variety of price points to serve the demand of users within stable neighborhoods. In Shawnee, the lack of housing production and the homogeneity of housing products has led to depressed quality and values.
EDUCATION AND FACTORS RELATED TO COMMUNITY QUALITY

A primary area of discussion throughout the process was on topics that are not easily addressed through a comprehensive plan such as education, wages, and regional social safety nets. These topics are important and strongly contribute to the perception, appeal, and function of a community but are difficult because they fall outside the direct control and responsibility of the City of Shawnee. To support the improvement of the many factors that fall into this category, the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan offers the following tools:

» **Goals and Principles.** The plan articulates a series of goals and principles Shawnee should seek to achieve. Generally, a goal can be thought of as the distant point on the horizon that the community is walking toward – every time a choice is made to take a different path, it will take the city closer or further from its destination. These goals are relevant to the City of Shawnee and its many partners and can be used as a guide to achieving progress most efficiently.

» **The Power of Partnerships and Aligned Actions.** While the City of Shawnee may not have the sole responsibility or ability to make something happen, it can advance the idea toward its ultimate goal through small decisions, policies, and investments; if the many stakeholders such as the school district, university, tribes, foundations, and many more, in a similar position were to make similar actions, the ceiling of what is possible changes.

» **Implementation Chapter as a Guide.** This plan is designed to be used. Building upon itself from goals and principles to the projects, policies, and partnerships, the implementation chapter is structured as a call for collaboration in pursuit of Shawnee’s best future.

HEALTH – COMMUNITY, CIVIC, AND INDIVIDUAL

“Community” has many definitions but all acknowledge it as a collective with tremendous depth. From individuals, groups of individuals, the social and economic interactions amongst groups, to the physical places where they reside. A healthy community must support physical, social, and civic health at each of these levels. Community health at each of these scales underpin the purpose and intent of this plan.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Expanding the definition of “community” a bit further, the City of Shawnee is a member of a larger community comprised of organizations, governments, and leaders including the sovereign native governments, Pottawatomie County, the school districts and university, local foundations and non-profits, and the State of Oklahoma. All of these organizations and agencies want to create a better and stronger Shawnee and Pottawatomie County and working together the region can achieve great things.
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

For a plan to truly capture the spirit, aspirations, and opportunities of a community it must be developed side-by-side with its people. From the outset, Shawnee’s leaders recognized the importance of engaging residents and stakeholders at the foundation of this process and the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan has stayed true to this intent by integrating hundreds of local voices into the core of this planning document. This section will summarize the process, explore the challenges and opportunities voiced, and articulate the major themes the community desires to address with this comprehensive plan.

STEERING COMMITTEE

The Shawnee Next Horizons Steering Committee was an important team of decision makers, engaged citizens, and representatives. This group of 20 individuals was assembled to represent the community through the process. The steering committee met throughout the development of this plan, reviewed progress, guided the overall direction of the plan, and ensured the people’s voices were well heard and considered.

FOUNDATION DOCUMENTS AND DATA REVIEW

Public voices should not disappear after a planning process but should instead live on through planning documents. Background materials related to the existing comprehensive plan, strategic plans, related studies, the economy, reports generated by related organizations, and other factors were explored to leverage engagement and planning efforts that had been completed previously. This data collection provided the starting point for building this plan and introduced the planning process to the advisory committee, decision-makers, and the public-at-large.
COMMUNITY SURVEY

At the beginning of the project, an online survey was developed to solicit input from members of the community. The survey was open for 5 months, was taken by 178 respondents, and solicited approximately 57 open ended comments. The survey was used to raise topics for broader conversation, reinforce themes, and build engagement in the project as a whole. While the survey is not contained in its entirety, noteworthy findings include:

- Top ranking transportation items included access to Interstate 40, street connections, street signage, and traffic speeds and safety.
- Poorly rated transportation infrastructure included sidewalks and pedestrian paths, bicycle and pedestrian friendliness, connectivity of trails, and transit awareness.
- Overall, residents are happy living in Shawnee and feel there is strength in community institutions and high civic involvement and volunteerism.
- Shawnee’s top three assets include proximity to Oklahoma City, location on Interstate 40, and Oklahoma Baptist University.
- The top three priorities included strengthening downtown as a destination, improving and increasing walking and bicycle facilities, and improving infrastructure in older neighborhoods.

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE TO BE SHAWNEE’S GREATEST ASSETS?
STAKEHOLDER GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Throughout the process, the planning team conducted a series of small group discussions around diverse topic areas. The stakeholder groups were assembled of engaged residents. Well-versed in certain aspects of the community, the stakeholders offered insight into the issues and opportunities of the community by topic area. The diversity represented in each stakeholder group led to dynamic and engaging discussion about the future of Shawnee including its opportunities and challenges.

In total, five stakeholder discussions were facilitated with the following representatives:

» Non-Profit Entities
» Local Businesses
» Governmental Groups
» Education Representatives
PUBLIC EVENTS, WORKSHOPS, AND CELEBRATIONS

To energize the community, public events were designed to be celebratory, interactive, and evolve throughout the process to offer a unique experience. While the process was interspersed with a series of smaller meetings with a variety of groups, it was designed around the following milestone events.

COMMUNITY KICKOFF

The Shawnee Next Horizons planning process started with a Kick-off meeting at First Christian Church in June of 2018. At this event participants learned about the process and participated in tabletop discussions around transportation, land use/growth directions, housing and neighborhoods, community image, downtown, parks and recreation, and municipal services. Ahead of this event the planning team also attending a Blue Zones bike tour and walking audit in March of 2018.

“Improve code enforcement, make people clean up properties.”

- Survey Response
COMMUNITY DESIGN STUDIO

At a mid-point in the project, residents and stakeholders were once again invited to come together. This time, they worked side-by-side with the planning team to generate a physical development plan for the City of Shawnee. With events at the Blue Zones Office in downtown, at the New Beginning Church, and at the Community Renewal offices, the studio attracted approximately 33 participants who enjoyed the fun and collaborative event.

DOWNTOWN AND CORRIDOR DESIGN STUDIO

Where the Community Design Studio focused on creating a physical development plan for the entire city, this workshop targeted the enhancement of specific areas of the city including downtown and its principal north-south arterial streets. The event was hosted at the Community Market of Pottawatomie County, at a local downtown business, and the Shawnee Public Library and attracted over 20 participants.

FINAL PLAN OPEN HOUSE

The nine month process included many opportunities for members of the community to contribute their ideas and input on areas of the plan as it developed from mere ideas to investment and policy recommendations. Near the end of the process, stakeholders were invited to see their plan, its big ideas, and recommendations. This event was designed to welcome ideas and contributions between the plan was produced as a final draft for consideration by the City Commission. The event was hosted at Shawnee Forward and Community Renewal of Pottawatomie County.
CHAPTER 02 | ISSUES, CHALLENGES, AND OPPORTUNITIES

DOWNTOWN, VACANCY, AND HOMELESSNESS

Many comments and discussions gravitated toward the perception of downtown. At first glance, downtown does have an issue with homelessness and commercial vacancy; however, it also has a momentum building at or slightly beneath the surface. Buildings are being renovated and re-occupied, the streetscape was reconstructed and beautified, and facades have been restored, one by one. Unfortunately, this energy is slow moving considering the scope of issues creating the negative perception.

Downtown should be considered both a challenge and an opportunity. While it will be difficult, slow, and costly, the revitalization of downtown Shawnee is a worthwhile endeavor that will help improve the trajectory of the community as a whole.
COMMUNITY IMAGE

Local stakeholders conveyed through a mix of direct comments but more often through tone, feeling self-conscious of how their community looks and how it is perceived by neighboring communities. While many conversations focused on broad topics such as older school facilities or downtown, many focused on more specific issues such as community gateways and major corridors, deferred maintenance on residential and commercial properties, or items such as unkept lawns or outside storage. Community image is a difficult challenge that was not created overnight, likewise, cannot be remedied overnight. Instead, a community image is improved gradually through a focus on mitigating the worst offenders and addressing 'low hanging fruit' to gradually increase local pride. Campaigns such as community led art projects can start to address some of these concerns.

COMMUNITY HEALTH

Community health was a major conversation in Shawnee due to the energy generated by the Blue Zones Initiative. This momentum carried forward into discussions related to community growth, reinvestment, and policy initiatives as a major opportunity for the comprehensive plan. Topics pertaining to community health included: trail development; bicycle and pedestrian transportation; safe routes to schools; creating a local food network, and building the next generation of local leadership. In addition to being an actionable topic, it is also an opportunity for Shawnee to differentiate itself from its neighbors.

NEIGHBORHOOD APPEARANCE AND QUALITY

Individual neighborhood image came up as a regular topic. While similar and correlated with community image, the quality and appearance of neighborhoods has a more direct impact on whether an individual chooses to buy a home and, if so, what they are willing to pay for it. The frequent case of neighborhood decline often occurs gradually when one or two houses on a block suffer from disinvestment or deferred maintenance; from this, others question whether it is worth reinvesting in their properties.

Shawnee and its partners have been active in trying to improve the stability of its neighborhoods and connect jobs on the north side with housing on the south. The not-for-profit, Community Renewal, has been building a network of engaged block-captains while the City and the Avedis Foundation have been active in improving neighborhood amenities such as trails and sidewalks. This energy, in concert with additional investment and new policies, can begin to address this challenge.
THE LAKES AND ST. GREGORY

Geographically remote, the lakes are located approximately three miles west of the city core. While not a frequent topic of conversation, several respondents mused about the plan for the lakes; will they remain passive, should they integrate more commercial, and is there a way for them to serve a greater role in Shawnee and in the region in terms of economic impact, community signature, and as a local amenity. Because it is not a challenge, it should be considered an opportunity or at least a question to begin answering.

Likewise, the bankruptcy and liquidation of certain assets belonging to St. Gregory’s has caused the community to wonder. An impressive campus that will remain home to the founding monks, the long-term future of the St. Gregory property (aside from any land set aside) should be viewed as an opportunity for the community.

OKLAHOMA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY

Oklahoma Baptist University has a significant role in the development of Shawnee. The University attracts a growing population of young adults, however retaining this group after graduation is a challenge. Partnerships between the University and the community should focus on how the retain a higher number of students to stay in Shawnee, establish careers, and start families.
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AN INTEGRATED LAND USE VISION

The form of urban development arises from a combination of forces including transportation patterns, private and public land development, and environmental constraints. An integrated land use vision was developed from detailed study of the community including its growth patterns, pressures, and personalities.

DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES

USE URBAN SERVICES EFFICIENTLY

Contiguous and compact development, similar to the city’s historic patterns, helps preserve the character of Shawnee as it grows. This type of development reduces costly infrastructure extensions such as water, sewer, and roads by developing on under-utilized infill properties or in strategic areas adjacent to existing development. Contiguous development minimizes travel distances and encourages development that is more accessible to both pedestrians and cars.

PROMOTE DIVERSE HOUSING OPTIONS

Residents have expressed a clear desire for more diverse housing options, at prices that more people can afford. At the same time, housing needs and preferences are diversifying. The Baby Boomer and Millennial generations are demonstrating a growing preference for smaller lot homes and multi-family housing, in addition to a continued interest in traditional single family homes. A mix of entry level housing options will be important to attracting and retaining young professionals. This diversity can be provided through a mix of new housing units and the conservation of existing housing units.

PROMOTE INFILL DEVELOPMENT

Infill development supports the economic value of Shawnee’s existing neighborhoods by promoting investment in established areas with existing capital assets, rather than solely at the fringe. Infill development helps make full use of existing infrastructure, thus limiting unnecessary expansions and associated expense. Such developments are appropriate when they respect the character of the surrounding neighborhoods.

PRESERVE AND CONNECT DRAINAGEWAYS AND FLOOD ZONES

Preserving wetlands, low lying areas, and floodplains can protect property values for adjacent and downstream developments. In addition, it enhances and connects the park system, reduces flooding and lowers development costs by providing more natural areas for water to be absorbed while reducing the amount of fill needed on a site. A network of natural preserve areas will enhance community character, protect existing properties and future development areas, and avoid short term rewards with long term costs.
PLAN FOR COMMUNITY AMENITIES

Parks, open space, schools, and other public places can serve as neighborhood focal points that promote community activity, personal interaction, a sense of place, and ultimately a sense of ownership in the community. In 2018 voters approved initiatives for additional funding for several city projects including implementation of the Parks Master Plan Design, sidewalks and trails, and improvements to the senior center, community center, Santa Fe Depot, and library. This demonstrates the desire many residents have for quality public services. Public art installations and venues, in cooperation with the private sector, should be incorporated into these amenities. One way the city could fund public arts projects is through a 1% for the arts program.

PROVIDE A MULTI-MODAL AND CONNECTED TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

A network of streets, trails, pedestrian paths and on-street bike facilities should provide safe, efficient connectivity and accommodate a diverse set of mobility needs and preferences. Although not every street can or will accommodate all modes of transportation, Shawnee residents want to see more bike and pedestrian options and new developments and redevelopments need to accommodate these options.

ENHANCE PUBLIC SAFETY AND MINIMIZE HAZARDS

Land use decisions have a wide variety of effects on public safety and hazard mitigation. Preserving natural drainage-ways to manage stormwater minimizes the risk of injury and property damage due to flooding. A well-connected transportation network promotes better emergency service provision and evacuation routes in case of large-scale hazards. A mixture of land uses within neighborhoods enhances security by creating activity and “eyes on the street” throughout the day.

ENCOURAGE BALANCED AND CONNECTED NEIGHBORHOODS

Balanced neighborhoods provide residents with easy access to a variety of places to live, shop, work, play, and engage in community life. Mixing compatible uses, such as a corner store or school in a residential neighborhood, creates a sense of community and promotes efficiencies in infrastructure and travel times. Balanced neighborhoods offer a variety of housing options, access to open space, and contain activity centers such as parks, schools, civic centers, or commercial areas that are well connected to surrounding neighborhoods. Appropriate transitions should be made between higher intensity uses, such as industry, and lower intensity uses, such as homes. The zoning code and subdivision regulations should be updated to support these environments.

USE PUBLIC INVESTMENTS TO PROMOTE PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT

Shawnee’s public investments in streets, water, sewer, parks, and civic facilities can be leveraged to promote private investments. When strategically located, a new park or public building can inspire private residential development, while targeted infrastructure improvements can attract new industry. Any infrastructure extension should be done with the goal of maximizing private investment, thus supporting the long term costs associated with the infrastructure or facility.

MAKE DECISIONS IN A TRANSPARENT AND COLLABORATIVE MANNER

Land use and environmental decisions should be made through a transparent process, with opportunity for input from all citizens and affected entities, such as the county, native tribal nations, or school district. Creation and implementation of land use decisions should be shared responsibilities that promote quality living environments and efficient use of fiscal resources.
GROWTH CONSIDERATIONS

Land use patterns and the demand for growth areas are influenced by many factors. Land use directions are most commonly influenced by environmental and man-made factors. These factors guide or even push development to occur within certain areas and in certain forms. The amount of land needed to support growth can be influenced by the same factors along with market preferences.

ENVIRONMENTAL BARRIERS

Environmental features in any community can be viewed as both major hurdles and as tremendous assets to a city’s future growth. Preserving floodplains, prairies, or other native features can increase property values for adjacent development, enhance and connect the park system, protect plant and animal habitats, and reduce flood risk by providing natural stormwater drainage. Environmental features can also have a significant impact on development costs, specifically related to infrastructure. Drainage patterns may require sewage lift stations or water pumps, all adding to the cost of development. In the past costs such as elevating a property out of the floodplain have been viewed as acceptable but the impacts of those decisions to surrounding properties have resulted in greater prohibitions to these types of developments.

Shawnee’s environmental assets are reviewed in Chapter 1 and three core themes are identified:

» Growth within environmental constraints to control deforestation
» Drainages as opportunities
» Using native landscaping in new developments
» Embracing the river

For Shawnee, awareness of these themes as it relates to future development should create safe, healthy, and inviting environments.

MAN-MADE BARRIERS

In addition to natural features that can direct development, man-made features can also impact new development. These constraints can vary from the highly visible, like a major transportation corridor, to less visible property ownership lines. Extending infrastructure across interstate or rail corridors can have added costs and decrease connectivity. Ownership and jurisdictional lines can leave gaps in development, or leap-frog patterns that add costs to infrastructure extensions. These last hurdles can be mitigated through negotiations and taking a more regional partnership approach but can often take significant time to resolve.

Both types of man-made barriers exist within Shawnee. While major built features are not changing any time soon they can be mitigated through thoughtful and guided development. Less visible ownership and jurisdictional barriers must be consistently managed through open and honest dialog.
HOW MUCH WE GROW

The conversations with residents and business owners clearly identified a potential for stronger growth. Chapter One outlined the historic trends within the community, which showed growth since the 1960s but even more growth within Pottawatomie County.

Figure 1.3 (page 21) identified a growth trend based on a 0.75% annual growth rate. This rate is slightly above the past 20 year trend but creates a conservative target that matches the aspirations of the community which includes attraction of young families and the next generation of entrepreneurs. At this rate of growth the city’s estimated population in 2040 would be just over 37,000.

LAND USE GROWTH

To support population growth the city must plan for additional housing and job centers in the form of new development or redevelopment of under-utilized land.

With a population of over 37,000 by 2040 the city will need to add housing. At the same time a number of dilapidated and outdated structures will need to be removed from the supply (thus lowering the city’s vacancy rate). To support growth the city will need to add approximately 109 units annually. This covers all types of units, including single-family detached, single-family attached, townhomes, and multi-family units. (Gaps in affordability is reviewed on page 30 and housing strategies are discussed in Chapter 7: Housing & Neighborhoods.)

This production rate is slightly below the city’s ten year average of 116 but reflects the need to lower the city’s vacancy rate from 12.6%. A city’s vacancy rate is lowered through demolition of vacant obsolete structures or rehabilitation of those units. The Shawnee housing demand model assumes that both of these will need to occur over the life of this plan in order to create healthy vibrant neighborhoods.
The land use planning process gave residents an opportunity to make choices about what type of community they want to live in and leave for their children and grandchildren. This included:

- Creating quality neighborhoods and developments that are accessible to all modes of transportation.
- Housing variety beyond traditional single-family detached and multifamily units. Each policy area includes a recommendation of housing type. Generally, high density multifamily developments should be directed toward major corridors, while attached single family dwellings and townhomes should be used as a transition to established single-family detached neighborhoods. (For additional information on housing strategies see Chapter 7: Housing & Neighborhoods.)
- Awareness of long term costs of development patterns. Extra miles of roads, sewer, and water lines create additional maintenance and staffing costs for a city.

Reinvestment in the city’s existing infrastructure and housing stock is important, but it will not be enough to support the varying desires of a growing population. However, new growth must reflect the items noted above and be done in the most efficient pattern possible. Figure 3.2 illustrates a land use scenario that assumes a greater mix of housing densities and the necessary commercial and industrial growth to support population growth. Where this growth occurs depends on property owners, thus the land use plan illustrated later in this chapter reflects more acres then needed to address these market forces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAND USE TYPE</th>
<th>PROJECTED NEED (ACRES)</th>
<th>ACRES DESIGNATED FOR PLANNING PURPOSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>1,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial/Industrial</td>
<td>210-474</td>
<td>314-711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: RDG Planning & Design, 2019

Not every land use decision over the next twenty years can be anticipated in this plan but through the planning process residents identified how they want their community to look and feel in the future.

- Growth should be geographically incremental, connected to existing infrastructure, neighborhoods, and community destinations.
- The city should ensure new development contributes to the community’s character.
- Ensure development in Shawnee and its periphery preserves environmental features.
FIGURE 3.3: Development Policy Areas
POLICY AREAS

Drawing on the key themes from Chapters 1 and 2 and guiding principles identified in this chapter, general development policies can be tailored to the city’s unique development areas. For planning purposes, the city is divided into nine areas that share common issues, challenges, and opportunities. The policies identified in the following section should be viewed from a big-picture perspective, with the goal of balancing neighborhoods and providing quality living environments across the city.

GATEWAYS AREA

The Gateways are the corridors or entrances to the community. The areas surrounding these corridors are composed mostly of commercial uses but include pockets of industrial and residential uses. These corridors are the first and possibly only impression many people have of the city. Establishing a quality first impression builds pride among residents and establishes a strong first impression for those considering attending OBU, moving a businesses, or moving their family to the city.
ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» Corridor character and appearance. While some sections of the Gateways offer a positive first impression, including sections of Kickapoo on the north and the entrance of Harrison off of the interstate. However, at other points deteriorated and abandoned buildings and other site issues greet visitors to the city.

» Theme. There is no consistent theme or message conveyed to residents and visitors along the corridors.

» Traffic operations and clarity to users. Numerous curb cuts and traffic patterns that co-mingle interstate bound traffic with local traffic can be confusing to visitors. Often in these situations residents are accustomed to these anomalies but visitors can find them very confusing.

» Orientation to the rest of the city. Once a visitor has entered these corridors there is no signage that orients them to destinations within the community. These should include OBU, the high school, downtown, and visitor destinations like Pottowatamie County Museum.

POLICIES & ACTIONS

» Site design should not restrict future development by creating fragmented parcels, or impeding circulation or connections.

» Adequate separation and buffering should be provided between higher and lower intensity uses. Buffering can be achieved through strategic landscaping.

» Work with property owners to provide adequate screening of outdoor storage areas, ideally using natural screening materials.

» Work with economic development and the chamber to develop wayfinding and gateway features such as public art at the major entrances.

» Regional commercial uses should avoid large expanses of concrete that lack shade or the ability to absorb stormwater.

» Commercial developments should offer both internal and external pedestrian connections, especially between visitor services (hotels, restaurants, etc.).

» New commercial developments at major intersections should use shared entrances and avoid multiple access points (curb cuts).

» Development should allow for a range of office, retail, and higher density housing close to jobs.

» Along Harrison and Kickapoo, high density residential uses should be included in redevelopment and development areas to provide housing close to jobs.

» Review zoning requirements and infrastructure needs for the re-use, redevelopment, and revitalization of low performing or declining commercial areas.

WHAT IS LAND USE INTENSITY?

Land use intensity is the relative level of activity of a land use and the associated traffic flow, paving (impervious coverage), and other external effects such as noise, lighting, fumes, etc.
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT AREA

The Current Development Area is located south of the Interstate in the northern portion of the city with a smaller pocket north and south of Farrall Street on the west side of the city. These areas have experienced some of the city’s newest development. Development in these areas has historically been single-family with some commercial to support new neighborhoods but interest is growing for a greater mix of housing.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» Pressure for dispersed commercial uses. Over the last several decades commercial development has moved away from the compact patterns of downtown. Affordable land that is easily accessible and visible to a car has dominated commercial development. This has created a very dispersed commercial development pattern within Shawnee. Accessing those businesses other than by car can be difficult and these spaces are now often challenges to reposition themselves in a changing retail environment.
» **Connectivity and expansion of major streets.** Generally, Shawnee has limited the number of dead-end streets and cul-de-sacs that limit connectivity for both the car and other modes of transportation. The city must continue to support a highly connected street system and plan for expansion of streets as development occurs.

» **Limited expansion of neighborhood parks.** What development that has occurred in the Current Development Areas has had little to no park development. What little park development that has occurred is often owned by the homeowners association, potentially leaving a gap in future maintenance and operation.

» **Multiple school districts and service providers.** The mix of school districts and utility providers can leave some areas slower to develop.

**POLICIES & ACTIONS**

» Encourage development of sites with access to existing infrastructure.

» Prohibit new development on septic systems that can be served by city services.

» Direct medium and higher density residential to areas adjacent to higher intensity uses and major corridors.

» Prohibit development within floodplains and capitalize on these areas as trail corridors through policy documents such as the Parks Master Plan and within the zoning code.

» Encourage mixed use developments with similar intensity along arterial corridors.

» Identify connections to collectors and arterials for all new developments and work with developers early in the design process to ensure they are made.

» Improved streets and any new streets should be designed as “complete streets,” incorporating features for both motorists and non-motorist.
CONSERVATION AREAS

The Neighborhood Conservation Areas are composed of some of the city’s older neighborhoods. These areas grow to the north, west, and east from the downtown. Interstate 40 has been a major driver of development moving to the north and leaving the downtown on the city’s southern edge.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» Older neighborhoods, generally in good condition. The housing is in fair to good condition but continued investment or conservation is needed to maintain quality affordable housing.

» Compatibility of uses along arterials. The arterial streets within the Conservation Areas have a mixture of uses, some that are not always compatible with the predominately residential uses.

» Maximizing the reuse of infill sites. These neighborhoods are fully served by city services. Some available infill sites do exist and these areas should be developed to the highest density possible to use these services to the greatest extent possible.

» Conservation of housing. A city’s existing housing stock is the most affordable housing in a community. Maintaining that housing in a state of good repair ensures a good supply of affordable housing.

» Dispersed neighborhood services. The Neighborhood Conservation areas are highly walkable areas, with a good street grid. However, lack of sidewalks and services that are more dispersed still leave many residents feeling car dependent.

POLICIES AND ACTIONS

» Continue to maintain and improve public facilities and infrastructure that support infill development and reinvestment.

» Enable increased densities when impacts such as parking and access are addressed.

» Direct medium and higher density residential uses such as townhomes to areas adjacent to higher intensity uses or along major streets.

» Extend and connect the existing arterial & collector system.

» Direct higher intensity uses to the arterial corridors.

» Identify priority areas where the city can lessen hurdles to private investment through improvements to streets, parks, and schools (working with the school districts).

» Protect existing drainage areas and use them to provide trail corridors.

» Evaluate signage and landscaping requirements along high-volume corridors.

» Encourage mixed uses along the major corridors.

» Establish a network of complete streets.
INFILL REINVESTMENT AREAS

The Infill Reinvestments areas are located mainly in the southern portions of the city, south and east of the downtown. These areas have some of the oldest housing and infrastructure. A number of homes in these areas will likely need to be removed in the coming years. These sites along with existing vacant areas create opportunities for reinvestment and re-strengthening of the neighborhoods.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» **Addressing image and perception issues.** Many residents within the larger community do not view these areas as desirable places to live. Reinvestment should strengthen the image of the area.

» **Deteriorated housing and site condition issues.** A combination of poor housing conditions and property maintenance issues add to the issues noted above.

» **Lack of neighborhood retail.** These areas lack local services, including access to grocery stores. Most residents in these areas have lower incomes and the distance to services and retail creates car dependence.

» **Access to job centers.** Similar to the lack of access to retail these neighborhoods are a significant distance to job centers with poor sidewalk connectivity.

» **Compatibility of land uses.** The historic railroad corridor resulted in a mix of residential adjacent to light industrial uses, including uses with significant outdoor storage.

» **Railroad limits connectivity.** Most of the city is laid out on a grid system but that grid breaks down around the railroad. This creates dead-end streets, creating safety issues and making it more difficult to navigate the neighborhood without a car.
POLICIES AND ACTIONS

» Improve public facilities and infrastructure that support infill development and reinvestment.

» Enable increased densities when impacts such as parking and access are addressed.

» Direct medium and higher density residential uses to areas adjacent to higher intensity uses or along major streets.

» Direct higher intensity uses to the arterial corridors.

» Encourage mixed uses along the major corridors.

» Work with neighborhood leaders to assemble resources and technical assistance to encourage maintenance and improvement of the area’s housing stock.

» Provide additional funding for code enforcement and public property maintenance.

» Create partnerships and messaging to promote reinvestment that strengthens the image of the area. Consider completing a preservation survey to identify areas and buildings of importance to preserve.

» Work with local and regional partners to improve transportation options for area residents.

» Establish a network of complete streets which could be supported through adoption of a complete streets policy or ordinance.

» Protect existing drainage areas and use them to provide trail corridors.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AREAS

The Future Development Areas are less likely to experience development in the near term. Adjacency to existing development and access to city services will eventually support development of these areas.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» Transportation continuity beyond arterial/section line roads. As this area develops, collector streets will need to be planned and built. These roads will collect traffic from a grid of local streets and deliver them to the arterial streets. At a minimum they should occur every half mile.

» Connections across barriers. These barriers include both man-made like the interstate and natural like the river.

» Infrastructure responsibility and efficient phasing. In both the northern and southern development areas there are overlapping jurisdictions. Continued dialogue between the city, county, and water districts should find ways to support growth in the most efficient manner possible.

» Park and public space amenities keeping pace with growth. As development occurs further from a city’s historic core new parks must be developed to provide the same level of service.
POLICIES AND ACTIONS

» Infrastructure extensions into these areas should only occur after more cost effective extensions have been fully developed.

» No new development should be permitted inside the floodplain beyond recreation uses.

» Large lot development should be discouraged in the northern area.

» Land use policies in developing areas should focus on the intensity of the use rather than just type, allowing for housing adjacent to low intensity commercial uses.

» Existing low density developments should be buffered and separated from higher intensity uses.

» Drainageways should be preserved with proper buffering to allow for stormwater absorption and recreation trails.

» New streets should be multi-modal.
INTERSTATE CORRIDOR AREA

The developed areas of the Interstate Corridor are primarily commercial uses with some light industrial just to the north of the corridor and pockets of residential between 45th Street and Interstate 40.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» Traffic operations and clarity of users. As noted in the Gateway areas clarity at the interchanges is important. Visitors must be able to easily navigate the area and find their destination.

» Future interchange. An additional interchange at Bryan has been discussed for several years. This would open up new development opportunities for the city but the location of that interchange should be studied further to ensure negative impacts are avoided.

» Barrier issues. The Interstate acts as a barrier to local traffic movement. Currently local traffic looking only to cross the interstate must mix with traffic getting off and on the interstate. Additionally, the city should improve bike and pedestrian access to businesses on the north side of the Interstate.

» Interchange development. Development around the interchanges should be done in a manner that projects the best image of the city and is accessible to the workers needing to reach the area.

» Corridor character and appearance. Like the Gateway Area, the I-40 corridor and surrounding environment might be the only experience someone has of the city. Making a good first impression is very important.

POLICIES AND ACTIONS

» Uses should allow for a range of industrial, office, and residential, not just commercial uses.

» Provide adequate separation and buffering between higher and lower intensity uses.

» Site design should not restrict future development by creating fragmented parcels, or impeding circulation.

» New or improved interchanges should include access for modes beyond just cars (pedestrians & bicyclists).

» Ensure proper circulation within and between developments.

» Provide proper wayfinding and gateway features such as public art at major interchanges or arches over entrances.

» Provide regulations and enforcement for signage in the corridor to ensure proper wayfinding, reduce clutter, and avoid illegal signs.

» Additional access points over (or under) the interstate should relieve traffic congestion on Kickapoo and Harrison.
UNIVERSITY NEIGHBORHOOD

The University Area is located just to the south of Oklahoma Baptist University, north of Federal and west of Kickapoo. The area is home to a large number of OBU students. Housing quality and the impression made on OBU visitors is very important to this area.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» High renter occupancy. Mostly among individuals living on their own for the first time. This means patience but also a teaching opportunity. Property must be maintained at a high level to set expectations for all residents of the area, young and old.

» Compatibility of developments along Kickapoo and Federal. These uses should be easily accessible to students on foot and bike. Many of the current commercial uses are mixed in quality and efficiencies.

» Infill opportunities. Due to the already high rate of student housing and rental occupancy, high quality multi-family could be ideally located on infill sites.

POLICIES AND ACTIONS

» Higher density uses should be encouraged when parking and circulation issues are addressed.

» Pedestrian and bicycle features should be expanded and connected to commercial destinations, including the downtown.

» Commercial uses should be focused in mixed-use developments along Kickapoo and Federal.

» Evaluate signage requirements along the boundaries.

» Provide additional funding for code enforcement and public property maintenance.

» Work in partnership with the University to create a clear image of both the city and the University.

» Use resources like the City of Norman for policies and strategies for creating a stronger more diverse neighborhood.
DOWNTOWN

A community’s health has often been judged by the health of its downtown. Over the past several years, downtown Shawnee has seen renewed investment, including refurbished storefronts and new businesses. A deeper analysis and strategies for the Downtown are identified later in this document.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» Twenty-four hour population. Currently the district lacks residential development, which leaves the district feeling abandoned after 5 o’clock.

» Perception issues. The district has real and perceived issues of homelessness. The homeless and those struggling to get back on their feet do come to the area seeking services. This leaves some with a perception of a troubled and unsafe district.

» Homelessness. The district does have visible homelessness for the reasons noted above. The Salvation Army is the only shelter resource in town, and provides meals and emergency shelter every day of the year. Finding safe shelter with services both at night and during the day should address some of the issue, however with a limited number of beds and staffing, resources are often stretched thin.

» Large vacant spaces. The department stores of historic downtowns have long been replaced by the big box stores on the fringes of our cities. But today those stores are even being replaced by internet shopping. Many retail establishments no longer need as much space, making these spaces in downtowns difficult to lease.

» Community event space. The district has several small pocket parks and Woodland Park. These spaces are either too small or have too many features to adequately support events in the downtown.

POLICIES AND ACTIONS

» Housing options should be encouraged in the areas in and around the downtown.

» Encourage a safe and appropriately located day shelter.

» Maintain public property to levels expected by private property.

» Review and update downtown property maintenance code.

» Work with local and regional partners to improve transportation options for area residents.

» Continue to maintain and improve public facilities and infrastructure that support infill development and reinvestment.

» Enable increased densities when impacts such as parking and access are addressed.

» Continue to identify ways that the city and economic development community can lessen the hurdles to development and redevelopment in the downtown such as through amendments to the zoning code and subdivision ordinance.

» Improve wayfinding that directs visitors into the downtown.

» Enhance entrances to the downtown that speak to the quality and image of the city overall through public art and wayfinding signage and district branding.
LAKES AREA

Shawnee’s Lake Area is a beautiful part of the community and great asset with the potential to be an even stronger amenity. Development around the lakes varies but has generally focused on residential and recreation. Potential exists for additional commercial that can support the other two primary land uses.

ISSUES FACING THE AREA

» Hidden gem. For many visitors and more recent residents, the lakes can be a hidden gem. They are not visible from the city and the lack of signage or “advertisement” in the community gives the impression they are not accessible to all.
» **Difficult to find.** As noted above, there is no signage within the city directing residents to the lakes area. Additionally, the drive to the lakes is not direct and there is little to no signage directing visitors to their destination.

» **Safety.** Because of the remote nature of the lakes there is some perception of reduced safety, especially after dark.

» **Lack of services.** In the last several years a Dollar General has been built off of Highway 102 but has a limited supply of materials and does not have items that serve many of the recreation users (life jackets as an example).

» **Ownership clarity.** Much of the development that has occurred around the lake is on land leased from the city. This has created ownership confusion that should be resolved in the coming years.

**POLICIES AND ACTIONS**

» Commercial services should be encouraged to serve both residents and visitors.

» Appropriate recreation features around the lakes, like trails should be expanded.

» Due to the lack of water and sewer services and the desire to maintain a more rural character, residential developments should remain at a minimum of 5 acres on well and septic systems.

» Identify strategies for improving the real and perceived sense of safety. This may include improved lighting and additional patrols.

» Wayfinding between the city and the lakes should provide clarity.

» Future land use policies should clarify ownership and leasing agreements.

» Consider zoning overlay district that address unique site development issues around the shoreline.

» Discourage strip development along major corridors that inhibits future development or connectivity.

» Consider development of design guidelines for new developments along the Highway 102 corridor that ensure a sense of quality and destination this area desires. This should be done as a joint effort with Bethel Acres.
LAND USE FRAMEWORK
LAND USE PHILOSOPHY: A FLEXIBLE APPROACH

Contemporary growth in American cities has tended to separate different land uses through zoning. The concept of single-use zoning grew out of a need to separate people’s homes from major industries and factories, in order to protect their health. Still today, some uses can produce so much traffic, noise, smell, or other negative effects that separation remains the most appropriate policy. However, increasingly, mixing compatible, and different uses is shown to create interesting and attractive communities. The Shawnee Plan recommends a flexible land use approach that allows mixing of uses.

A development pattern that encourages a mix of land uses and activities has a variety of benefits:

» Creates activity at various times of day, among various types of uses, increasing security, vitality, and the number of people using public spaces.
» Reduces the number of miles that people must travel daily by car when homes are in close proximity to jobs and services.
» Opens opportunities to build a variety of housing types. The development of housing above office and commercial establishments adds vitality to business areas and increases the economic yield on property.
» Creates more attractive neighborhoods to residents when uses are mixed (this is a national trend).
» Provides greater flexibility for developers, and avoids unnecessary regulation when plans and land development policies allow appropriately mixed uses.

Shawnee can achieve all these benefits by using a flexible land use framework that allows for appropriate mixing of compatible uses. The land use framework recognizes existing land use patterns while establishing an intensity based approach for some developing areas. While this approach may allow for land uses with similar intensity to be integrated, each land use category has unique requirements for the following attributes:

» Types of Allowable Uses
» Intensity or density
» Compatibility (transitions between uses)
» Form, or design

In this section of the plan, each land use category is described in terms of its purpose, form, uses, intensity, and compatibility requirements.
USE: INTEGRATION AND MIXING OF USES

One advantage of an intensity based framework is its ability to integrate different land uses. Uses may be integrated in two ways: horizontally and/or vertically. Horizontal integration keeps individual building uses separate but relates buildings harmoniously to each other. Vertical integration puts more than one use in the same building. In Shawnee, most of the major corridors and nodes are in multiple-use categories, but certain areas, such as industrial, and more remote residential areas are still kept as single-use areas. Allowing for mixed use districts places more residents near job centers, reducing the separation currently in place where most jobs are on the north side of Shawnee, while most residential neighborhoods are on the south.

Understanding Mixing of uses and Transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HORIZONTAL INTEGRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal integration of uses means that different uses are housed in different buildings but are related to each other.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERTICAL INTEGRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical integration of uses means that different uses are located in the same building.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTENSITY

The Shawnee land use framework designates how much development occurs in an area and how that development affects its neighbors. This is measured by intensity and/or density of development. In residential areas, intensity is measured by dwelling units per acre. For other uses, by factors such as the amount of traffic that a project generates or how it affects its neighbors to determine intensity. Intensity for non-residential uses can also be measured by a factor called “floor area ratio” (FAR), calculated by dividing building area by site area.

COMPATIBILITY

One of the most important concerns in land use planning is the relationship between different uses and their relative compatibility with each other. In areas where densities are low, compatibility is usually achieved using spacing between buildings and by congregating similar uses together. This simple method is easy to administer and understand; however it can lead to some undesirable conditions such as increased commute times, un-walkable neighborhoods, and higher utilities and public service costs.

Compatibility in multiple-use districts can be attained in a more nuanced way by focusing more on the performance (effects) of various uses and designing land use regulations that allow for more integration of uses. If carefully done, the integration of uses can be achieved so that commute times become shorter, and neighborhoods become more walkable and interesting, all while preserving privacy, security and aesthetics.

The land use categories described in this plan exist on a continuum of intensity, and therefore have a continuum of compatibility methods. As land uses become more intense and uses become more integrated, compatibility methods focus less on spacing and congregating of similar uses, and more on performance-based methods that directly address issues such as noise, traffic, privacy, and aesthetics.

It is important to remember that while the intensity-based concept proposes mixing uses, it does not mean that every land use is appropriate everywhere. Location standards and compatibility requirements for higher impact uses are an important part of the land use system proposed in this plan.
FORM

Form relates to how the developments in the land use categories are laid out, including the street pattern, the type of infrastructure required, separation between buildings, and the relation of buildings to the street. Form also includes the scale of the buildings - the length, width and number of stories. The degree to which the buildings in an area are similar to each other in terms of these “form” characteristics impacts the perceptions of compatibility, and therefore market value.
CAVEATS TO THE FUTURE LAND USE MAP

The development concepts and future land use map are based on population projections, economic trends, environmental analysis, and public input. The amount of land that is planned for is greater than the projected need, in order to provide market flexibility, avoid creating a false land shortage, and provide long-term planning. This means that many areas shown in the maps are unlikely to develop in the 20-year time frame. Three important points about the Development Concept and Future Land Use Map:

PROPERTY OWNERS DECIDE

The Future Land Use map depicts new land uses for privately owned properties. The transition of these properties from their current use to the depicted use is expected to occur slowly over time, in response to market demands, as property owners voluntarily sell, develop, or change the use of their land.

GENERALIZED MAP

The Future Land Use map should be interpreted generally and is not intended to provide the specificity or the rigidity of a zoning map or engineering document. The map should provide guidance for the zoning map and is meant to show:

» **Generalized land use locations and transitions**: The boundaries between land uses on the map are “fuzzy” lines and are meant to show approximate areas for transition, rather than rigid boundaries. The exception to this are those areas that preserve floodplains and wetlands.

» **Collector and arterial street connections**: Critical arterial and collector street connections are specified on this map, though the exact routes will depend on detailed engineering studies. Local streets will be determined as development occurs.

BASIS FOR LAND USE DECISIONS

The Future Land Use map should provide the basis for decisions of the Planning Commission, the City Commission, and private developers. The map is a critical part of the approval process for development proposals and zoning decisions.
FIGURE 3.4: Future Land Use Plan
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LAND USE: LARGE LOT RESIDENTIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Neighborhoods emphasizing single-family detached homes on lots greater than one acre.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
- Residential Estates District

INTENSITY (DU/A):
- < 1 unit per acres

USES:
- Restrictive land use, emphasizing single-family detached development. Civic uses are generally allowed, with special permission for higher intensity uses.
- Developments larger than three acres per unit will likely not have city services and should not occur in areas where city services can be provided or are likely to have city services in the future.

FORM:
Developments should provide connectivity within and between developments both for cars and pedestrians. A framework of streets, trails, and sidewalks should create a sense of neighborhood. The use of cluster or conservation subdivision techniques where the lot size may be smaller but overall density is low should preserve sensitive areas and allow for shared open spaces. Sensitive areas may include drainageways or native prairie.

COMPATIBILITY:
Compatible with most single-family detached housing and attached single-family. Traffic and higher intensity uses should be directed away from these areas and along major thoroughfares. Building elements and scale should be consistent with surrounding development.

PARKING:
- Majority accommodated off-street in private garages and driveways with a limited amount of overflow parking allowed on-street.
- Due to the limited demand for on-street parking, neighborhood streets can often be narrow with parking limited to one-side.
LAND USE: LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Neighborhoods emphasizing single-family detached homes, although other single-family attached and small lot single-family homes may be permitted based on location.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
» Single-Family Residential District

INTENSITY (DU/A):
» 1-4

USES:
» Restrictive land use, emphasizing single-family detached development, although innovative single-family forms may be permitted with special review.
» Civic uses are generally allowed, with special permission for higher intensity uses.
» Developments will be provided with full city services.

FORM:
Developments should provide connectivity within and between developments both for cars and pedestrians. A framework of streets and open space should create a sense of neighborhood. Densities should be higher at transition points with other more intense uses or districts.

COMPATIBILITY:
Compatible with most single-family detached housing, attached single-family and some townhome developments. Traffic and higher intensity uses should be directed away from these areas and along major thoroughfares. Building elements and scale should be consistent with surrounding development.

PARKING:
» Majority accommodated off-street in private garages and driveways with a limited amount of overflow parking allowed on-street.
» Due to most parking in new neighborhoods being handled off-street, neighborhood streets can often be narrower with parking limited to one side.
LAND USE: MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Neighborhoods that incorporate a mix of housing types, including single-family detached, single-family attached, townhouse, and small lot single-family. Civic uses would also generally be allowed.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
» Combined Residential District

INTENSITY (DU/A):
» 4-12

USES:
» Restrictive land use, emphasizing a mix of housing styles including single-family detached, single-family attached, and townhouses.
» Limited multi-family development may be allowed with special review and criteria.
» Civic uses are generally allowed, with special permission for higher intensity uses.

FORM:
High level of connectivity between and within developments. Connections to neighborhood commercial services and civic destinations should provide a sense of neighborhood. Developments should have articulated scale and maintain the identity of individual units. Densities should be higher at transition points with other more intensive districts.

COMPATIBILITY:
Applies to older established neighborhoods of the city which have diverse housing types, and in developing areas that incorporate a mix of development types. Projects may be incorporated into mixed-use developments and planned areas.

PARKING:
» Accommodated off-street in private garages and driveways with a limited amount of overflow parking allowed on-street.
» In new developments with driveways and garages there will be limited demand for on-street parking, neighborhood streets can be narrow with parking limited to one-side.
LAND USE: HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Neighborhoods that incorporate a mix of housing types, including multi-family housing and tiny homes. These areas may also allow small scale office and commercial uses but the primary use is residential.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Combined Residential District; Multi-Family Residential District

INTENSITY (DU/A):
12+

USES:
» Allows multi-family and compatible civic uses.
» Some limited office and convenience commercial within primarily residential areas may be appropriate.

FORM:
Located at sites with access to major thoroughfares and activity centers. Should be integrated into the fabric of nearby residential areas, while avoiding adverse traffic and visual impacts on low-density uses. Traffic should have direct access to collector or arterial streets to avoid overloading local streets. High levels of pedestrian access and connectivity is needed to avoid the creation of compounds.

COMPATIBILITY:
Conflicts with low-density residential developments should be resolved or minimized through project design. Traffic and other external effects should be directed away from lower-intensity uses. Landscaping, buffering, and screening should be employed to minimize negative effects. May be incorporated into mixed use projects or planned areas.

PARKING:
» Accommodated through surface parking lots, parking structures, and underground parking facilities.
» Parking facilities should be designed to manage stormwater and be screened from adjacent land uses.
» When projects are along major corridors and gateways into the city, parking should be screened behind a residential or commercial space when possible.
LAND USE: MIXED USE

DESCRIPTION:
These areas improve economic performance and opportunities for social interaction, by locating diverse and complementary uses in close proximity. Higher-density mix of housing (see HDR), major commercial, office, and service uses, and limited low intensity industrial in suitable locations.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Neighborhood Commercial District; Central Business District; Other districts may apply with modification to allow residential uses.

INTENSITY (DU/A):
12+

USES:
» A mix of complementary uses, including multi-family residential, large offices, medical buildings, regional commercial, limited industrial, institutional uses such as churches, schools, or hospitals, and other regional attractors.
» Residential uses range from townhomes/rowhouses up to apartment towers.
» Parking garages or public parking lots may be found in these areas.
» Higher levels of urban amenities are used to offset the area’s intensity level.

FORM:
Access to freeways, highways, arterials, and transit, yet still designed around pedestrians. A high-connectivity grid pattern provides viable locations for higher intensity land uses, and allows multiple access points and routes between uses.

COMPATIBILITY:
» Land uses and intensities should be fully integrated and mixed. Compatibility should be achieved through increased attention to traffic circulation and parking, site and building design, and on-site operations.
» Different land uses can be close together because design and amenities take into account these juxtapositions and make appropriate accommodations.
» Form and design rules and performance regulations address aesthetic and functional compatibility.
» Limited industrial uses may be allowed with requirements that they mitigate any anticipated negative impacts on adjacent land uses and that they are located on arterial streets or rail lines.
» Land uses should be fully integrated horizontally and mixed vertically, resulting in complementary and alternating times of use and the ability to share parking areas.
» Areas may develop horizontally over time and not as one large project; therefore, each individual project should consider future adjacent uses through quality connections for all users and stormwater management that creates integrated amenities.

PARKING:
» Accommodated through surface parking lots, parking structures, and underground parking facilities.
» Parking facilities should be designed to manage stormwater and be screened from adjacent land uses.
» When adjacent to a sensitive frontage, parking should be screened behind an active storefront when possible.
LAND USE: LOW INTENSITY COMMERCIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Areas with easily accessed neighborhood commercial services. These areas will provide services to the immediate area but may also draw customers and employees from the larger city.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Neighborhood Commercial District; Suburban Office Commercial District;

INTENSITY (DU/A):
7-12

USES:
A mix of complementary smaller scale commercial uses with some higher density residential uses and civic uses. Amenities such as parks, plazas and quality streetscapes should act as neighborhood centers.

FORM:
A high-connectivity grid pattern expands viable locations for commercial land uses, and allows multiple access points and route choices between uses. As compared to High Intensity Commercial (HIC), LIC encourages closer proximity between transportation, housing, and shopping choices. Sidewalks should provide good connectivity between developments and adjacent residential uses.

COMPATIBILITY:
» Land uses and intensities should be integrated at a finer grain than within the HIC designation. Compatibility should be achieved through increased attention to traffic circulation and parking, site and building design, and on-site operations.
» Like MU, land uses are sometimes mixed vertically, resulting in complementary and alternating times of use and the ability to share parking areas.
» Different types of land use are positioned to create a smooth internal transition from lower to higher intensity uses.
» Smaller commercial uses are appropriate on any street provided that a smooth transition in intensity of uses is maintained.

PARKING:
» Accommodated off-street in private garages, driveways, on-street (limited) and surface parking lots.
» Parking facilities should be designed to manage stormwater and be screened from adjacent land uses.
LAND USE: HIGH INTENSITY COMMERCIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Areas characterized by major community and regional commercial development that are both large in scale and have high traffic impact. May include high-density residential use. Typically located at intersections of arterial streets.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Suburban Office Commercial; Restricted Automotive and Commercial Recreation; General Commercial; Planning Shopping Center District

INTENSITY (DU/A):
12+

USES:
» A broad range of retail services, including large-scale stores and services, auto related services, and large offices.
» Multi-family uses can be mixed in with commercial, but commercial would be the dominate use.

FORM
Should be located along arterial streets and accommodate the automobile, while providing good pedestrian and bike access to adjacent streets and trails. Horizontal and vertical mixing of uses should be encouraged. Regionally appropriate landscaping should be used along all frontage roads and within parking lots. Internal pedestrian systems should allow customers to park once and conveniently access several destinations within a retail center.

COMPATIBILITY:
» Compatibility should be achieved through increased attention to traffic circulation and parking, site and building design, and on-site operations.
» Potential negative effects on surrounding residential areas should be limited by locations and buffering.
» Heavy landscaping should be used along boundaries with lower-intensity uses.

PARKING
» Accommodated through surface parking lots, parking structures, and underground parking facilities.
» Parking facilities should be designed to manage stormwater.
» Landscaping should be both internal and external, not just within the frontage and sideyards.
LAND USE: DOWNTOWN

DESCRIPTION:
Shawnee’s downtown is the civic heart of the city. It should offer small to moderate scale commercial development along with housing. The district should remain connected to and surrounded by a mix of housing types including townhomes and small lot single-family

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Central Business District;

INTENSITY (DU/A):
12+

USES:
A broad range of retail services, excluding large-scale stores and services, auto related services, and large offices. Multi-family uses can be mixed in with commercial, but commercial would be the dominate use. Commercial uses should include activities that extend beyond the standard workday such as restaurants, theaters, or galleries.

FORM:
Low to moderate building and impervious coverage, located along major streets in areas close to residential growth centers or at nodes created by significant intersections of streets. Developments should emphasize pedestrian scale and relationships among businesses and accommodate automobile access without being designed at an automotive scale. Good pedestrian circulation should connect businesses and surrounding residential uses.

COMPATIBILITY:
» The emphasis for the downtown should be on creating a unique neighborhood center or village. Compatibility should be achieved through increased attention to traffic circulation and parking, site and building design, and on-site operations.
» Land uses may be mixed vertically in smaller scale two to three story buildings.
» Horizontal mixed use must create smooth internal transitions from lower to higher intensity uses in distances similar to MU.
» Larger commercial uses should cluster around arterial streets.
» Smaller commercial uses are appropriate on any street provided that a smooth transition in intensity of uses is maintained.

PARKING:
» Parking in the downtown should encourage customers to park on-street and employees/business owners in off-street parking lots. It is appropriate to institute measures to discourage on-street parking for more than two hours.
» Off-street parking lots should be a secondary option for downtown customers. Parking facilities should manage stormwater and be screened from adjacent land uses.
LAND USE: LAKE ORIENTED COMMERCIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Areas with easily accessed by the Shawnee lakes. Commercial services should serve residents in the area and visitors using the lakes for recreational purposes.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Neighborhood Commercial District; Restrictive Automotive and Commercial Recreation District

INTENSITY (DU/A):
Not Applicable

USES:
A mix of complementary small scale commercial uses including service oriented businesses.

FORM:
Should be located along arterial streets and accommodate the automobile, while providing good pedestrian and bike access to the lake area. Regionally appropriate landscaping should be used along street frontages and within parking lots. Internal pedestrian systems should allow customers to park once and conveniently access several destinations within a retail center.

COMPATIBILITY:
» Adjacent uses will be very low intensity, therefore, compatibility should be achieved through increased attention to traffic circulation and parking, site and building design, and on-site operations.

PARKING:
» Due to locations along major arterial streets, parking will have to be accommodated off-street in surface parking lots. These lots should be well landscaped and reflect the open space and recreational quality of the area.
» Parking facilities should be designed to manage stormwater and be screened from adjacent land uses.
LAND USE: INDUSTRIAL

DESCRIPTION:
Areas intended to accommodate industrial uses that are difficult to integrate with less intensive uses due to negative impacts from heavy traffic, noise, or odors.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Restricted Light Industrial; Light Industrial; Heavy Industrial

INTENSITY (DU/A):
Not applicable

USES:
All types of industrial: manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, and office/industrial flex space. Uses in this area can range in size but have some level of external impacts.

FORM:
Designation of any new Industrial areas should be done with consideration of the following factors:

» Freeway and rail access;
» Availability and capacity of water and sewer service;
» Proximity to existing employment centers;
» Compatibility of neighboring land uses;
» Brownfield status;
» Impact of added employee/truck traffic to the level of service of roadways in the surrounding area and impact on the non-industrial uses along those roadways.

COMPATIBILITY:
Development within Industrial areas will be similar in nature, so compatibility is less difficult to manage. However, in areas where industrial abuts other land use categories, the following should be considered.

» Design standards: including land buffers, architectural and site design standards, and other appropriate standards implemented through PUDs, new codes, or guidelines.
» Operational standards that consider traffic, noise, lighting, and air quality.
» Areas adjacent to I-40 and Highway 177 should have a higher level of landscaping and avoid outdoor storage visible from these corridors.

PARKING:
» Typically accommodated through off-street lots. Surface lots can be shared with other complementary ventures.
» Parking facilities should be designed to manage stormwater and be screened from adjacent land uses.
LAND USE: CIVIC/SCHOOLS/INSTITUTIONS/PUBLIC FACILITIES

DESCRIPTION:
To provide space for educational, institutional, assembly, and other public uses, including hospitals, major campuses (high school, OBU), cemeteries, airport, landfills, water plant, and major utilities.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Various

INTENSITY (DU/A):
Not applicable

USES:
» Educational: Public, private and parochial institutions at K-12 and post-secondary level, or trade/business schools and their accessory uses.
» Institutional and Assembly: Community or cultural facilities, religious institutions, public health care or human services facilities and their accessory uses.
» Other: Government or non-profit organizations and accessory uses.

FORM:
Government facilities should be held to the same standard for site design and connectivity as any private enterprise of similar intensity.

COMPATIBILITY:
Civic uses may be permitted in a number of different areas, including residential areas. Maintenance, operating facilities and public works yards should generally be located in industrial areas. Individual review of proposals requires an assessment of operating characteristics, project design, and traffic management. Industrial operating characteristics should be controlled according to the same standards as industrial uses.

PARKING:
» Typically accommodated through remote parking lots that allow visitors to park their vehicle one-time, then navigate the campus on foot.
» Overall parking supply should be managed at a campus-wide level including the location of parking, permit supply and cost, and the creation of transportation alternatives to major school and civic destinations.
» Bicycle parking facilities should be integrated throughout the larger campuses like the high school and OBU, including at all potential origins and destinations, such as residence halls and academic buildings.
LAND USE: PARKS & GREENWAYS

DESCRIPTION:
Areas intended to remain undeveloped and natural or recreational in character.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Various

INTENSITY (DU/A):
Not applicable

USES:
Limited, primarily natural. Any development is recreational and low impact in nature (such as park shelters or ball fields), while complementary to the purpose of the wider area as open natural space.

FORM:
Traditional park and recreation areas including both passive and active recreation. Shawnee’s many drainageways and floodplains, and any other sensitive areas should be preserved and incorporated into the city’s stormwater management system.

COMPATIBILITY:
These areas are valuable for the natural character and uses within them should have minimal impact. This requires minimal visual, auditory, and other pollutants that would reduce the pristine character of areas. Aids for compatibility may include:

» Heavy landscape screening, very large buffers; height limitations, zero odor emissions, strict ambient noise requirements.
» More intense recreation uses, like sports complexes should be treated like comparable commercial uses for the traffic and compatibility issues that they can generate.

PARKING
» Limited parking demand will be created by smaller neighborhood parks and greenways. Bike and pedestrian facilities should take priority over parking.
» More intense recreation uses, like sports complexes follow parking guidelines similar to HIC.
LAND USE: URBAN RESERVE AND AGRICULTURE/OPEN SPACE

DESCRIPTION:
Long term growth areas. This comprehensive plan outlines the land needed to accommodate growth over the next 10 - 20 years. The urban reserve designation is assigned to areas that will be needed between 15 and 25 years into the future.

Development proposals in this area, including high-intensity agricultural operations, should be reviewed for their compatibility with future urban uses.

POTENTIAL ZONING:
Rural Agricultural District

USES:
Restrictive land use with an emphasis on land preservation such as crop cultivation.

FORM:
Adjacent developments should be designed for future expansion of roads, sewers, and other infrastructure facilities into the urban reserve areas without cul-de-sacs and other configurations that will require future growth to leap-frog development areas.

COMPATIBILITY:
- Urban reserve areas should remain reasonably compatible with typical urban land uses including residential, commercial, and industrial operations.
- The compatibility should be determined based on the future land use identified on the future land use map; for example: an urban reserve area adjacent to an area identified on the future land use map as industrial should be compatible to the industrial land use classification contained in this chapter.

PARKING
Uses should demand little to no parking, exclusive of special or conditional events. What parking is demanded should be handled off-street and be screened from arterial streets and highways and future uses.
LAND USE COMPATIBILITY

Some of the most difficult issues in plan implementation arise at boundaries where more intensive uses are proposed adjacent to less intensive uses. Figure 3.5 provides a land use compatibility guide, assessing the relationships between existing land uses and providing a basis for review of proposals based on their geographic context.

COMPATIBILITY RATING KEY

5: The proposed use is completely compatible with existing land uses. Development should be designed consistent with good planning practice.

4: The proposed use is basically compatible with the existing adjacent use. Traffic from higher intensity uses should be directed away from lower intensity uses. Building elements and scale should be consistent with surrounding development.

3: The proposed use may have potential conflicts with existing adjacent uses that may be resolved or minimized through project design. Traffic and other external effects should be directed away from lower-intensity uses. Landscaping, buffering, and screening should be employed to minimize negative effects. A Planned Unit Development may be advisable.

2: The proposed use has significant conflicts with the pre-existing adjacent use. Major effects must be strongly mitigated to prevent impact on adjacent uses. A Planned Unit Development is required in all cases to assess project impact and define development design.

1: The proposed use is incompatible with adjacent land uses. Any development proposal requires a Planned Unit Development and extensive documentation to prove that external effects are fully mitigated. In general, proposed uses with this level of conflict will not be permitted.

FIGURE 3.5: Compatibility Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Large Lot Residential</th>
<th>Low Density Residential</th>
<th>Median Density Residential</th>
<th>High Density Residential</th>
<th>Mix Use</th>
<th>Low Intensity Commercial</th>
<th>High Intensity Commercial</th>
<th>Downtown</th>
<th>Lake Oriented Commercial</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Civic</th>
<th>Parks</th>
<th>Urban Reserve/AG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Lot</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Density</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Density</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix Use</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Intensity</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Intensity</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Oriented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Reserve/AG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: RDG Planning & Design
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CHAPTER 4: TRANSPORTATION

BIG IDEAS

» The transportation network should provide a safe and efficient means for all users including pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers

» The transportation system should support desirable patterns of community, neighborhood, and economic development

» The appearance and role of corridors should elevate the community’s image and serve to unite the community

PRINCIPALS FOR TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT

» Design for walkability and bike friendliness

» Create quiet neighborhood streets

» Reduce pinch-points (areas where traffic congestion occurs)

» Consider lifecycle costs and the overall impact of infrastructure development

» Incorporate landscaping in street design and upgrades

WHAT ARE PINCH-POINTS?
Pinch-points are places within the transportation system where a significant amount of traffic is funneled with few outlets or where conflicts between turning and through traffic create confusion and dangerous situations for both motorized and non-motorized users.
INTRODUCTION

Transportation is critical to Shawnee’s ability to serve the present and future needs of the city. Mobility and access help form the city, advance public safety, expand the economy, and enhance the quality of life that Shawnee offers its citizens, businesses, and visitors. For that reason, a comprehensive plan must be built around a transportation framework that accommodates private motor vehicles (cars and heavy transport vehicles), bicycles, pedestrians, and transit. This chapter presents a plan for a future system that supports growth and meets the needs of a wide variety of users.

ISSUES

Pedestrian and bicycle access. Bicycle transportation is not for everyone, but riding a bicycle or walking to destinations for short trips can be an efficient option for most people and an important source of freedom for youth and those without cars. Challenges to the bike and pedestrian infrastructure include:

» Continuity. Connecting major destinations without interruption.

» Diversity. Having facilities appropriate to land use and/or street context.

» Comfort. Most routes depend on streets and having good street connectivity will allow users to pick the level of street intensity they feel most comfortable using. Simple design features such as a strip of green space between the curb and sidewalk can add a great degree of comfort for a pedestrian.

» Condition. Especially sidewalks in older neighborhoods. Tripping hazards, tree roots in sidewalks, and ADA accessibility are challenges for most communities. Just getting a handle on the locations of problem areas can make it easier to understand the scope and cost of repairs.

Corridors, like 45th Street, with significant development potential and inadequate capacity. Shawnee’s street system is its largest public capital investment and maintenance of that system is often a challenge, let alone adding to the system. But with growth comes the need to expand the system. Growth has already started to occur along the 45th Street corridor and creating a street that can handle this growth along with pedestrians and bicycles will be essential to creating a safe...
Limited access across the interstate. Shawnee generally has a good system of collector and arterial streets south of the interstate but the number that cross the interstate is limited. The interstate serves as a barrier to the growing base of major retail establishments on the north from the residents living on the south. The division creates pinch-points at Harrison and Kickapoo that result in regular congestion and a system with little resilience to street closures and incidents.

Transit needs beyond existing on-demand system. Shawnee is not a city with a rich history of public transportation growing with the car instead. This resulted in a development pattern and culture that is not supportive of public transportation. As a result, there are challenges with coverage, pedestrian safety, and service hours. Everyone would like the transit system to stop on their block and take them directly to their destinations, but the city’s dispersed development pattern makes this very costly. Pedestrian access to stops must also be safe and convenient. Finally, providing the diverse hours of operations required of those who frequently need to use the system, like service workers, is costly. All of these challenges are the same for even larger cities like Oklahoma City.

Development patterns that haven’t supported transportation alternatives. Over the years many commercial developments have been designed to accommodate the car with large separations making it nearly impossible to provide transit along a corridor and sometimes dangerous for those on foot or bicycle. This includes the disabled and mothers with strollers trying to maneuver between their car and front doors. Additionally, each new development was built with little to no sidewalk connections.

OPPORTUNITIES

Interstate proximity and access. The interstate affords Shawnee many advantages including rapid access to Oklahoma City and easy access for those to the west visiting Shawnee’s retail services. Additionally it offers high visibility and convenient access for interstate travelers and a location that is attractive to commercial and industrial enterprises.

Low stress neighborhood streets. Shawnee has a well-established hierarchy of streets where the majority of traffic is directed efficiently from neighborhood streets to collector streets, and onto the arterial streets. This creates a system of well-connected and quiet neighborhood streets that can support strong neighborhoods and safe bicycle and pedestrian travel.

Adequate capacity within a majority of the system. The vast majority of Shawnee’s streets have the capacity to support additional development and higher densities. This includes a corridor like Harrison that could handle significant reinvestment including the development of higher density residential development close to commercial uses.
» **Big Picture.** The map does not show every street that would be needed for future development. The local street pattern should be determined as development occurs.

» **Flexible.** While the routes shown in Figure 4.1 have been carefully thought out, the exact path of these streets may vary depending on the details of development as it occurs. The priority is to maintain the principle of connectivity, to provide access to key connecting points, and to follow the general path shown in the map. Minor modifications can be made as needed on a case-by-case basis. Detailed engineering studies will be needed before undertaking any new road construction.

  ○ Collector streets in Figure 4.1 have a higher “status” than the local streets. The collector routes should be given significant weight when making development decisions, while local streets are more flexible.

» **Work with Property Owners.** Many new roads shown on this map run through property that is privately owned, and their implementation will therefore depend on the decisions of the property owners. The city should reach out to property owners in these key areas to discuss plans for the future.

---

**FIGURE 4.2:** Future Transportation Plan - Lake Area

---

Legend:
- Arterial
- Collector
- Greenway
INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

An effective transportation system moves people and facilitates efficient land development patterns. It can also become a quality of life amenity in its own right. Integrated with the land use plan, the transportation plan proposes improvements, expansions, and policies to guide investment towards creating a healthy and balanced mobility system. This section will identify initiatives related to the overall system and then break it down into its component parts.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

COORDINATE THE TRANSPORTATION AND LAND USE PLANS

Transportation and land development are codependent systems – a transportation system is created to serve land as it develops, and land can only develop as access is granted. This is a story as old as human settlement but is especially pertinent to development in Shawnee in which land access and development is often limited by environmental factors. For the purposes of advancing a coherent land use plan and a high-quality transportation system, land use and transportation plans must be coordinated.

1. Acquire right-of-way for expansion of the arterial system into growth areas. The city should work with developers and property owners to reserve right-of-way for major streets in advance of development. This right-of-way should be adequate to accommodate multi-modal facilities, utilities and future expansion. Developers should leave room to extend streets to future adjacent development by leaving stub streets or empty lots where extensions are planned.

2. Require a traffic impact analysis for large scale projects. A traffic impact analysis (TIA) is a way to evaluate the impact of large developments on roadway system, but also on the pedestrian environment. The city would gain a clearer picture of anticipated traffic demand to identify necessary system improvements (present and future) and to more fairly determine the share of improvements for which the city and developer should be responsible.

3. Provide a dedicated funding source for arterial and collector development. A reliable and innovative funding program is necessary to meet the ongoing demand of major roadway projects. The city should identify those sources and align them to project priorities identified in the city’s capital improvement plan.

Traffic Impact Analysis

A traffic impact analysis is not appropriate in all cases because land development projects vary widely based on their location, size, phasing, and the character of traffic expected. For example, a ten-lot residential subdivision adjacent to a collector street would be expected to have minimal impact on the existing transportation network whereas a high density residential complex may produce conflict depending on the location and context of the site. This plan recommends the city consider adopting a policy that would require a traffic impact analysis for large scale projects.

The threshold of requiring a traffic impact analysis may consider any of the following factors:

» Estimated number of trips generated based on development proposal including the mix of uses (ITE estimates)
» Minimum commercial square footage
» Minimum site acreage (request and consider all phases of proposed development)
» Extenuating circumstances such as the scale of infill development, limited access to appropriate roads classified to support the use, a site which integrates multiple land uses in a complex manner, and other factors as identified.
DEVELOP STREET CONNECTIVITY AND DESIGN STANDARDS

One of the key ingredients to successful communities is a well designed and connected transportation system. When the transportation system breaks down residents become frustrated and the real and perceived quality of life declines.

1. **Establish guidelines for greater street connectivity that includes pedestrian routes with subdivision standards.** Often subdivision ordinances are inconsistent with a community’s desire for multi-modal facilities and connectivity between developments. A review of regulations should be completed to identify ways in which connectivity and safety can be improved by changing guidelines.

2. **Apply a context sensitive design approach to street design.** Context Sensitive Design is adapted from the Institute of Transportation Engineers manual: “Context Sensitive Solutions in Designing Major Thoroughfares for Walkable Communities.” It takes a more holistic approach to transportation planning, where street network design involves deeper consideration of community planning issues such as adjacent land uses, intensity of development, and multiple modes of travel. The desired goal is to design streets for all users. Features include:
   - “Streets as places”, making community identity a key component in street corridor design which could be achieved through public art.
   - The surrounding community influences the design of a given roadway, instead of applying a standard cross-section that is applied everywhere.
   - Accommodate all modes of travel and make walking, transit, and bicycling more enjoyable and practical.
   - Design features that enhance safety by controlling speed and access. These could include landscaping features, boulevard trees, narrowed lanes, etc.
   - A street design that may change as it passes through different “context zones” or land uses within the community.
   - Capacity provided through a network of streets, rather than widening a single corridor to accommodate more vehicular traffic.
   - Concentrate longer trips along limited access routes.
   - Focus transit where land uses can support it.
   - Measure performance by more diverse standards than just level of service for automobiles.

3. **Develop design criteria for arterial streets to include options for medians and improved pedestrian environments.** Residents frequently noted the desire to improve the safety and image of high profile corridors. Future arterial streets and improvements made to existing streets could include features such as medians, improved crosswalks, and adequate landscaping. Aesthetic improvements may also include adjustments to the sign ordinance and increased landscaping requirements for parking lots that are visible from arterial streets.
CREATE MULTI-MODAL CORRIDORS

A transportation system can promote a variety of complementary transportation modes including motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit riders. Shawnee has a growing demand for a stronger pedestrian and bicycle system, as well as an expanded transit system. The use of these may grow and could be incorporated into development standards and city budgets.

1. **Establish site development standards that accommodate all modes of transportation.** In much the same way that context-sensitive design addresses the overall design of the street, sites should feature pedestrian accommodations in new developments, significant redevelopment, and priority areas in the core of the city. A tenant of context sensitive design is creating a roadway that provides a safe space for all road users and the same should be the case for those moving through a development, whether from their car to the front door or from business to business. This can be achieved by adopting a complete streets resolution which requires city staff to consider all modes of transportation when maintaining, upgrading or building new infrastructure.

2. **Identify a system of multi-modal corridors that safely connect all parts of the city and major destinations.** Not every street can be a multi-modal corridor or will incorporate all forms of transportation. For example, arterial streets may accommodate vehicles and transit, while parallel local streets would serve pedestrian, bicycle, and trails. Every street improvement project that expands the capacity for motor vehicles on minor arterials and all collectors could include accommodations for transit and active modes (pedestrian and bikes) at some point. Specific corridors that are already designated as bike routes and future routes are illustrated in Figure 4.1. These corridors should connect major destinations, use low volume streets, and supplement the trail system.

---

**Traits of Bicycle & Pedestrian Friendly Development**

**Street connectivity.** Development with a high degree of street connectivity (and sidewalks) allows more direct and shorter walking distances in all directions.

**Intersection / barrier treatments.** A pedestrian friendly transportation system welcomes residents into all environments by integrating measures to help them safely and conveniently cross barriers such as major streets, railroads, and major land developments.

**Mixing land uses.** For a system to be pedestrian friendly, it must include a mix of origins and destinations within a reasonable walking distance. By situating complementary land uses together - shops, homes, and schools - walking becomes an viable option.

**Trails and pathways.** Often a strong recreational amenity, trails are much loved by residents and often play many roles in a community. However, the priority is most often recreation first and transportation a distant second. Trails and pathways can be used to bypass barriers or fill a "gap" that may be missing in the street system.

**Narrow lot widths.** In both residential and commercial developments, the width of parcels has a direct correlation with the time that a walker or bicyclist must travel to reach a destination. The time and distance directly affect whether an individual can (considering mobility issues) and will (considering convenience issues) choose to walk.

**Clear pathways through the site.** Upon arrival to a destination, there should be a clear pathway for a bicyclist or pedestrian to navigate through the site (often a parking lot and drive aisles) to the entrance of the facility or bicycle parking areas. Clearly defined pathways should provide the pedestrian and bicyclist with a route that is safe, convenient, and visible to automobile traffic.

**Bicycle racks.** Appropriate bicycle parking - site location and rack design - must be included to make any new development bicycle friendly.
3. **Establish guidelines for all new or improved collector streets to consider multi-modal features.** The city’s collector system should serve a variety of functions and users. Guidelines for collector streets should include:

- A pedestrian/bicycle domain set back from the roadway by street landscaping and an adequate greenway setback from curb to sidewalk; or designation of an on-street bike route, along with a continuous sidewalk.
- Special lighting and street graphics to promote a sense of security and well-being.
- Well-marked pedestrian crossings, sometimes with features such as crossing nodes that reduce the distance pedestrians must travel to cross the street.
- Street furniture that claims part of the street environment for people who are outside of vehicles. This may not be appropriate for all corridors, but should be very important in proposed neighborhood centers.
- Attractive landscaping to promote a sense of community.
- Adequate buffering of draws and stormwater drainage areas to lower the volume and velocity of rainwater and decrease flooding events.
IMPROVE AND EXPAND THE EXISTING TRAIL NETWORK

Shawnee has a limited number of trails, but those in existence are very popular. Residents expressed a desire to see these trails connected with additional routes.

1. **Update Shawnee Trails Master Plan.** Based on the success of the existing trails the city should update the Trail Master Plan to reflect growing interest in trails and the work that has been done by Blue Zones around walking and biking.

2. **Connect existing trail links.** A trail that provides miles but does not connect to its surroundings may provide benefits to people seeking exercise, but fails in its transportation mission to move people to destinations. In addition, poor access or visibility to and from surroundings can create public safety problems. Trails should be designed or retrofitted to provide convenient and barrier-free access to adjacent streets and major destinations. One of the top priorities of the updated Trail Master Plan should be to connect existing trails and identifying funding sources for construction and maintenance.

3. **Identify a reliable funding source for trail development.** Shawnee will need to develop a reliable funding source for trail development. The traditional method of trail funding through the Federal Transportation Alternatives program, faces challenges with every reauthorization, and must compete for declining funds with a wider variety of projects. In addition, good trail maintenance is important, and total costs will increase as the system expands. Because trails are both transportation and recreation facilities (and sometimes transportation to recreation), funding from the capital and operating budgets for the Parks and Public Works Departments is both necessary and appropriate. However, these funds are also limited, and other sources should be explored.

4. **Connect the city to the river through trail development.** The river is a hidden asset on the south side of the city. By creating a trail corridor along the river residents can be connected to the regions natural beauty while also expanding the city’s trail system, a request by many residents. The opportunities to expand this system to include the river are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Additionally the city should monitor the rail corridor to the south that crosses the river. If this is officially abandoned it could be an additional connection across the river. The proposed crossing in Figure 4.1 uses the former Slover/Clear Pond Road bridge.

5. **Find ways to include public art and amenities to increase use and stewardship.** Beautification efforts can have an impact on trail use and feelings of safety and comfort. Finding ways to incorporate public art or amenities such as trash cans, benches, or water fountains on trails and major pedestrian routes should contribute to increased usage.
EXPAND THE BIKE AND PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM

The city’s transportation system should encourage all modes for appropriate trips - short distances that do not require automobile travel, for example. Therefore, street standards should include reasonable accommodations for all users.

1. **Expand and approve bike routes along low volume streets.** Shawnee’s bike system is limited to a few corridors. This should be expanded to a series of low volume streets that connect major destinations and are comfortable to the users.

2. **Improve the bicycle-friendliness of Shawnee.** Shawnee should work to create an environment that is friendly to both bicyclists and pedestrians. The “4 E’s,” which the League of American Bicyclists views as the measure of a bicycle friendly community, should be adopted in Shawnee. This system recognizes that engineering alone does not create a successful bicycle culture. The components of the 4 E’s include:
   - **Education:** making cyclists and motorists aware of the rules and practices of safety and etiquette and their mutual rights and responsibilities as road users
   - **Enforcement:** helping to ensure safety by enforcing rules that pertain to all users
   - **Encouragement:** executing events and programs that promote bicycling and its many benefits
   - **Evaluation:** establishing benchmarks and measurements to gauge the effectiveness of bicycle initiatives

3. **Remove barriers to expanding the bike system which includes improvements to crossing man-made barriers.** The greatest challenge to expansion of the bike system in Shawnee are man-made barriers - especially corridors like Kickapoo and Harrison, where even cars find it challenging to cross at times. Improvements to existing crossings should include bicycle and pedestrian features. Future or improved crossings of the interstate or any arterial street should take into consideration the need to move people along with cars. Features may include better defined crosswalks, refuges for pedestrians, pedestrian signals, and clearly defined bike lanes.

4. **Identify high priority sidewalk segments per an established sidewalk plan or the safe routes to school master plan adopted in June 2019.** Shawnee needs to develop and implement a strategic plan for the city’s pedestrian network. Any plan needs to address key challenges, including:
   - Expanding neighborhood sidewalks on local streets that provide access to destinations such as schools and employment centers
   - Addressing barriers to pedestrian travel such as major intersections, long arterial street crossings, and signal timing
   - Connecting the sidewalks to the trail and bike system

   To address these issues the plan will need to:
   - Identify a complete street network and pedestrian corridors that could be developed and funded
   - Upgrading sidewalks through the use of public art, especially within school zones
   - Establish a slow zones around schools policy
5. **Include sidewalks in all updated street design standards.** As the city reviews and updates street design standards, sidewalks must be included in all street types exclusive of expressways. This should include proper crossings and signalization and coordination with utilities.

6. **Establish a dedicated funding source to address gaps and maintenance of the sidewalk system.** Maintenance and filling the gaps within an existing sidewalk system can be one of the most challenging priorities in a pedestrian system. For new areas, the city can work with the developers to ensure that quality of life amenities like sidewalks are included in the final design. During street maintenance and reconstruction some improvements are made for ADA compliance. However, funding to fill the remaining gaps often falls solely to the city, although some communities have done shared funding approaches with property owners. To maintain the system and fill the gaps, the city will have to look at a variety of funding sources that include local support from civically minded residents and organizations.

### PLAN FOR EXPANDED TRANSIT SERVICES

Shawnee’s current transit system is an on-demand system with limited hours of operation. The city has a small role in the transit system and funding for expansion of these services is very limited. In the future, the city should continue to work with the transit authority to ensure that development can ultimately be accessed by transit and that residents have safe routes to get to transit stops.

1. **Ensure that future projects are transit friendly.** As streets along high intensity or high density areas are improved or modified, transit friendly features should be included. Amenities could include enhanced pedestrian access and street crossings; signal cycles that give pedestrians time to cross; space for shelters; and signal controls. As the city is revising and updating existing street standards all of these features could be included. Additionally, the connections between a stop and the entrance to a major destination is also important. For example, examine whether there is a clear and safe path or a large parking lot with no defined pedestrian route. Unsafe paths or waiting in uncomfortable settings can deter residents from using the service. All major projects and smaller projects in areas with high intensity of land use should consider the length and nature of the path between their front door and the street.

2. **Expand the awareness of the existing transit services.** Central Oklahoma Community Transit System (COTS) offers demand-response transit service within Shawnee and to destinations outside the city. This includes transportation to schools, medical appointments, shopping, and special events. Demand-response means that it must be scheduled 48 hours ahead of time but only costs the user $3 a ride. Many residents are not aware of this service or believe that it is only available to the elderly or disabled. Local organizations should work with COTS to share information about the services that are available.

“Need public transportation with routine bus route.”

August Workshop
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CHAPTER 5: COMMUNITY IMAGE

BIG IDEAS

» Shawnee’s built and natural environment should be regionally appropriate and well maintained

» Partnerships should produce neighborhood and commercial areas that are healthy, inviting, attractive, and functional

» Develop places where Shawnee residents can gather and socialize to build connections

» Support the missions and quality of all community organizations including the school district and downtown organization

PRINCIPLES

» Public spaces should be maintained to the same level as expected of private property

» Private property investments should be protected through code enforcement and maintenance of public areas including streets

» Guidelines should clearly define city expectations for developers and investors

» Places should be designed for multiple generations
INTRODUCTION

The traditional elements of a comprehensive plan help guide land use directions, transportation and infrastructure services, and other city services like parks. Throughout the Shawnee Next Horizons planning process, residents also expressed a desire to address community image and quality. The image of the city both internally and externally was very important to residents. They saw that great cities go beyond basic systems and elevate the pride and quality of life that residents and visitors alike experience. Chapter 8 will review many of the quality of life features, such as parks, recreation, arts and culture, and natural environments. Community Image identifies initiatives and action items that will promote Shawnee’s character through the built environment. Defining a vision and the action items necessary to achieve that vision requires a discussion of the issues and opportunities related to community appearance, landscaping, and community design.

ISSUES

Community appearance. Community appearance has a direct impact on residents’ attitudes toward investment in their community and neighborhoods. Many noted concerns with property maintenance, the appearance of entrances into the city, and housing quality. Defining a ‘good appearance’ can be difficult, as it can mean different things to different people. Cities need to have a well-defined baseline for building and property maintenance, as well as the political will to enforce those standards and apply them to city property. This effort needs to include community education regarding expectations and how to properly address problem properties in a neighborhood. The key element is community support, which has been expressed by residents through the Shawnee Next Horizon process.

Property maintenance. Shawnee is not unique, in that property maintenance is a struggle for many communities and can often result in a cycle of decline starting with just one low-quality property on a block. Investing in city properties should be a first step, in essence “leading by example.” Establishing and enforcing property maintenance codes should be viewed through the lens of life safety and economic development. All individuals in the community should expect that all structures are safe and secure. Additionally, deteriorated properties lower the value of all adjoining properties and decrease the desire for investment.

Urban landscape. Areas along Kickapoo have begun to set a standard for better landscaping and residents noted a desire to extend this throughout the community and into public and semi-public spaces. Good and well maintained landscaping can be a crucial contributor to an attractive community image. Older neighborhoods have a good tree canopy but this has not been done consistently in new areas. When landscaping is installed it is often done with inappropriate materials for Shawnee’s soil and climate. Sustaining an attractive landscape requires selection of appropriate materials and an understanding of proper maintenance.
OPPORTUNITIES

Momentum from Kickapoo Street improvements. The improvements that have been made to North Kickapoo are a nice welcome to visitors and residents alike. This has hopefully established a new level of expectations that should be carried out in any new street or reconstruction of existing streets.

Cultural history of the area. The area has a rich cultural history that most importantly includes the history of five Native American Tribes. This history should be celebrated and shared more with visitors and residents. The Potawatomi County Museum, Mabee-Gerrer Museum of Art, and Citizen Potawatomi Nation Cultural Heritage Center do this work but it should be expanded beyond the museums into the rest of the downtown at a minimum. This should include arts and cultural events and businesses that sell materials from local artists and craftsmen.

Large number of visitors (regional retail hub). Shawnee is a retail hub for a large area to the east and south. As a hub, thousands of visitors come to the community every year but many never make it into the southern portion of the city. Community leaders should find ways for entrepreneurs to capitalize on this traffic and draw them into the community for shopping, dining, and entertainment.

“Need to capture more of the 11 million vehicles that pass our ‘Little Hamlet’ annually”

“Connect city to CPN (Citizen Potawatomi Nation) in meaningful ways.”
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INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

A healthy city is a place in which people have pride in their community. That pride should be expressed in many different ways but is often in the physical image of the community. This often translates to the more intangible perceived image of a community both by residents and visitors. The following section identifies policies and actions that can be taken to physically express the pride that many residents have in Shawnee.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

IMPROVE LANDSCAPE REGULATIONS

Good and well maintained landscaping can be a crucial contributor to an attractive community image. Landscaping can have many benefits and fill an important role in land use. These include:

» Minimizing compatibility issues between adjacent but different land uses
» Offering shade on hot days and blocking harsh winds
» Breaking up concrete environments such as large parking lots
» Shading homes and reducing utility bills
» Strengthening commercial districts (studies have found that shoppers will spend more in environments that have greenery and good landscaping)
» Overall enrichment of the urban environment

1. **Support and encourage the use of native materials.** Central Oklahoma is not immune to droughts that can quickly cause non-hardy materials to wither and die. The use of native materials should be first demonstrated by the city and within city owned property. Through local partnerships, fundraising, and grants native landscaping should be added to city properties, especially city parking lots.

2. **Work with partners to plant trees and native landscaping along major corridors and within parks.** The streets of any community may be the only public environment individuals experience on a daily basis. While the improvements to the Kickapoo corridor have elevated the quality of the environment much of the corridor still lacks trees. Trees and landscaping can have a strong impact on the opinion that is formed of a community. This is not an easy or inexpensive endeavor and must be taken on with the assistance of local community organizations, business owners, redevelopment efforts, and active neighborhoods. Reconstruction of any arterial or collector street should include landscaping along with appropriate pedestrian and bicycle features.
Upgradable Site Design Standards

Good site design standards should do more than just ensure proper vehicular turning radius but must also create environments that people want to be in, properly control stormwater, and create safe connections to surrounding developments.

1. **Require pedestrian accommodations in all site designs.** New developments and redevelopment of existing sites must include better pedestrian connections. At a minimum this may include:
   - Safe walkways between parking areas and business entrances
   - Defined walkways between businesses within a development
   - Median breaks and refuge areas when crossing major streets
   - Well defined crosswalks that offer the pedestrian the shortest possible crossing
   - Connections to any adjacent trails or sidewalks
   - Safe and convenient connections to public transit stops (current or planned)

2. **Establish basic design guidelines for the I-40 corridor.** As one of the only perspectives visitors may have of the city the importance of this corridor cannot be overstated. Design guidelines for this area should give clear direction to the development community and planning commission. Guidelines should focus on good landscaping, screening of storage areas, lighting, utility placement and visibility, stormwater management that creates amenities, and properly scaled signage and public art.

3. **Offer incentives for on-site retention when done as an amenity.** Encouraging the use of low-impact development techniques should decrease the volume and velocity of stormwater entering the streets and drainageways with the added benefit of creating on-site amenities. For too long the default has been to hide these behind buildings as nothing more than holes in the ground instead of turning a necessity into an asset. Techniques may include:
   - On-site retention of stormwater to create a water feature/amenity for the development
   - Using rooftop collection systems and green roofs to capture rainwater that can be used later for irrigation
   - Using pervious pavement, pavers, or asphalt in appropriate locations
   - Using planters or landscaped strips next to roads and parking areas to encourage stormwater infiltration and temporary detention

---

“Increased landscaping standard for new development”

“Parkway along south side of I-40 to serve future development. Connects to marketplace circulator system at Kickapoo.”

“The development of traffic corridors should equal green belt development”

---
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IMPROVE OVERALL COMMUNITY APPEARANCE

As noted earlier, residents naturally crave a community they can take pride in. When buildings are deteriorating, landscaping is non-existent or poorly maintained, and community facilities are in poor condition, pride is hard to maintain. Elevating a community’s appearance also elevates investors’ sense of security in a market or community thus incentivizing them to invest or even expand an existing business.

1. **Review and update property maintenance codes and enforcement procedures.** Poorly maintained buildings and sites have an enormous effect on the visual quality of Shawnee, which can be depressing to residents as well as property values. A review of property maintenance codes should be completed along with an assessment of enforcement procedures. A review of the property maintenance code should address those items that have the greatest impact on life safety, visual quality, preservation of community maintenance standards, and enforcement of the ordinance. The City should consider a proactive approach for key corridors and neighborhoods that are experiencing declining values. With increased enforcement should also come access to assistance, as often people do not have the resources to improve the appearance of their property. This assistance may come through the city’s many generous non-profits. Along with property maintenance notifications, the City should provide information on local organizations that offer assistance to residents. This may even be done in partnership with local civic and church organizations.

2. **Develop property maintenance materials and education programs on how to be a good neighbor.** Good property maintenance programs combine awareness of the need for reinvestment and upkeep with the tools necessary to be a good neighbor. Preparation and distribution of a property standards manual should encourage good neighbor behaviors before enforcement is needed. The manual should be a friendly and clear document that sets out the expectations for residents of Shawnee as a community for individual building and property maintenance. It can also help provide useful information, such as locations of sites to dispose of or recycle unwanted household items. Educational programs should also be developed, especially for first time homeowners and renters. This may be done in conjunction with local realtors or landlord associations.
3. **Work with the schools on community pride and property maintenance.** Understanding and pride in one’s community starts at an early age but more and more communities are realizing that outreach on what it means to be a good neighbor needs to occur early. Working with the schools, and particularly the after school programs, the city or Shawnee PRIDE program should develop materials on different topics, including history of the city, what it means to be a good neighbor, and the importance of property maintenance.

4. **Invest in a systematic reporting system for tracking problem properties.** Calls on different properties come to the city or other non-profits from many different challenges. The city should consider investing in a system that creates a more systematic approach to collecting and tracking problem properties.

5. **Continue to promote public art throughout the community.** One of the best ways to enhance the image of the city is through public art. This is already apparent through the painted horses scattered throughout the city. Additional efforts to include public art in newer developments or gateway projects should be considered.
RECOGNIZE EFFORTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE

Shawnee Next Horizon Committee members noted that residents of Shawnee have completed some great work and built strong partnerships over the years but often those accomplishments can get lost in the negatives that are easily debated. Recognizing and celebrating those efforts should acknowledge the great volunteers of Shawnee and create momentum and pride in the city. Pride is essential to building a civically and economically healthy city. (see Shawnee Next Horizon Introduction: Being a Healthy City)

1. **Establish a “state of the city” address to celebrate accomplishments and outline initiatives.** Over the last several years the city has accomplished a number of initiatives, whether led by the City or other organizations. Acknowledging these efforts should be done to build pride in the community, celebrate the great people of Shawnee, and build momentum for continued investments.

2. **Evaluate the city’s existing brand and consider updating.** Every few years cities and organizations realize they must reassess their brands in light of changing trends and environments. On a regular basis the City, Shawnee Forward, and other community development groups should work together to assess the effectiveness of the branding and messaging of the city.

3. **Extend customer service training in the PRIDE (Producing Resourceful Informed Devoted Employees) program to city staff.** Building partnerships between the City and individual residents is an important first step to addressing property maintenance issues. Many cities have placed this process in the hands of the police departments, creating a sense of criminality to the process. When possible creating a better community through code enforcement and permitting should be framed as a partnership in which everyone is working towards making a better city for all.

---

**Perennial for 2019**

**Rattlesnake Master**

*Eryngium yuccifolium*

Rattlesnake Master is a native species to the tall grass prairies. Leaves of rattlesnake master are parallel-veined, bristly-edged, sword-shaped, medium green leaves (to 3’ long) resembling those of yucca. Flowers are greenish-white and tightly packed into globular, 1” diameter heads resembling thistles. The flowering heads attract many kinds of insects.

Rattlesnake master prefers dryish, sandy soils, but tolerates clay and shallow-rocky soils. Plants tend to open up and flop in overly fertile soils or in anything less than full sun. This is a taprooted plant which transplants poorly and is best left undisturbed once established.

Use rattlesnake master in a xeriscape garden, perennial border, or native garden. Group plants in naturalized areas for best affect.

- **Exposure:** Sun, part shade
- **Soil:** Tolerates about any soil
- **Hardiness:** USDA Zone 4-10

Each year the Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture at Oklahoma State University picks a perennial of the year for their Oklahoma Proven plant promotion program. Their website, www.oklahomaproven.org, is a great resource for developing a list of approved native plants.
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CHAPTER 6: DOWNTOWN

BIG IDEAS

» Improve visibility of the downtown

» Elevate the downtown to be a regional destination for living, working, and entertainment

» Offer an urban lifestyle in downtown Shawnee with quality residential options

» Ensure that the downtown is included in an overall economic strategy for Shawnee

PRINCIPLES

» Downtowns should be neighborhoods where people live, work, and play

» Public services should be high quality with public spaces that act as regional destinations

» Corridors should welcome visitors with quality signage

» Vacant areas should be leveraged to create high quality community spaces or housing
INTRODUCTION

Around the country, downtowns in cities of all sizes have experienced a re-birth. The most successful of these established themselves as “places” as well as “presences” – areas that attract people to live and to experience, as well as to work. The last thirty years has seen a reintroduction in the types of uses and activities in our city centers that previously moved away – housing, shopping, entertainment, eating and drinking. These uses interact with one another to create a new sense of city life. Opinion surveys and market results have demonstrated the affinity that younger generations have for city life. Geoffrey Webb, a theoretical physicist who has turned his attention to understanding the unifying principles of cities succinctly describes good city planning as “maximizing interaction, minimizing distress.” This measurement describes active and safe city centers and provides a prism through which we view central districts. Most importantly, though, high functioning centers also encourage and attract innovation, becoming in the words of British architect Peter Cook a “garden for ideas.”

ISSUES

Homelessness. This issue is both real and perceived in the downtown. As one of the few communities in the region to provide services to those distressed, some in the rural areas come to Shawnee looking for help. However, there is also a perception that the downtown is not safe, which is not the case. Addressing this issue will take a community wide effort to offer better day services and a marketing effort that highlights all of the positives happening in the district.

Large vacant spaces. Since World War II the retail market has experienced several evolutions. The first was the move out of traditional downtowns to car-oriented malls and super centers. In more recent years the shift has been to on-line retail. The on-line market has impacted the large scale retailers the most, and thus the demand for square footage has declined. This leaves the former downtown department stores even harder to fill. The market today is smaller scale, focused on specialty goods and services. Communities that have successfully filled larger spaces have found ways to divide them into marketable small spaces.

Lack of twenty-four hour population. Until recently, regulations have prohibited residential uses in the downtown. This policy along with a lack of entertainment options resulted in a district that has limited activity after 5 pm. Adding residents and retail to serve them in and around the downtown will be essential to bringing back more activity in the district. The added “eyes on the street” will also increase the sense of safety in the district.
Sense of neighborhood and perception. Closely aligned with the lack of residential uses in and around the downtown, the district is not seen as a neighborhood. This, in addition to perceptions about safety, has stifled development in the past. Adding more residents increases the sense of “positive” activities, while adding new businesses will improve the perception of the downtown. However, this may take multiple years to complete.

Community event space. The downtown has a number of community events but many of the districts public spaces are either small and hidden or like Woodland Park are limited in size for hosting larger community events. Activating the existing spaces with people and events will further improve the perception of the district.

OPPORTUNITIES

Strong interest in adding housing. There is a growing interest in adding housing in and around the downtown. One of the first projects is already under construction. These homes and new energy are essential to creating new business demand and an increased perception of safety.

Available sites. In and around the downtown there are a number of sites available for adding both residential and commercial uses. Smaller projects, like what is occurring on the east end of Main Street should build momentum for the larger projects. Large projects like the Masonic building will lead to multiple partnerships and the momentum for smaller scale projects.

Opportunity to create public spaces that support development. The proposed expansion of Woodland Park creates the ideal opportunity to establish an environment that supports additional private market investment in and around the downtown. Improvements to this park and to Celebration of Life Park should address the surrounding blocks to create an opportunity for new development or redevelopment.
INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

This is not the first time that strategies and initiatives have been identified for the downtown. In 2012 Reimagine Downtown was assembled with the help of OU design students. The effort created momentum and interest in the downtown and many good things have occurred in the district since the completion of the plan. Additionally, the five key recommendations identified in the plan still remain valid. These recommendations include:

1. Develop an organizational structure to guide progress downtown
2. Pursue and provide guidance for financing options
3. Attract more people to downtown from Shawnee and the region
4. Enliven public spaces, including streets, parks, and plazas, with design strategies
5. Improve access and connectivity to downtown from key gateways

The following initiatives and action items build on these strategies and the work that has been done in the downtown since 2012.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

ENLIVEN PUBLIC SPACES

Our public right-of-way contains some of the most important public spaces we have in a community, especially in a downtown. The sidewalks and ability to navigate a downtown by foot are essential to the experience one has in a downtown. Since the completion of the 2012 plan the streetscape project has been finished but this work should be used as a catalyst for continued improvements to public spaces.

1. Continue public enhancements that started with the streetscape and use these as development tools. Public investments should always create a private market reaction that is equal to or greater than the investment made by the public. While it is sometimes hard to quantify the direct private market reaction, Shawnee has clearly seen an uptick in the number of new businesses and facade improvements completed since the streetscape investment.

Three potential projects should build on this momentum to create further opportunities for private investment.

a. Extension of the streetscape to East Main. Over the past two years significant investment has been made in the buildings along East Main. Many of these buildings are smaller and therefore more appealing and easier to occupy. Extension of the street should create continuity and improve the pedestrian environment for this high traffic area. Special attention should be given to outdoor seating areas for the existing businesses.

b. Woodland Park expansion. The 2017 Park Master Plan identified Woodland Park and Celebration of Life Park as focus parks for improvement, and expansion in the case of Woodland Park. Like the streetscape these projects should be viewed as an opportunity to create private market investment. Improvements should create opportunities for new development and active spaces that attract people for more than just special pro-
gramed events. During one of the community workshops, ideas were developed that will help leverage the park for greater private market investment and unprogrammed activation. The concept laid out below illustrates these ideas and include:

Leveraging the floodplain and creating development sites. The concept removes structures within the floodplain and uses this space to create a water feature that attracts people. The water feature should have paths that connect it to Woodland Park and south to Main Street. To the south the path should follow the drainage way. Using the exist-

"Central Gathering Place – Town Square downtown."

1. Single-Family Attached
2. Multi-Family
3. Townhomes
4. Expanded Park
5. Pedestrian Connections
6. Commercial Mixed Use
7. Linear Park Connection
8. Park Expansion & Water Feature
ing floodplain, threatened properties should be removed for additional park space to the east of the railroad. Following the floodplain the park should connect the expanded Woodland Park to the Museum and Main Street.

Create a boulevard or linear parkway. The parkway should connect Woodland Park to the new water feature to the east.

Add new residential development that includes a mix of single-family attached, townhomes and multi-family. Shawnee is in need of a greater mix of housing (see Chapter 7). Adding quality housing in and around the downtown is a key strategic goal for the district. This should create more of a 24/7 environment in the district. Multi-family sites may be a little further off of the park and fill in existing lots in the downtown. Potential sites include areas on the south side of both 9th and 10th streets.

Create opportunities for new or improved commercial/mixed-use sites. A number of the existing commercial uses along Highland are marginal.
Development of an expanded Woodland Park should create new commercial or mixed-use sites both along highland and the park area.

c. **Celebration of Life Park.** This pocket park in the heart of the downtown is a great opportunity to create an engaging space that attracts residents to the area for more than special events. The 2017 Park Master Plan calls for adding a performance stage and play structures. Like Woodland Park, improvements should be paired with redevelopment of surrounding sites. Specifically to the south of the park where new residential development would add eyes on the park and improve both the quality of the park and the residential units.

2. **Increase enforcement of park hours.** Resolution 5957 sets park hours between 5 AM and 10 PM. The presence of individuals in the park after hours can lead to an increased perception of that downtown is unsafe. Increased enforcement of park hours could help reduce this perception.

## ATTRACT MORE PEOPLE TO DOWNTOWN

The 2012 plan called for finding ways to bring more people to the district. This included:

- Providing affordable housing options
- Improving retail offerings downtown
- Developing community activities and events throughout the year
- Eliminating the perception of poor safety

The city has made some progress on these items, including the first standalone residential project, new businesses along Main Street, and additional events like the Safe Events for Kids. However, many of these still remain relevant. Actions items should include:

1. **Increase residential population.** New housing opportunities should be added to the district both as second story rehabs and new construction similar to those on Philadelphia Street. Large projects may only occur after smaller projects have proven successful in the market. For new construction, good site plans with adequate parking and landscaping should be maintained. The school district may also be a partner in bringing housing to the downtown. Working in partnership with a private developer the school district should redevelop vacant space in the former high school to residential use. First priority for these units should be given to teachers. The public private partnership could even require the units to be affordable to a teacher’s salary.

2. **Initiate family-oriented development around downtown.** In many cities young 20 and 30 year old professionals have been attracted to more urban living in downtowns. Many of these individuals are moving into their family years but still look to be in an urban environment. This housing option does not exist in Shawnee today but the potential around the downtown exists. Attached single-family homes or townhomes with good access to park space are the kinds of units that this market and many empty-nesters want. These opportunities are identified in concepts for Woodland Park.

3. **Encourage adaptive residential reuse and mixed use in key buildings.** There are several key buildings in the downtown, mostly along Main and 9th streets. Many of these buildings are very large and finding one occupant will be challenging. Mixing uses and tenants within these buildings may be necessary to a successful reuse.

“*A downtown with shops that are active not just for the lunch crowd, but in the evenings after people get off work.*”

- **Survey Response**
4. **Identify key niches that can support destination businesses.** Finding niche businesses that provide a special product and a unique level of service can expand the marketability of the district to a larger region. Shawnee is home to multiple Native American Tribes with unique arts and trades. One potential niche could be as a center of Native American arts and crafts, a unique destination that appears to be lacking in Oklahoma today.

5. **Establish partnerships to identify safe and supportive alternatives for the homeless, day and night.** There are many residents concerned that by providing additional services the city will only attract more troubled individuals. This may be the case but the people of Shawnee are also compassionate, caring people who provide for their fellow residents through existing non-profits and churches. Having safe shelter for troubled residents should consolidate the many efforts and dollars that are being put forth by scattered non-profits and churches in the community and establish an alternative to congregating in the downtown.

6. **Put sites together.** One of the biggest deterrents to redevelopment can be the consolidation of ownership and site preparation. The city or county can play an important part in this process. With consolidated ownership the city can then make a site available for redevelopment. Tools such as TIF can then be used to help with the redevelopment of the site or surrounding area. It is critical that the first of these projects be of a high quality in a strategic location. Odd sites with a product that is subpar can create many detractors. Site plans, parking, and land use mix should all be carefully considered.

### IMPROVE ACCESS AND VISIBILITY OF THE DOWNTOWN

Downtown Shawnee can be a bit of a hidden gem. For those visiting the community or just passing through along Interstate 40 the district can be hard to find. The 2012 Downtown Plan outlined the need to improve the corridors into downtown and the directional signage or wayfinding that guides people to the district. These remain important actions items for the district.

1. **Improve corridors and wayfinding into downtown.** From the northern reaches of the Kickapoo and Harrison Street corridors the Downtown district can seem a long ways away. Directional signage should guide residents to the district. This may be done with fun facts about the district or about the destinations, like the Museum, that will be found upon arrival. Thoughtful consideration should be given to the route by which visitors are directed, ensuring that the best impression of the city and the district is communicated.

2. **Expand the connections to downtown through improved bike infrastructure and pedestrian paths in key corridors.** Shawnee has a growing bike culture along with a segment of the population that must rely upon walking or biking to move around the city. Offering safe ways to travel to the district will increase the visibility of the district and create more “foot” traffic in the downtown as a destination for families.
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CHAPTER 7: HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS

BIG IDEAS

» Create healthy neighborhoods that offer a range of housing types to accommodate workers and residents at all stages of life

» Ensure that Shawnee’s future housing stock is affordable to all through conservation of existing housing and new diverse housing options

» Create a reinvestment strategy that supports private market investment in older neighborhoods

PRINCIPALS FOR HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS

» Housing as a public good/responsibility
  » Direct impact on the quality of life that residents experience
  » Direct impact on the ability to attract and retain residents
  » Serves as economic development

» Thoughtful and intentional growth
  » Create neighborhoods with diverse housing and access to amenities
  » Preserve existing housing as its the best source of affordable housing

» Innovation must come with a shared risk—share risk to share the reward

“Increased Affordable housing opportunities for young adults + college students”
INTRODUCTION

The majority of land in every city in America is taken up by housing, making it one of the single largest capital investments in any community. Our homes and neighborhoods are the places where we spend a significant portion of our lives and the condition and appearance of both greatly affects the lives we live and the perception of our cities. Often residents measure their community satisfaction by the quality of their blocks and neighborhoods. For all of these reasons continued investment in our existing neighborhoods and thoughtful development of new areas is essential to city health.

ISSUES

Housing and site conditions in older areas. Shawnee has a wide variety of neighborhoods and age of housing. This is also true with regards to the level of maintenance and upkeep of properties. Often older homes and neighborhoods require more maintenance, just due to age. Lack of maintenance can quickly create a downwards spiral for a block and eventually the broader neighborhood. The Development Policy areas in Chapter 3 take note of these older neighborhoods and appropriate policies for these areas.

Lack of sidewalk connections. Sidewalks in Shawnee are often sporadic and the maintenance of those links even more sporadic. Sidewalks are a great way to improve safety through additional eyes on a street, connect residents to adjoining destinations, and provide a safe place for a city’s youngest and oldest residents to navigate their community.

Limited diversity with mostly single product housing developments. Single-family owner-occupied homes dominate the housing market, indicated in both the market analysis and the community survey. While appealing to many, young professionals, retirees, and seniors often need other options such as homes for rent, apartments, townhomes, or condominiums. These types of housing units often provide higher densities and thus a better way to control costs. They also offer fewer maintenance requirements to the occupants.

Cost of housing to income disparity. The cost of housing has been a significant issue for many years outside the Midwest/Great Plains. However, since the Great Recession the issue has worked its way into the middle parts of the country. Increasing material costs for both home construction and infrastructure, along with rising land values have outpaced the increase in real income for many residents since 2000.

“Improve code enforcement, make people clean up properties.”
Survey Response
OPPORTUNITIES

Growth and market appetite. Based on survey results, community conversations, and regional growth potential, Shawnee has a strong and demonstrated appetite for a variety of new housing products. Through a combination of its low vacancy rate within quality units, pent-up demand for new housing units, and growth potential, home-buyers and renters are quick to absorb quality housing units if available at relatively reasonable prices.

New construction in both single family and multi-family sectors. Some markets have experienced little to no new construction over the last 20 years. That has not been the case for Shawnee. New rental development has occurred, and the construction by the Tribes has quickly filled.

Stock of older affordable housing. While there are clearly neighborhoods and pockets of disinvestment, Shawnee has a stock of quality older homes that are affordable. The most significant problem is the demand for these units exceeds the supply.

Vacant lot inventory. Lot development can be a significant deterrent to the development of affordable housing. The rising cost of infrastructure and land values that have remained strong make the use of existing lots essential to providing affordable options. Within Shawnee there are a number of locations that are not developed or are under-utilized offering great opportunities for more affordable developments.

Grassroots investment in older neighborhoods. There is a growing interest in reinvestment in existing neighborhoods. The engagement of residents in Community Renewal is a great example of this interest. The momentum being generated in some neighborhoods can and should spread to other parts of the city that continue to struggle.

“Need to redo old abandoned houses to provide more affordable housing.”

Survey Response

“Landlords need to be required to keep their rental homes painted and generally maintained better in the older areas of the city.”

Survey Response
INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental goal of Shawnee Next Horizons and specifically of this section is to ensure that existing and future neighborhoods add to the livability of the city and strengthen the economic base. Housing is one of the private market’s largest capital investments, and the streets, sewers, and water lines that serve those homes are the largest public capital investments. New developments must create true neighborhoods and a quality housing stock that future generations will want to invest in and create a burden. At the same time, existing neighborhoods must be conserved and not neglected. These neighborhoods reflect large public investments and fiscal responsibility suggests that these investments need to be protected and used to the highest degree possible. The following actions provide the basis for addressing the issues, opportunities, and challenges raised above.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

REVITALIZE AND STABILIZE OLDER NEIGHBORHOODS

For any city the best source of affordable housing is within the city’s existing housing stock. Maintaining those units and the services provided in those neighborhoods is essential to ensuring a continued supply of safe and affordable housing. Adopting strategies to assure the stability and livability of Shawnee’s historic and established neighborhoods will help to preserve the culture, history, and identity of the community.

1. Implement policies identified in the Development Policy Areas. Chapter 3 outlined specific issues, opportunities, and strategies within a series of similar development areas or neighborhoods. This included Conservation Areas and Infill Reinvestment Areas. Policies and actions for these areas focused on reinvestment strategies, and the form, scale, and connectivity of new development. These should be used as guiding principles when assessing investment/reinvestment and action items to address in the coming years.
2. **Expand rehabilitation and demolition programs.** Demolition and rehabilitation dollars are in short supply in every community but are important to ensuring both the personal and financial safety of residents. Poor property maintenance can create a hardship on adjoining property owners by stifling the value of their investment. Programs oriented toward clearance of dangerous structures and housing maintenance and rehabilitation will be essential to providing safe housing and stabilizing older neighborhoods.

Housing rehabilitation and maintenance programs should include a mixture of owner and renter assistance programs. Owner assistance programs may include:

- Emergency repair program for very low income residents in need of emergency repairs. These programs are designed to meet critical individual needs, but also keep viable housing from deteriorating further.
- Direct rehabilitation loan programs that provide forgivable loans or grants to low income households.
- Energy efficiency loans for improvements that can extend the life of a house and substantially reduce utility bills for a household.

These examples and many more can be funded using dollars from CDBG programs, local funds, or even partnerships with local utilities.

“We need a way to help current residents/homeowners beautify/upkeep their own neighborhoods/houses. Older neighborhoods just keep getting more and more run down. We need a way to help residents purchase homes instead of just creating more and more overpriced rental property that is not taken care off.”

---

*Survey Response*
3. **Target public facility improvements to highest risk neighborhoods.** Reinvestment in a neighborhood often needs to begin with the infrastructure that holds a neighborhood together. This can include addressing street quality, appearance and efficiency of drainageways, or stormwater run-off. When these types of facilities are in poor condition or cause regular and visible problems, residents see no reason to invest their own money on maintenance. Available resources are never sufficient to address these problems but by setting priorities, dollars can be used in a more targeted way. To identify neighborhoods both with the highest needs and greatest capacity the city should consider:

- Intensity of code violations and demolition orders
- Existing support capacity from neighborhood associations and/or local service providers
- The availability of community institutions like parks, schools, churches, or community centers
- Links to surrounding neighborhoods and access to commercial services

The city may want to consider establishing a “neighborhood empowerment zone.” Once targeted neighborhoods are identified, the implementation of a neighborhood empowerment zone could allow the city to create added incentives, including waiving fees related to construction of buildings in the zone or entering into agreements to refund sales tax for sales made within the zone (for a set period of time) to fund site redevelopment costs.

4. **Work with local non-profits to expand knowledge of property maintenance standards.** Shawnee has a group of well organized and energized non-profits that work in the neighborhoods and with residents struggling to maintain their homes. Working together, the city and these organizations should spread the message about community quality and pride in property and the economic value this has for everyone in a community. Basic materials, such as pamphlets on what it means to be a good neighbor can be distributed through the non-profits and neighborhood organizations.

---

**Purchase Rehab Resale**

Over a five year period NeighborWorks Northeast Nebraska has implemented a highly successful Purchase Rehab Resale program in Columbus, NE. Under the program a qualifying household identifies a home, an assessment of the home for structural stability is completed, followed by NeighborWorks Northeast Nebraska purchasing the home to complete any repairs needed. Repairs can range from $2,000 to $25,000. Following completion of the repairs the home is sold to the qualifying household often with down payment assistance of 20% of the final purchase price, up to $20,000. For the city this has resulted in 140 homes being updated and purchased, often by first time home buyers.
EXPAND HOUSING DIVERSITY

Shawnee has quality neighborhoods and a healthy demand for new housing. Meeting that demand with a range of affordable options in well thought-out neighborhoods supports economic efforts and is fundamental to providing safe and affordable workforce housing. Shawnee residents have expressed a desire for a wider variety of housing options at prices accessible to middle-income buyers.

1. **Establish a non-profit development corporation to produce housing options that are too risky for the private market.** Many cities, some much smaller than Shawnee, have created a not-for-profit housing development corporation to operate in the markets where the private development community cannot (low-revenue or untested products). Absentee Shawnee has done some work in this area for members. A city-wide or even county-wide organization can reside within an existing organization such as the Shawnee Housing Authority, Community Renewal, or economic development, but with the express mission of implementing housing programs. Its board of directors and stakeholders should be comprised of partners whose mission is impacted by the housing market. A not-for-profit can accept an assortment of funding sources, implement a variety of housing programs, and work on behalf of its partner organizations to strengthen Shawnee’s housing market for the benefit of all. Potential programs they could implement include:

   - Purchase-rehab-resale program. These programs stabilize marginal properties and provide safe affordable housing for moderate to lower income households.
   - Construction of untested products or price points with little to no profit margin. A demonstration project is a great way to show a product type works. Success is very important and therefore, appropriate scale, location, and design are important. Demonstrations should not sacrifice quality for getting a project done. A low quality project does not add long-term value to the community and may actually deter future investment if the project deteriorates or obtains a bad reputation.
   - Home buyer and renter education programs.
   - Downpayment assistance programs.
2. **Direct city investment and redevelopment dollars toward mixed-income projects.** Any incentives, whether they come from the city or the economic development community, should favor housing developments that blend income levels. For many residents working in the service industries, the cost of housing is a burden. This is often the hardest housing market to address, as the profit margins are not high enough to attract private market construction and prospective tenants often make over the income limits required to qualify for housing assistance programs. In addition to blending income levels, projects should also provide a mix of housing styles.

3. **Review zoning code for barriers and hurdles.** Traditional zoning ordinances from the mid-twentieth century valued low density and separation of different land uses. Today there is a growing interest in what some might consider “non-traditional” housing types. The city’s existing ordinance allows for one unit lots down to 60-foot-wide and accessory dwelling units (ADU) are allowed through a conditional use permit. Accommodating tiny homes, lot sizes smaller than 60-foot, or even the newest innovations in senior living are not allowed in the ordinance, but should be considered. The city should review its codes as they relate to housing for the physically and mentally handicapped. Often these may be in group housing settings. Universal design standards that allow homes to be easily adapted for aging or physical disabilities should also be considered.

“When vacancies rise above approximately 20% of an area’s total properties, the number of vacant buildings and lots may continue to grow indefinitely”

Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
ENCOURAGE INFILL DEVELOPMENT

Infill development is a key component of stabilizing and revitalizing older neighborhoods, however, it can also be the most challenging projects for the private market. Site development issues, including older infrastructure, compatibility with existing neighborhood structures, or the removal of an existing structure, along with lower assessed values for surrounding properties can increase the costs and risk. Often these types of projects need some assistance from the city but the return on the investment can be significant both for the neighborhood and the city’s overall tax base.

1. **Identify strategies for consolidating ownership of vacant lots in older neighborhoods.** One of the biggest hurdles to transformative infill development in struggling neighborhoods is the assembly of land or lots. Most developers do not have the capital, time, or resources to assemble lots from multiple property owners. This can be true for both deteriorated older residential areas or even older commercial and industrial sites. In areas with a concentration of infill sites or just one large infill development, preparation of the redevelopment plan by the city should guide developers and builders. Cities have done this through multiple approaches including direct purchase and ownership of sites before transitioning to a developer through a proposal process or a land bank.

2. **Establish incentives for the development of vacant lots.** As noted above, these lots may have site issues that need to be addressed such as dilapidated structures that need to be removed. Site issues along with the scattered nature of vacant lots can make infill development challenging. The adjacency of lots, allowing for easier movement of resources and supplies between job sites, is an important component to the development of affordable housing. The city should identify barriers to the development of vacant lots, especially in target neighborhoods. This may include fees for demolition, dumping, and hook-ups. Removing or reducing these fees or providing a privately funded pool of money to off-set these costs can begin to eliminate hurdles. Some cities also assist in the assembly of vacant lots, generally focused on targeted neighborhoods. These lots can then be sold or given to for- or non-profit developers to encourage development in otherwise struggling neighborhoods. These types of programs can be combined with increased demolition and property maintenance to create visible change and momentum in a struggling neighborhood.

**BELOW:** Abandoned public facilities can have a deteriorating effect on a neighborhood, while reuse or redevelopment can re-energize investment in surrounding properties.
3. Provide public facility improvements that create favorable environments for private investment on underutilized sites. Demand for affordable housing is high and many Shawnee residents have shown a desire to continue to invest in older neighborhoods. Preferences are also changing, as many families appreciate active urban spaces that provide living, shopping, entertainment, and work places with good walking and biking access. Redevelopment and infill in older neighborhoods depends on private investment but the city’s policies and actions should not create conditions that discourage that investment. Policy directions that may encourage investment include:

» Infrastructure and street improvement. While redevelopment and infill sites usually have infrastructure, these facilities are sometimes obsolete and require improvement. These types of improvements should not be hurdles to the development of new affordable housing and mixed use environments and the city should consider funding alternatives to address these improvements as projects come forward.

» Public facilities. Parks, schools, community centers, sidewalks and trails, and other amenities can provide anchors that are proven to create private development response. These amenities benefit current residents and the reinvestment or installation of these should generate private development response.

» Code enforcement. Poor property maintenance and nuisances can degrade the value of surrounding property and discourage reinvestment. Consistent, predictable enforcement will minimize these disincentives and create momentum for new private development.

INTEGRATE AMENITIES INTO NEW NEIGHBORHOODS

As the city grows, new neighborhoods should have access to the resources and community amenities in a way that integrates them with the rest of the city. These should include trails, parks or plazas, schools, and other facilities.

1. Identify green space that should be added to the cities park system ahead of growth. To the extent permitted by applicable law, all new subdivisions should be required to provide either a park dedication fee based on the number of lots or dedicated land within the development to ensure adequate neighborhood park service within walking distance of the development. The park dedication fee should be used by the city to acquire land that serves multiple developments.

2. Implement connectivity standards for all modes of transportation. New developments should be required to have sidewalks on at least one side of the street and connect to any adjoining trail system. If a future trail is planned through the area the development may not be required to install the trail but should provide the space for the trail, similar to a future street dedication.

3. Review zoning and subdivision regulations with regard to landscaping and buffering. This action item ties closely to those recommended in Chapter 5 Community Image. Landscaping and buffering requirements should be highest as the intensity of the use increases. Adequate buffering between low and higher intensity uses improves the image of the city, property values, and overall quality of place/pride in community.
ENCOURAGE DOWNTOWN’S EVOLUTION AS A NEIGHBORHOOD

As downtowns have evolved in recent years, there are many success stories to learn from. Almost all the successes include a residential component. Land use and development policies will be instrumental in achieving the area’s neighborhood goals, many of which were laid out in the previous chapter.

1. **Use city incentives for development of housing in and adjacent to downtown.** Incentives to adding housing both in and around the downtown do not always have to be the traditional fiscal approaches, although having tools like tax increment financing can be very important. Other incentives may include:
   - Density bonuses for added open or public space
   - Improvements by the city to parking and pedestrian environments
   - Adding family-friendly public amenities including parks, open space, greenways, plazas, bikeways, or public art
   - Reviewing parking requirements to make sure they do not create a hurdle for new residential development
   - Reducing permit fees and processing time for infill residential projects

2. **Work with chamber and economic development groups to encourage services and businesses that support workers and residents in the downtown.** The expansion of the business base in the downtown is important both to provide services to workers that come to the district during the work day but also to attract and retain households in and around the district. The city should be a partner with the business community to expand the overall economy of the district and encourage services that benefit the worker, visitor, and resident of the district.
1. **To address homelessness in Shawnee, a coalition of agencies should implement a Continuum of Care model.** A continuum of care (CoC) model is a nationally recognized approach to address homelessness and the causes of homelessness. HUD defines CoC as “a community plan to organize and deliver housing and services to meet the specific needs of people who are homeless as they move to stable housing and maximize self-sufficiency. It includes action steps to end homelessness and prevent a return to homelessness.” Using this type of model, the city and local agencies should identify and develop strategies specific to Shawnee’s needs. Traditionally these strategies include providing additional emergency shelter beds, transitional housing, and permanent supportive housing. Additionally, strategies such as rent or mortgage assistance, and counseling services for housing, medical or health and budget should be provided and targeted to the highest risk households. Many of Shawnee’s non-profits and churches provide different aspects of these services today but work independently of each other.

2. **Require large scale projects to incorporate universal design standards into at least a portion of the units.** The requirements of special needs populations, including the aging and people with physical and mental disabilities, is growing. Much of the discussion to this point has focused on providing a diversity of housing styles but housing must also accommodate individuals with varying levels of independence at various stages of life. Universal design means that homes can be used by the widest range of people possible. Closely tied to accessible design, universal design means that every aspect of a home from the bathroom to the garage are more accessible and comfortable to use. Often these changes do not cost more and require slightly different approaches to design. At a minimum, universal design standards should be applied to at least a portion of all units within a larger project or subdivision.
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CHAPTER 8: QUALITY OF LIFE

BIG IDEAS

» Encourage neighborhood and community destinations that are family friendly and support strong social networks

» Provide park facilities and recreational services accessible to Shawnee’s growing population

» Expand connections between jobs and housing

» Promote a holistic vision of community health in all aspects of the comprehensive plan with respect to strengthening personal, social, and economic health of Shawnee’s residents, organizations, and businesses

PRINCIPLES

» Serve all residents with parks and trails

» Integrate quality of life features including art and cultural amenities into developments

» New developments should create neighborhoods not subdivisions

» Commercial developments should be connected and accessible

» Attention should be given to trees and landscaping

» Strategically invest for the future
INTRODUCTION

Parks, recreation, and cultural resources are more than just about residents’ play and leisure time, but are critical to the city’s health, civic, and economic quality. Continuing to support quality of life is important to residents. They want to make sure the features they love about Shawnee remain constant. This is important for existing residents but also to businesses trying to attract and retain employees. A city that looks good and offers a great quality of life allows people the opportunity to expand their horizons, encourages a sense of community, advances creativity, and creates happy residents. Happy and engaged people are ultimately more productive and connected to their community. These attributes are especially important to a community that is trying to compete in a regional market.

ISSUES

Gaps in the trail and bike system. The city’s existing trails, including the Airport and Avedas Park loops, are very popular but are not connected to each other or other destinations. The trails serve as a recreational feature in their current form but lack connections to serve as a transportation alternative.

Gaps in the park system. The level of park service can be assessed by the amount of acres and the distribution of parks. While a community may have a good supply of parks by acreage, the level of service decreases if those acres are not accessible to residents. All residents should be able to walk their children to a park in Shawnee. Most Shawnee residents are within a half mile of a park but bigger gaps exist south of I-40 east of Harrison and in potential development areas in the western portions of the city and north of I-40.

Minimal landscaping regulations. Over the years landscaping and buffering requirements have been sporadic. A corridor like Kickapoo is a good example. While street improvements have been done on the north side, landscaping and sidewalks are inconsistent leaving a less cohesive feel.

Minimal investment in secondary education facilities. Schools are a significant factor when families are deciding where to locate when living in a larger regional job market. A negative perception of a school district can inhibit growth in a community. It has been several decades since investments have been made in the city’s schools and improvements should be assessed related to technology, and STEAM program needs.
OPPORTUNITIES

Cultural resources are not fully tapped. The Shawnee area is home to a number of different Native American Tribes, yet visitors would have little awareness of these cultural resources. This untapped resource offers an opportunity to celebrate the area’s cultural diversity and create public art and economic development opportunities.

Spirit of investment. The funding initiatives passed by voters in 2018 and the investments being made in the downtown illustrate the interest that residents have in investing in the community. This spirit of investment should be capitalized on to invest in quality of life improvements.

Momentum from Blue Zones work. The Shawnee Blueprint developed by the Blue Zones Project Pottawatomie County has created a renewed sense of energy in the community around community improvements. Leaders in all market sectors should use this momentum to identify and implement quality of life improvements.

Education resources. Unlike some of the smaller surrounding communities, Shawnee has great education resources such as the Oklahoma Baptist University and Gordon Cooper Technology Center. These institutions provide higher education and training resources not found in most cities. Additionally, OBU offers cultural events and public art opportunities that are often difficult to attract to mid-size cities.
INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

In the introduction to this plan is a discussion of what makes a healthy city (see pages 14-15). All four components of a healthy city (economic, environmental, civic, and individual) directly correlate to quality of life. When a city is healthy in these four areas, or at least visibly working towards improving these aspects, residents’ real and perceived quality of life increases. To achieve a healthy city, high quality services and cultural assets must be a priority for residents, and community members must come together to provide the resources necessary for long term investment. The return on investing in a community can be seen just down the road. The investments Oklahoma City has made through the MAPS projects continue to make the city an attractive place to live and invest.

The following section identifies some of the potential actions and policies that residents can do to improve quality of life.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
IMPLEMENT CONCEPTS FROM THE PARKS MASTER PLAN

The 2015 Park Assessment Report identified a number of upgrades to the city’s park system, including a focus on eight parks in the system and identifying a dedicated funding source.

1. **Identify funding sources to implement park improvements.** The 2015 Park Assessment noted the need to identify a dedicated funding source. Following this study the city completed a more detailed assessment of six parks. The concepts recommended in the 2017 Park Plan should be implemented over a period of time as funding becomes available. Voter approved funding in 2018 will help with implementation. Bond funding is one approach to making large scale park improvements but these initiatives should be done with an eye toward providing a breadth of improvements that elevate the quality of life for as large a segment of the population as possible (everyone should see some benefits from the improvements). It should also be noted that the importance of a well designed project cannot be understated. Poorly done projects can quickly reduce support for the next project.

2. **Expand the Parks Plan to the Lakes.** The current plan makes note of the Lakes and recommends that the parks associated with the Lakes be retained. Additionally the study makes identifies basic facility maintenance and upgrade opportunities. The Lakes can be a significant recreation and economic resource to the city and therefore a more detailed analysis of potential improvements should be completed. This analysis should include addressing the real and perceived accessibility of the Lakes. A visitor to Shawnee would not realize that two beautiful lakes are just to the west of the city. Chapter 3 outlines policies and actions that should be taken in the Lakes Area. This includes:
   - Better wayfinding
   - Additional recreation features around the lakes, such as trails
   - Additional commercial services that support visitors and residents
   - Addressing real and perceived sense of safety

Ultimately, recommended improvements should create additional economic development opportunities and general reinvestment in the area.
3. **Find joint ventures with local Tribes that can improve recreational options for all residents.** The existing parks plan identifies opportunities where the City and Tribes can work together to create amenities that benefit many residents. Additionally both jurisdictions have looked at ways to invest in these features and through joint efforts dollars can go further and be used more effectively.

**MAINTAIN FACILITIES IN A STATE OF GOOD REPAIR**

The cost of maintaining existing parks is increasing, especially as facilities age, but maintenance and adjustments to changing interests builds community pride and quality of life. The 2015 Park Assessment recommended that a focus be placed on eight of the city’s parks with a reduction to the overall number of parks. This should be done with a high degree of caution. While parks can be expensive to maintain they are an important community amenity that adds to a city’s quality of life. All cities are looking for ways to cut cost but cutting quality of life features, like parks, can be done at a cost to community pride, investment, and ultimately economic development.

1. **Budget adequately based on routine assessment of park maintenance and improvement needs.** The 2015 study noted that the city spends about $27 per capita on parks, while the national average is $71 per capita. Outside funding sources for park improvements can often be found but funding routine maintenance is often seen as a basic city service and thus not of interest to donors and foundations. This makes a systematic assessment of maintenance needs and priorities even more important. This assessment begins with developing and maintaining a thorough inventory of current conditions. It then establishes a maintenance standard and sets criteria and investment priorities. Establishing a level of expectation within the community, through a systematic approach, can offer a level of security to tax payers and ensure adequate annual funding through the city’s budget process.

2. **Evaluate recreational trends and demands and adapt to desires.** Recreation trends are continually evolving, from tennis courts in the 1970s to soccer fields today. Changing interests and trends should be evaluated to ensure that the city’s park system continues to meet the needs and desires of residents. This often occurs through regular conversations with special interest groups and advocates.

3. **Regularly review facilities and plan for strategic interventions.** The above section on budgeting recommended the establishment of a thorough inventory of existing facilities. This inventory should be regularly reviewed to ensure that new issues have not arisen, and user preferences have not evolved.
ADD PARK LAND IN GROWTH AREAS

Parks and recreation are a vital component of community life; therefore, it is essential that the city provides additional facilities in growth areas. Expansion is necessary to maintain a high level of park and recreation services that boosts the city’s competitive position for attracting both residents and visitors.

1. **Establish policies for adding park land in growth areas.** In growth areas, the addition of park land is placed solely on the developer (to do or not do) often with no city support. This means that there are a number of private parks in growth areas. For higher-end and owner-occupied housing this may work, although long term ownership and maintenance can be an issue. As neighborhoods age and the original owners and investors in a home-owners association change, feelings toward who should maintain a park may change. This approach also makes it much more challenging to provide park space to new affordable housing or even rental occupied housing. The city should establish policies for new park development in growing areas that ensures quality parks that are accessible to all residents.

2. **Budget for development of existing land in partnership with the private sector.** The city currently owns undeveloped land within city limits, specifically on the north side. While the demand for this park space may not be needed, an assessment of potential uses and a strong master plan for the land should be developed. The master plan can then be used to garner both public funding support and private donations.

---

Survey Response
3. Develop a park expansion trust fund. Community founders often left their civic mark through donations or physical park development. Residents today should be provided the same opportunity, even if they cannot afford to give land or a significant donation. A Park Trust Fund allows residents who love their community to leave their mark on the city’s quality of life for the next generation. At the same time the fund can be an excellent resource for park development in partnership with affordable housing. The trust fund could be used if a development provides additional affordable housing. The cost of providing additional park land or a cash in lieu payment could be offset through trust fund dollars if the development were to provide a certain percentage of housing in price points that meet the city’s workforce housing demand.

4. Identify strategies such as “adopt a park” programs to assist with maintenance. Some city’s have worked with local civic organizations to “adopt a park” and assist with maintenance and improvements. For smaller neighborhood parks, partnerships with civic organizations can assist in maintenance and fundraising for small scale improvements. Rotary Park is a good example of this kind of partnership. With declining membership within these organizations Shawnee may need to look to other partners, including community churches or OBU organizations.

USE TRAILS AND GREENWAYS TO CONNECT PARKS

Trails and greenways can be one of the best ways to expand park access to the widest audience. Shawnee is a safe community and its residents should feel comfortable walking or riding a bike to their nearest park and should feel assured that they will have a good experience once they arrive. Safe routes to parks can be the final hurdle to creating greater access.

1. Require buffers along drainage ways. Buffering along drainageways should provide protection and create corridors that connect destinations. The city’s drainageways and even the North Canadian River are a great way to improve stormwater management and create corridors of connectivity. A small additional buffer can provide space for trail linkages that allow residents to connect with Shawnee’s natural beauty and provide safe off-street alternatives. The river corridor may have a more recreation focus but can create a low maintenance cost resulting in a high quality community amenity. This type of project is also a great opportunity for the city to work with adjoining Tribes to create an amenity that benefits everyone.

2. Develop public private partnerships for trail development and maintenance. Like a city’s park system, funding is in short supply, although some state and federal programs exist, they often look for established partnerships. In the short-term many communities have found success with different advocacy groups, including bike and trail coalitions and environmental groups on the development and maintenance of greenways and trails.

3. Require sidewalks in new developments. The installation of sidewalks is important for many, the least of which is to provide a safe route for a city’s youngest residents to navigate their city and travel to school. While some concern is placed on the added cost of development, this is a fairly standard requirement in city’s because of the added benefits and long term community quality that sidewalks provide. They city may also consider offering narrower street widths, thus off-setting concrete costs, especially in neighborhoods with full garages and driveways that provide adequate off-street parking.

4. Establish a plan for connecting new sites (in developing areas) to the larger city. Working with the Parks and Recreation and developers the city should establish a plan for connecting new developments to the existing city, ensuring no one is isolated from the larger city.
IMPLEMENT LAND USE REGULATIONS THAT SUPPORT MIXED USE NEIGHBORHOODS

Shawnee regulates development with traditional ordinances that often silo uses. The land use approach outlined in Chapter 3 encourages mixing uses that have a similar character or intensity. This does not mean the city’s existing ordinance needs to be discarded but should be reviewed for key hurdles to creating mixed-use neighborhoods. Why is this important to quality of life? Residents over and over note that some of their favorite neighborhoods or communities are places where they can easily access housing, shopping, and jobs with safe and affordable transportation options. Mixed use areas are essential to creating this environment.

1. **Implement guidelines outlined in the land use chapter.** Chapter 3 outlined the benefits of encouraging a mix of land uses and activities. Implementation of both vertical and horizontal mixed-use will create more vibrant neighborhoods and improve access for all residents.

2. **Direct city investments and incentives to mixed use projects or mixed use settings.** Residents asked for more destinations where a person could walk, dine, and shop in one stop. The city should prioritize infrastructure and redevelopment dollars in the downtown and older commercial areas like Harrison, and South Kickapoo where higher density options can add affordable housing close to services, jobs, and entertainment.
MAINTAIN THE CITY’S HERITAGE THROUGH HISTORIC PRESERVATION & CELEBRATE THE CITY’S CULTURE AND HISTORY

Every community is looking for ways to build pride, ownership, engagement, and thus build civic health. Calling attention to and investing in a city’s heritage, culture, and arts builds interest and ownership in the community. It enriches the experience of living in Shawnee, telling visitors, employers, and prospective investors about the place and rooting residents in the context of their community.

1. **Remove barriers and encourage public art across the community.** Larger cities have found success with a “1% for Arts” ordinance which could be implemented in Shawnee. Other support could come from the State Arts Council and Oklahoma Public Art Network. Working with local arts organizations is important, but often these volunteers and staff are not familiar with the review and approval process and can find the experience daunting. By developing clear guidelines and working closely with Shawnee’s organizations, the city will reinforce the importance of arts and culture in the community while ensuring the projects meet established standards.

2. **Connect the city’s museums to the rest of the city.** Shawnee has a beautiful cultural resource in the Pottawatomie County Museum. This is a great amenity to the downtown and community overall but the museum’s connection to high traffic areas is limited. Better signage should direct visitors from the commercial centers along Kickapoo and Harrison, Mall area, and the Expo Center to the downtown and specifically the Museum. Eventually trail and sidewalk connections between the hotels off the interstate should connect visitors to the downtown and Museum. In addition, the Mabee-Gerrer Museum of Art and Citizen Potawatomi Nation Cultural Heritage Center are two additional great assets which could be better integrated into the community.

3. **Develop a cultural heritage plan and public art plan.** Long time Shawnee residents take an immense amount of pride in the city’s history and character. Efforts should be made to encourage the preservation of Shawnee’s cultural heritage and history through the development and implementation of a cultural heritage plan and public art plan. The plan provides another opportunity to build bridges between the city and local Tribes and should build awareness with new residents about what makes Shawnee special.

4. **Find ways to celebrate partnerships between the city and Tribes.** The city and local tribes have worked together in the past on a number of successful projects; however, some of that has been overshadowed by past political struggles. These partnerships should be celebrated more and used to build bridges and new partnerships.

5. **Celebrate the investments by organizations in the community.** Shawnee has a number of non-profits, churches, and the local Tribes that make significant investments in the community. These efforts to elevate the city’s quality of life should be acknowledged more at a community-wide level. This may be done through a “state of the city” address (see Chapter 10 Community Image).
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CHAPTER 9: PUBLIC SERVICE

BIG IDEAS

» Provide public services in a manner that balances cost efficiency and levels of service

» Guide the extension of water and sewer services in a way that supports efficient patterns of community development

» Ensure land use and transportation patterns that support the efficient and cost-effective delivery of emergency services

» Expand emergency services to maintain a high level of service to current and future residents

PRINCIPLES

» Current levels of service should be maintained and expanded where they make the city stronger and more resilient

» Infrastructure and facility investments are economic development

» Educational investments are economic development
INTRODUCTION

Any city’s first priority is to provide basic services to its ‘customers’ – the residents and taxpayers of the community. This responsibility begins with the services that are essential to public health, safety, and commerce, such as police, fire, emergency services, water, waste disposal, stormwater drainage, and transportation. Other services like libraries and parks, while not essential to people’s safety, are vital investments in residents’ well-being. Still others, like education, are provided by other agencies, but require partnerships with city government. This section of the Shawnee Plan addresses all of those essential services, outside of transportation, and the facilities needed to manage and maintain those services.

ISSUES

Funding challenges for maintenance. Over the past few decades funding for maintenance has often remained flat or even decreased. Frequently, maintenance funding is cut into for other essential or emergency tasks. This has often translated into deferred maintenance of public facilities and infrastructure. For many communities this is resulting in a growing balloon of capital projects that will have to be addressed in the coming years.

Cost of infrastructure extensions. The cost of materials and the demand for labor has pushed up the development costs for both the private and public sector. This means that cities must use existing infrastructure as efficiently as possible and may need to assess ways to offset infrastructure costs when it supports key workforce housing and business development targets.

Intergovernmental cooperation. During the planning processes it was noted that over the years the City and local Tribes have not always worked well together. At the same time others noted the many successful joint projects and investments that the local Tribes have made in the community that should be celebrated.

Keep services up with growth. City services, including the police, fire, and the library, must keep up with growth. For growth that extends into areas that were previously not developed this could mean additional public safety staffing and even additional locations like fire stations in growth areas. Even if the city grows more internally, redeveloping and infilling within the existing city, services levels at parks, libraries and other facilities should be maintained to the same level.

“Improve infrastructure overall, particularly updating water/sewer systems, and encouraging regrowth downtown.”

Survey Response
**OPPORTUNITIES**

**Use infrastructure to guide development.** Infrastructure is required for urban land development and should be used as a tool to guide the implementation of this plan. The city should use infrastructure as a tool to guide growth in directions that will be most efficient for current and future generations.

**Compact development history.** This city has a history of growing incrementally with very few examples of areas “leap frogging” past undeveloped areas. A more compact development pattern reduces costs for residents by lowering transportation costs and providing better access to services.

**Spirit of investment.** Residents of Shawnee are very giving and have supported many projects in the community. This has translated to the city in the previous year when residents approved additional funding for parks and other amenities. The community needs to leverage this energy and spirit to improve the quality of life for all residents.

“Redo alleys and utilities downtown. Finish Main Street, streets, and sidewalks.”

August Workshop
INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

As any city grows and evolves so must its infrastructure systems. These systems are in need of constant repair, replacement, occasional expansion, and evaluation of the level of need. Shawnee has potential to grow and for that reason the city must constantly monitor the need to improve or expand services with a vision toward long term cost efficiencies. Growth in services and maintenance of existing services must be done with an eye toward the long term cost. Delaying maintenance and expansion or supporting growth that does not use services efficiently can only cost a community more in the long run. The following recommendations cover some of the key actions that will need to be taken in the coming years to address growth and maintain or elevate existing levels of service.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

MAINTAIN FACILITIES IN A STATE OF GOOD REPAIR AND CONTINUALLY ADAPT TO SUPPORT POTENTIAL GROWTH

A growing population and geographic expansion of the city will mandate facility extension into new development areas. However, the city should still prioritize the maintenance of existing facilities to continue serving the current population, neighborhoods and districts. The city must balance its focus and resources to serve the full population including existing development and new development areas. Making sure new demand is served through the proper and efficient extension of services will ensure the long-term sustainability of the system for future generations.

1. Maintain facilities and equipment on a routine schedule. When funding is tight this can easily be one of the first items that is cut. However, having a routine schedule provides some regularity in year-to-year budgets by spreading out large repairs and capital projects. In addition, maintaining facilities and equipment in a state of good repair prolongs their life, saving money and making more efficient use of taxpayer dollars. On the other hand, deferring maintenance causes services to suffer and increases costs over time.

2. Use high quality material and equipment. High quality facilities and using quality equipment can reduce maintenance costs, in addition to accommodating growth and modernizing services. Using high quality materials can reduce the annual maintenance costs of a building while providing a more attractive exterior. In addition, buildings and equipment with a larger up-front cost but longer life span can also reduce ongoing expenses in the long run.

“Plan and provide for updating and continuously improving infrastructure.”

Survey Response
3. **Work with departments to evaluate the need, location, and functional suitability for public buildings.** Public buildings represent a major investment in the future of the city. These buildings should be maintained in a state of good repair and be regularly evaluated for appropriateness.

A facility and the underlying property should be maintained and used while it is appropriate for that primary use. However, when demands change, it should be studied to determine its future - can it be adjusted to serve its current purpose better or should it be re-purposed. If its current use is no longer practical, several options should be considered:

- Is the facility appropriate for another public use?
- Is the location appropriate for another public use?
- If not, can the building/site be put to a private purpose that is supportive of the goals of this plan (examples: housing; business development, recruitment and retention)?

4. **Balance the intensity of development & response times to locate facilities.** The character of growth in Shawnee will impact the ability and cost of providing essential public services to new development areas. Development proposals should be evaluated with this perspective in mind - how will residents and homes in these areas receive emergency services and costly infrastructure extensions - and developments should be adjusted to reflect this need and cost.
MAXIMIZE PUBLIC SAFETY THROUGH SITE DESIGN

The physical design of a site has a tremendous impact on public safety and hazard management. A well-designed site can improve a city’s ability to promote public safety and allow efficient emergency response.

1. **Update subdivision codes.** The city should complete a detailed review of subdivision codes to identify areas that no longer meet modern practices or prohibit efforts to do innovative projects.

2. **Clearly define public and private spaces.** Undefined spaces can often leave visitors feeling unwelcome and unsafe. Well-defined public spaces are places where people can literally see and be seen. These spaces increase the level of positive interaction that is the essence of a quality neighborhood. Hidden or neglected public spaces have the opposite effect, attracting nuisances and sometimes crime, and creating a scary or off-putting atmosphere people avoid.

3. **Design spaces with natural surveillance.** Areas with natural surveillance are designed to have physical features including walkways, gathering areas, roadways, and structures that eliminate hiding places and increase human presence and supervision.

4. **Maintain public spaces and enforce existing codes to create environments that feel well-kept and safe.** Property maintenance can have significant impacts on a visitor’s comfort level. Areas filled with litter and overgrown landscaping can feel unwelcoming and unsafe. Studies have shown that the best way to combat property damage and illegal activity is to create a strong sense of ownership. If a public space feels “owned” by the community, damage is quickly cleaned up or removed and criminal activity often decreases. This practice needs to be strongly demonstrated with all city property.

5. **Prohibit developments with one access point.** Large developments with one access point can leave homes and business isolated during emergencies. The more access points or street connections that a development has, the easier it is for emergency personnel to reach areas in need of their services.

   Neighborhoods with a high degree of connectivity can improve emergency response times as well as offer alternative routes for motorists and pedestrians.
UPDATE AND IMPLEMENT WATER AND SEWER MASTER PLANS

Citizens tend to see water and sewer services as a given, an unlimited resource. Yet, growth and nature can have substantial impacts on both of these services. Managing and monitoring these services ensure residents’ needs today and into the future can be met.

1. **Regularly review existing water plans and strategically identify the next round of priority projects.** A city’s water system includes collection, treatment, storage, and distribution. All of these systems should be regularly reviewed for changes in demand, age, technology, and regulations. From these reviews, priorities should be identified that are then incorporated into the city’s Capital Improvement Plan or for larger projects taken to the voters.

2. **Consider water and sewer treatment capacities and alternative solutions for expansion of the treatment facilities.** Growth can have a tremendous impact on a city’s water and sewer treatment capabilities. This growth can be through development of new housing or just one industry that can demand significant water or wastewater treatment. The region’s climate can also put a heavy strain in dry years on any city’s water supply. Alternative solutions and education on water consumption should continually be investigated as ways to provide significant efficiencies to the city.

3. **Establish stormwater management practices that protect downstream users.** Land development should be expected to responsibly manage the stormwater landing on their site. Stormwater can be managed in multiple ways ranging from the small detention basins common in contemporary housing developments to preserving natural drainageways. The natural depressions and drainageways should be viewed as an opportunity at both the site level and at the community scale wherein the drainageways can be re-imagined as greenways and trail connections city-wide.

4. **Work with surrounding water jurisdictions to created a unified plan.** The existing system of water districts creates competition, can inhibit growth, and may even discourage wise water use practices. The system is not likely to change, therefore, cooperation is essential. Working together, the region’s water districts need to find paths forward that provide the most efficient way to provide services both today and long term. Ultimately, today’s decisions should not create unsustainable costs or economic development barriers.

FUND WATER AND SEWER INFRASTRUCTURE TO LEVERAGE DEVELOPMENT AND REDEVELOPMENT

1. **Build and finance water and sewer infrastructure in coordination with the land use plan and market demands.** As the city grows the pressure to develop water, sewer and roadway projects in advance of final development increases. Historically, cities have lagged behind development in the improvement of infrastructure. The city should assess the need and funding sources to be more proactive. However, it should be done in coordination with the land use plan. In redevelopment areas these improvements can be essential to spurring development or meeting a “but for test.”
COORDINATE STORMWATER ORDINANCES WITH THE LAND USE PLAN

Record setting flooding continues to happen in and around Shawnee. This creates dangers for both existing residents and costs to future development areas. The city must coordinate its stormwater ordinances and development standards to match the vision of the land use plan.

1. **Study the suitability of impact fees to fund stormwater infrastructure extensions and improvements.** Funding for drainage projects is a consistent problem for most cities. Many cities have implemented a fee to help pay for compliance with regulations as well as capital projects. This fee is often necessary because cities are unable to muster enough general funds to pay for projects.

2. **Evaluate ordinance updates that would require stormwater management to be integrated as a site amenity.** Many developments in Shawnee have included isolated stormwater detention basins engineered to offset the increased peak runoff rate generated by site improvements. These may include underground storage facilities that offer no site or neighborhood benefit other than controlling the stormwater.

   Updating the city’s ordinances to integrate stormwater management as an amenity can provide benefits to developers, residents, and the city as a whole. It should prioritize the following:

   - Mitigate flooding and peak runoff (required)
   - Provide a site amenity for residents such as a rain garden or pond
   - Support the creation of a regional amenity such as a trail, nature preservation area, or regional detention basin
   - Restore the native prairie ecosystem

   Often stormwater facilities can be planted with native prairie species to provide valuable habitat. In this way, stormwater infrastructure can do more than fulfill an engineering need.

3. **Evaluate ways to incentivize innovative approaches to stormwater management.** In addition to traditional stormwater management practices, the city should incentivize more innovative approaches. Often, this can provide more attractive infrastructure and amenities at less cost, while still providing the same levels of public service.

   Green infrastructure is one such innovative way of managing stormwater. Green infrastructure approaches manage water by protecting, restoring, or mimicking the natural water cycle through the use of trees and wetlands to effectively capture, filter, and infiltrate water. As opposed to more traditional gray infrastructure (concrete channels, pipes, and water treatment plants), green infrastructure effectively and economically enhances community quality of life. Bioswales can also provide attractive connecting corridors between detention basins, which paired with trails and parks, creates a connected recreational system that fulfills other community purposes.

   These types of initiatives should be incentivized through shared cost, density bonuses or other approaches that are appropriate to Shawnee.
WORK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO BUILD AND RENOVATE FACILITIES

Schools are an essential resource in any community. While not managed by the city, the interaction and partnerships between school districts and cities can not be understated. Funding for schools has been scarce over the last several decades but investments in a city's schools should be viewed as a key economic development initiatives, essential to attracting and retaining young families.

1. **Remove hurdles to reinvestment in existing schools.** The city and school districts should work toward identifying hurdles that exist for reinvesting in existing schools. This may include site issues or opportunities for shared outdoor/park spaces where a hurdle could be removed.

2. **Be a partner at the table to improve connections to schools.** Improving pedestrian and bicycle connections to schools can lower traffic volumes in the area and create a healthy option for students to travel to school. City's often have access to funding sources, such as Safe Routes to School, that they can use to improve connectivity to schools.

3. **Work in partnership to identify future site needs and locations.** Frequently school district sites fall to the cheapest land or sites that can accommodate the car. Schools can be significant market and transportation drivers. A new school can attract new growth and congestion when all students must be driven to school on neighborhood streets. For these reasons, siting schools can be very important; therefore, cooperation between the city and school districts should happen early in any process.
FIND OPPORTUNITIES FOR SHARED INITIATIVES WITH SURROUNDING TRIBAL NATIONS

Over the years numerous initiatives have been taken on by the city and tribes that have improved life for all residents. Sadly, these projects have been overshadowed by the tensions and disagreements that have occurred between the entities. This relationship is important because what is good for one group is traditionally good for everyone. The relationship will only be improved through communication and one successful project at a time. The city should continue to identify opportunities for shared initiatives that improve the lives of all residents. These initiatives been highlighted in other sections throughout this document and include:

1. **Find individual opportunities to improve relations.** Trust is often built through individual relationships. Everyone one in the community and especially the city should find ways to build relationships for the betterment of all residents in the city and region.

2. **Build on the areas cultural history and find ways to celebrate partnerships**

3. **Celebrate investments that Tribes are making in the community**

4. **Move forward with the joint ventures identified in the Parks Plan.**
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INTRODUCTION

Shawnee Next Horizons articulates many recommendations – policies, initiatives, and investments – to help the community achieve the vision expressed by residents throughout the engagement process. Components of this chapter include the following:

» Regulatory Mechanisms & Annexation Policies. Annexation is one tool for accommodating growth over time. This section outlines policies for evaluating areas for annexation.

» Plan Maintenance and Changes. A comprehensive plan is a living document that must be maintained, updated, and revisited to ensure it remains a helpful and relevant guide for the community. This section outlines the process for maintaining the plan and evaluating progress toward the plan goals.

» Roles and Responsibilities. The implementation of this plan must be a partnership of many stakeholders throughout the community. This section outlines the key players and their potential roles in achieving the goals of this plan.

» Implementation Table. This section summarizes the many recommendations of the plan and presents a projected time frame, responsible parties, and potential funding mechanisms.
REGULATORY MECHANISMS & ANNEXATION POLICIES

The regulatory tools of the city, including zoning and subdivision regulations, are essential to implementation of the plan.

ANNEXATION POLICIES

One of the important regulatory tools that the city can use when addressing growth and development is annexation. Oklahoma Law prescribes the process by which communities can annex land. This section provides the legal framework for annexation, but each community should also establish a policy framework for implementation of annexation codes. These policies should take into consideration the following:

» Areas with Significant pre-existing development. Areas outside the city with substantial commercial, office, or industrial development are logical candidates for annexation. In addition, existing residential areas developed to urban densities (generally higher than 2 units per acre) should be considered for potential annexation. However, these areas should be closely considered under a cost benefit analysis.

» Protection of Future Growth Areas. In order to allow the city to guide its growth and development more effectively, future growth areas will need to be managed through annexation. Annexation will allow the city to extend its zoning and subdivision jurisdiction, thus guiding development in a direction that will provide safe and healthy environments.

» Public Services. Public service issues can provide compelling reasons for annexation. Areas for consideration should include:

○ Parcels that are surrounded by the city but remain outside of its corporate limits. In these situations, city services may provide enhanced public safety with improved emergency response times. These situations should be resolved and avoided in the future.

○ Areas that are served by municipal infrastructure. Shawnee’s sewer and water system should not be extended without an annexation agreement.

» A Positive Cost Benefit Analysis. The economic benefits of annexation, including projected tax revenues, should compensate for the additional cost of extending services to newly-annexed areas. The review policy for annexation should include the following:

○ Estimated cost impact and timetable for providing municipal services.

○ The method by which the city plans to finance the extension and maintenance of municipal services.

○ Identification of tax revenues from existing and probable future development in areas considered for annexation.

○ Calculation of the added annual operating costs for urban services, including public safety, recreation, and utility services, offered within newly-annexed areas.
PLAN MAINTENANCE & CHANGES

This plan should be viewed as a living document. It is not meant to be rigid or static, but should adapt in response to changing conditions, resources, and opportunities. As explained earlier, land use maps and other maps are meant to be general guides of policy, rather than carrying the specificity and rigidity of a map such as a zoning map. As such, the Planning Commission, City Staff, and the City Commission can exercise some discretion as to whether a proposal matches the intentions of the plan. This plan was created through a public process, and therefore, any official changes to the plan should be made through a public process.

PLAN MAINTENANCE

The initiatives and action items of the Shawnee Next Horizons are ambitious and long-range, and its recommendations will require funding and other continuous support. The city should implement an ongoing process that uses the plan to develop annual improvement programs, as outlined below.

ANNUAL ACTION AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

The Planning Commission and City Commission should define an annual action and capital improvement program that implements the recommendations in this plan. This program should be coordinated with Shawnee’s existing capital improvement planning and budgeting process, even though many of the plan’s recommendations are not capital items. This annual process should be completed before the beginning of each budget year and should include:

» A work program for the upcoming year that is specific and related to the city’s financial resources. The work program will establish which plan recommendations the city will accomplish during that year.

» A three-year strategic program. This component provides for a multi-year perspective, aiding the preparation of the annual work program. It provides a middle-term implementation plan for the city.

» A six-year capital improvement program. This is merged into Shawnee’s current capital improvement program.

ANNUAL EVALUATION

The Planning Commission should conduct an annual evaluation of the comprehensive plan at the end of each fiscal year. This evaluation should include a written report that:

» Summarizes key land use developments and decisions during the past year and relates them to the comprehensive plan.

» Reviews actions taken by the city during the past year to implement plan recommendations.

» Defines any changes that should be made in the comprehensive plan.

The plan should be viewed as a dynamic changing document that is actively used by the city as a source of information and guidance on policy and public investment.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The public, decision-makers, and staff must be concerned with the short and long-range consequences of present actions. Each of these groups plays a role in ensuring that decisions are made in the interest of good quality design and protecting the integrity of what makes Shawnee an exceptional community.

RESPONSIBILITIES: ELECTED/APPOINTED OFFICIALS

Decision-makers, along with staff, must be conscious of the rights of others. Decisions should expand choices and opportunities for all persons, including the disadvantaged, and promote economic integration. Officials include the City Commission and City Boards and Commissions.

RESPONSIBILITIES: CITY STAFF

City staff should continue to seek meaningful input from the public on the development of plans and programs. The Shawnee Next Horizons Plan is rooted in a public engagement process, and thereby the goals and initiatives represent the aspirations of the community as a whole. Recommendations from staff to decision-makers should provide accurate information on planning issues to all affected persons and to governmental decision-makers.

NON-PROFIT COMMUNITY

The non-profit community, including churches and organizations like Community Renewal, play an important part in the Shawnee community. They often fill the gaps local tax supported organizations can not fully meet. This includes community outreach and building capacity for some of the city’s most vulnerable residents. Potential roles for these organizations include:

» Advocates for recommendations made within this plan that improve the lives of all residents. This may even include assisting with fundraising for capital projects.

» Community outreach on priorities, as organizations that residents are familiar and comfortable with they can continue the community outreach efforts started in this plan.

» Filling the gaps in providing services that city and state agencies have a difficult time funding with tax dollars. With diminishing federal dollars for many programs state and local governments are often looking for ways to continue important programs and initiatives.
IMPLEMENTATION TABLE

The tables at the end of this chapter present a summary of the recommendations of the Shawnee Next Horizons Plan. Recommendations are listed in order of their place in the plan. Each recommendation is characterized according to several categories:

**TYPE**

- **Goal.** A general guiding principle of the plan to be incorporated and evaluated at a philosophical level to all decisions.
- **Policy.** Continuing efforts over a long time period. In some cases, policies include specific regulatory or administrative actions.
- **Action (Capital).** Specific efforts or accomplishments by the city or community including public capital projects that will implement features of the plan.

**TIMING**

The implementation of a comprehensive plan must be flexible, multi-faceted, and also respect the finite resources of all stakeholder organization. The timing of the implementation table was explored by the city and the Steering Committee who assigned each action into a time frame.

- **Ongoing.** Most of the recommendations fit into this category. These are matters related to general policy and operations, and have no completion date.
- **Short Term.** Implementation within 5 years.
- **Medium Term.** Implementation in 5-10 years.
- **Long term.** Implementation in 10-20 years.

Although the implementation timing can help with the question of “where to start,” it should not dictate the order of implementation. The city should be open to implementing any of these recommendations if/when the opportunity arises or the conditions are right.
RESPONSIBILITY & LEADERSHIP

The primary audience of this plan is the City Commission, City Staff, and the Planning Commission. However, it is important for the City to partner with other entities who have an interest in implementing the recommendations of the plan. The final column in the Implementation Summary recommends which group should take the lead in carrying out the recommendation and who the potential partners are.

This designation of “leadership” is not meant to be exhaustive, or to exclude any group that would like to take the lead on a project or policy. Any group or resident is invited to work with the city to support the implementation of this plan. However, this list can serve as a starting point and provide guidance on the expectations of the groups listed here.

The entities named in the table are listed below, followed by the abbreviated name used in the table.

» City Commission (Commission)
» Planning Commission (PC)
» Blue Zones Project (BZ)
» City Staff
» Shawnee Forward
» Residents or Resident Groups (Residents)
» Private Land Developers (Developers)
» Private Property Owners (Owners)

FUNDING SOURCES

In order to implement many of the objectives described in the plan, the city will need to consider a mixture of funding sources. The final column of the Implementation Schedule presents possible funding sources. This list is not exhaustive and should be reviewed and modified each fiscal year with new opportunities added and outdated sources removed.

Abbreviations used in this section are listed below:

» CDBG – Community Development Block Grant
» TIF – Tax Increment Financing
» LIHTC – Low Income Housing Tax Credit
» Benefit Fees – similar to impact fees but should be viewed as a benefit to the development. This includes participation by developers in the construction of off-site facilities such as water, wastewater, roadways, trails, and parks.
» ODOT – Oklahoma Department of Transportation
» Grants - Outside foundations and other organizations that assist with specific capital projects.
## Implementation Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land Use</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement an intensity based approach to land use and development in accordance with the future land use map and land use categories</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission, City Staff</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage responsible horizontal integration (mixed use development) at appropriate locations</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission, City Staff; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage responsible vertical integration (mixed use development) at appropriate locations</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission, City Staff; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the future land use map as a basis for decisions by the Planning Commission, the City Commission, and private developers</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission, City Staff; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement site design standards in accordance with the recommendations of each land use category</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission, City Staff; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the existing zoning and subdivision ordinance to ensure compliance with recommendations and whether new districts or overlay districts are needed to achieve the goals</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Planning Commission/City Staff</td>
<td>City Commission, City Staff; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSPORTATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate the transportation &amp; land use plans</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff, Planning Commission</td>
<td>ODOT; Developers</td>
<td>City Bonds; ODOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquire right-of-way for expansion of the arterial system into growth areas</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Staff; City Commission</td>
<td>ODOT; Pottawatomie County Planning Commission; City Commission; Developers ODOT; Pottawatomie County; Developers</td>
<td>City Bonds; Blue Zones; Developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require a traffic impact analysis for large scale projects</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Developers Blue Zones</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide dedicated funding source for arterial and collector development</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>City Commission; Developers Blue Zones</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop street connectivity and design standards</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff, Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission; Developers Blue Zones</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish guidelines for greater street connectivity that includes pedestrian routes within subdivision standards</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff, Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission; Developers Blue Zones</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply context sensitive design approach to street design</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff, Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission; Blue Zones</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop design criteria for arterial streets to include options for medians and improved pedestrian environments</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff, Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create multi-modal corridors</td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Blue Zone; Planning Commission; City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish site development standards that accommodate all modes of transportation.</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff, Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify a system of multi-modal corridors that safely connects all parts of the city and major destinations</td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Blue Zone; Planning Commission</td>
<td>City Bonds; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish guidelines for all new or improved collector streets to have multi-modal features</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Blue Zones</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve and Expand the Existing Trail Network</td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Blue Zone; Planning Commission; City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Shawnee Trails Master Plan</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Park Commission; Blue Zone</td>
<td>City General Fund; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect existing trail links</td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>City Bonds; Development Fees; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify a reliable funding source for trail development</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Park Commission; Blue Zone</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect the City to the river through trail development</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Park Commission</td>
<td>City Bonds; Development Fees; Grants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSPORTATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand the bike and pedestrian system</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Blue Zone; City Commission</td>
<td>General Funds; Grants; ODOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand the approved bike routes along low volume streets</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Blue Zone</td>
<td>General Funds; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the bicycle-friendliness of Shawnee</td>
<td>Goal/Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Local bike shops; Police Department</td>
<td>Blue Zone; Shawnee Forward; School Districts</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove barriers to expanding the bike system (improvements to crossing man-made barriers)</td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; ODOT; Blue Zone</td>
<td>ODOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify high priority sidewalk segments per an established sidewalk plan or safe routes to school plan</td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Staff; School Districts</td>
<td>City Commission; Blue Zone</td>
<td>Bonds; General Funds; ODOT; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include sidewalks in all updated street design standards</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a dedicated funding source to address gaps and maintenance of the sidewalk system</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff; School Districts; Blue Zone</td>
<td>Avedis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plan for expanded transit services</strong></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Staff; Planning Commission</td>
<td>Regional Transit Agency</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that future projects are transit friendly</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff; Planning Commission</td>
<td>Regional Transit Agency</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand the awareness of the existing transit services</td>
<td>Goal/Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Regional Transit Agency</td>
<td>Forward Shawnee; School Districts; Blue Zones</td>
<td>Grants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Implementation Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Image</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve landscape regulations</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and encourage the use of native materials</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>Development Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with partners to plant trees &amp; native landscaping along major corridors &amp; within parks.</td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; Blue Zones; Garden Clubs</td>
<td>Grants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade site design standards</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require pedestrian accommodations in all site designs</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish basic design guidelines for the I-40 corridor</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer incentives for on-site retention when done as an amenity</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; City Commission</td>
<td>Waive fees; density bonuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve overall community appearance</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; Community Renewal</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review and update property maintenance codes &amp; enforcement procedures</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; City Commission; Community Renewal</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop property maintenance material &amp; education programs on how to be a good neighbor</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; Community Renewal</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with the schools on community pride and property maintenance</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>School Districts; Shawnee Forward; Kids Clubs; Community Renewal</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest in a systematic reporting system for tracking problem properties</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize Efforts that have been made.</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a “state of the city” address to celebrate accomplishments to outline initiatives</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff, Avedis</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the city’s existing brand (logo etc.) and consider updating</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward</td>
<td>Shawnee CTV, VSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend customer service training in the PRIDE program to city staff</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Implementation Summary

### Downtown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enliven public spaces</strong></td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Park Commission; Community organizations</td>
<td>TIF, General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continue public enhancements that started with the streetscape and use these as development tools</strong></td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>TIF, General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attract more people to downtown</strong></td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff; Community Organizations</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>LIHTC; TIF; General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Increase the residential population</strong></td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff; Community Organizations</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>LIHTC; TIF; General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initiate family-oriented development around downtown</strong></td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff; Community Organizations</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>LIHTC; TIF; General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encourage adaptive residential reuse and mixed use in key buildings</strong></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identify key niches that can support destination businesses</strong></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Establish partnerships to identify safe and supportive alternatives for the homeless, day and night</strong></td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; City Commission; Developers Planning Commission; City Commission; Pottawatamie County</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Put together critical sites and properties</strong></td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Pottawatamie County</td>
<td>CDBG; General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improve access and visibility of the downtown</strong></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improve corridors and wayfinding into downtown</strong></td>
<td>Action/Capital</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expand the connections to downtown through improved bike infrastructure and pedestrian paths in key corridors</strong></td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Blue Zone; Avedis Foundation</td>
<td>City bonds; Grants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOUSING &amp; NEIGHBORHOODS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revitalize and stabilize older neighborhoods</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Shawnee Forward</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement policies identified in the Development Policy Areas</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand rehabilitation and demolition programs</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff; Community Renewal</td>
<td>CDBG; General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target public facility improvements to high risk neighborhoods</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Bonds; CDGB; General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with local non-profits to expand knowledge of property maintenance standards</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Non-profits; City Commission; Shawnee Forward</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expand Housing Diversity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a non-profit development corporation to produce housing options that are too risky for the private market</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; Community Renewal</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>HOME Funds; City General; Lending Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct city investments and redevelopment dollars toward mixed-income projects</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review zoning code for barriers and hurdles</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encourage Infill Development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify strategy for consolidating ownership of vacant lots in older neighborhoods</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Pottawatamie County; Community Renewal</td>
<td>Public-Private Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish incentives for the development of vacant lots</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Council</td>
<td>TIF; Waive fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide public facility improvements that create favorable environments for private investment on underutilized sites</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Bonds; CDGB; General Fund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOUSING &amp; NEIGHBORHOODS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate amenities into new neighborhoods</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify green space that should be added to the city's park system ahead of</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Parks Commission</td>
<td>General Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>growth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement connectivity standards for all modes of transportation</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review zoning &amp; subdivision regs with regard to landscaping and buffering</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encourage downtown's evolution as a neighborhood</strong></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use city incentives for development of housing in and adjacent to downtown</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Council; Developers</td>
<td>TIF; Waiving fees; Tax rebate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with chamber and economic development groups to encourage services and</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>City; Shawnee Forward</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>businesses that support workers and residents in the downtown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Association</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preserve and enhance special needs housing</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To address homelessness in Shawnee, a coalition of agencies should implement a</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Salvation</td>
<td>Salvation Army; Central OK</td>
<td>Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuum of Care model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community Action Agency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require large scale projects to incorporate universal design standards into at</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>least a portion of units</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Implementation Summary

### Quality of Life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implement concepts from the Parks Master Plan</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Park Commission</td>
<td>Staff, City Commission; Residents</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify funding sources to implement Park improvements</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Park Commission</td>
<td>Staff, City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand the Parks Plan to the Lakes</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Park Commission</td>
<td>Staff; City Commission; Tribal Leadership</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find joint ventures with local Tribes that can improve recreational options</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Park Commission</td>
<td>Staff, City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain facilities in a state of good repair</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Park Commission</td>
<td>Staff; Non-profits; Volunteers</td>
<td>General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget adequately based on routine assessment of park maintenance and</td>
<td>Policy/Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate recreational trends and demands and adapt to desires</td>
<td>Policy/Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularly review facilities and plan for strategic interventions</td>
<td>Policy/Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add park land in growth areas</td>
<td>Policy/Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Builders; Residents</td>
<td>Development Fees, General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish policies for adding park land in growth areas</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget for development of existing land in partnership with private sector</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; Avedis Foundation; Local Tribes</td>
<td>Non-profits, Businesses, Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a park expansion trust fund</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Community Organizations</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify strategies such as “adopt a park” programs to assist with maintenance</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Community Organizations; Staff; Residents</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a cultural resources and public arts plan</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Community Organizations; Staff; Residents</td>
<td>Grants, General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish and Arts and Culture Commission</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Community Organizations; Staff; Residents</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pursue a 1% for the Arts Ordinance</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECOMMENDATION</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Timing / Priority</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>Funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUALITY OF LIFE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use trails and greenways to connect parks</td>
<td>Policy/Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Non-profits/Foundations</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require buffers along drainage ways</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop public private partnerships for development and maintenance of trails</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; Avedis Foundation; Local Tribes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require sidewalks in new developments</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Developers</td>
<td>Development Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a plan for connecting new sites (in developing areas) to the larger city</td>
<td>Policy/Action</td>
<td>Short-Medium</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission, Blue Zones, Avedis Foundation</td>
<td>Bonds; General Funds, Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement land use regulations that support mixed use neighborhoods</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Shawnee Forward; Staff</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement guidelines outlined in the land use chapter</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct city investments and incentives to mixed use projects or mixed use settings</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain the city’s heritage through historic preservation &amp; celebrate the city’s culture and history</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Historic Alliance</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Shawnee Forward; Local Tribes; Downtown Businesses</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove barriers and encourage public art across the community</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Beautification Committee</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect the city’s museum to the rest of the city</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission, Avedis Foundation; Blue Zones</td>
<td>Grants; Bonds; General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a cultural heritage plan and public art plan</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward</td>
<td>Cultural Organizations; Local Tribes</td>
<td>General Funds Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find ways to celebrate partnerships between the city and Tribes</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Non-Profits, City Commission</td>
<td>Shawnee Forward; Local Tribes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrate the investments by organizations in the community</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff; Shawnee Forward</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

### RECOMMENDATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC SERVICES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain facilities in a state of good repair and continually adapt to support potential growth</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain facilities and equipment on a routine schedule</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General Funds; Bonds; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use high quality material and equipment</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General Funds; Bonds; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with departments to evaluate the need, location, and functional suitability for public buildings</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General Funds; Bonds; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance the intensity of development &amp; response times to locate facilities</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>General Funds; Bonds; Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximize public safety through site design</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission; Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearly define public and private spaces</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design spaces with natural surveillance</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain public spaces and enforce existing codes to create environments that feel well-kept and safe</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibit developments with one access point</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update and implement water and sewer master plans</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularly review existing water plans and strategically identify the next round of priority projects</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider water and sewer treatment capacities and alternative solutions for expansion of the treatment facilities</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish stormwater management practices that protects downstream users</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with surrounding water jurisdictions to create a unified plan</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>City Commission; Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Adjoining Jurisdictions</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Timing / Priority</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC SERVICES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund water and sewer infrastructure to leverage development and redevelopment</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Bonds; General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build and finance water and sewer infrastructure in coordination with land use plan and market demands.</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Bonds; General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate stormwater ordinances with the land use plan</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study the suitability of impact fees to fund stormwater infrastructure extensions</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate ordinance updates that would require stormwater management to be integrated as a site amenity</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate ways to incentivize innovative approaches to stormwater management</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in partnership with the school districts to build and renovate facilities</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>School Districts</td>
<td>Staff; Planning Commission; City Commission</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove hurdles to reinvestment in existing schools or conversion of closed schools</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>School Districts</td>
<td>Staff; Planning Commission; City Commission</td>
<td>Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be a partner at the table to improve connections to schools</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>School Districts; Staff</td>
<td>Staff; Planning Commission; City Commission</td>
<td>Development Fees; General Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in partnership to identify future site needs and locations</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>School Districts; Staff</td>
<td>Planning Commission; Land Commission</td>
<td>Bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find opportunities for shared initiatives with surrounding Tribal Nations</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission; Residents</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find individual opportunities to improve relations</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission; Residents</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build on the areas cultural history and find ways to celebrate partnerships</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Local cultural organizations; Tribes</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrate investments that Tribes are making in the community</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Tribes</td>
<td>Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move forward with the joint ventures identified in the Parks Plan</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>City Commission</td>
<td>Tribes; Staff</td>
<td>City Bonds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>